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The fundamental principles of organization and management
are universal. They are equally applicable to business
organizations, executive agencies of the Government, and
naval commands in the shore establishment or in the fleet
in the operating forces. The problems of organization and
management are essentially the same for all types and sizes
of business. The recognition of the Department of Defense
and the military departments as "big business" has reached
its zenith and has been brought into clear focus only in the
past decade. Including the military assistance program, the
Department of Defense spends about 60 per cent of the total
federal budget. It controls $20 billion worth of real
property in the continental United States alone. Total assets
are in excess of $150 billion. This figure is in excess of
the combined assets of the 500 largest industrial corporations
in the country by 25 per cent. Almost half of the research
and development of this nation is absorbed by the Department
of Defense. The Navy too can present some impressive
statistics. It is one of the largest organizations in the
world with assets in excess of $68 billion, or as large as
the combined assets of the one hundred largest industrial
corporations in the United States.
1
.
There is a basic difference between management in
Government and in private industry, m business, a manage-
ments worth is measured in terms of its ability to produce
•rofit. The worth of nmxu t in Govex t cannot be
ired in these same simple terms, Sspeciall
true in the Department of Defense. In Government, the task
is to develop sound policies and -ams and, after
roval by the representatives of the le—the Congress—
to carry them out in the most efficient and economical manner
ssible
.
You cannot put a price tag on national security! The
Government does not have that tailo lek of indusl
profit and loss sta t, to measure efficiency and to
furni Idance for future operations. Unfortunately, in
a Defense Department it ma t be r ma; are
, correct t .ere siade, whether the secur
forces, weapons and logistics are right, I zv or not the
proper decisions have been made. This may, in fact, never
.own until the eyed in actual combat.
ORGANISATION
Orcanization is the formal structure for the
it of duties and authority thr, t for
uivities of wor. their subdivision .-'ranged,
ined, and coordinated. It is the means whereby
activities of many persons are coordinated and directed in
a common enterprise or endeavor. It is the form of human
.oeiation for a common purpose. It establishes the
bhin which le work. It 3 to the

positions of the members and also to the inter-relations of
ir duties. 1 Organization requires attention to persons,
positions, and physical facilities. An ideal organization
is usually an objective rather than an accomplished fact.
A member of the Special Committee on Organization,
Coniiiiission on Organization of the Executive Branch of tne
Government (Hoover Commission), has this to say on the
of organization:
Organisation in Government, as well as in business
and Industry, involves principally the relationships of
people. Organization is the posture o roup of
people to do /en job. It is tne arr icnt o
group effort to provide unity of action in pursuit of
a common purpose. It really con, people and is not
settling which can be planned and as one would
machinery or factory or office building. Bow people
together—their relationship one to another—is
what, after all, we are concerned with in organizatic .
In an extremely good discussion an organisation in
general, he goes on to says
Organization defines the total job to be done; brc
it into segments or pieces of work which can be accom-
plished by smaller units of people working together!
.'termines what each individual can do and should do
toward the accomplishment of the total job; makes
delegations of authority and assignments to these
individuals; establishes controls, checl:s, and inspections
to insure proper quantity, quality, and adherence to
standards; and spells out what the relationships of the
Lous parts of the enterprise will be. All of these
phases or organization involve, almost exclusive:
people. They spell out what people will do and hoi. -
111 work together so that the total job will be done on
time and with each part in its proper place.
3
.Ichard Owens, Introduction to Busli. (Richart
Irwin, Inc., 195*0, P. &!T»






t are the Tests
__;_.__ _ :_
This question I jwered by Marshall Dimock,
professor and author, in an article "The Objectives of
Governmental Reorganization
It is one that a clearly formulated and, of
course, a woi ,ile purpose; one that has enough
si . oss of pur that those who work within the
Ion are not constantly drawn one ad then
another, wirk , in frustration. But it is by no
means to be assumed that every institution should
able to reduce its
,
to a .* A
large government obviously cannot, for it has a greater
diversity of function than an,, .ion in
modern life. 2 oblem, therefor to make the
best synthesis possible and espe i o resist the
temptation to add together ithough
apparently similar* are basically so different that if
th» .re lumped no one of them would stand much chance
jtting from top management t3 /idual attention
it deserves.
4
To summarise, it can be said that organization is
the process of determining and establishing the structure,
procedures and the resource requirements appropriate to
course of action selected. Organizing, like the
planning function, is systematic preparation for the action
which will follow. In organizing, however, emphasis is
placed upon inter-relatins the required functions, practic
and resources into a coordinated and practicable pattern.
;anislng and planning cannot be set apart. It is
nearly impossible in practice to separate t or to say
that plann.: ads and organising begins at a certain point.
It is usually true that organising commences after the




ratio, j Autumn, 1951
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Once started, It i3 broken down into four gene
1. Set up the structure.
Develop the procedures.
3. Del ie the requirements.
:. Allocate the resources.
In setting up an organisation, it is important to
distinguish between its structure and Its method of operation.
Structure is based upon the lnter~relationships of ie and
functions, i<rhile the latter deals with defining and bri
about the specific conditions whi Le to
achieve the prc> lined objectives. t ional
struc is designed to create a framework for effective
operations. The procedural aspect is designed to build a
teci which will specify how to perform the step3 of an
hi. Changes in procedural patterns are bound to affect
the structure of an < Lzationj organisational structure
LI also affect the design of operating procedures. For
practical purposes^ . L structure
consists of inter-relai . vari .sponsibilities which
he accomplish an objective
*
;111 be i I to various parts of organisati
es deli; .lotion






There are certain basic building blocks underlying
the design of the organization which must be understood and
recognized in order to develop and maintain a sound,
effective organization structure. Some of the more important
of these principles are:
1. Unity of command.
2. Span of control.
3. Homogeneous assignment of work.
4. Delegation of authority.
Unity of command means that the ultimate responsibility for
and control of all actions directed toward the objective
of an organization are vested in one individual at each
level of operations.
Span of control is a term applied to the con-
siderations involved in the relationships between a manager
and the individuals he holds responsible for performance of
specific duties. It has to do with the number of persons
reporting to a common supervisor. It is generally accepted
that the ideal span of control is from three to seven persons
reporting to one supervisor.
Homogeneous assignment of work pertains to the
grouping of functions required to accomplish the mission of
an organization according to the similarity or closeness in
their relation to one another. (Principle of specialization.)"^
•^Henri Fayol, General and Industrial Management (New
York: Pitman Publishing Corp., 1949),, p. 20. Paycl calls
this "division of work" and lists it as the first of his 14
principles of management. It concerns what has been called the
primary step in organization, the determination and establish-
ment of the smallest number of dissimilar functions into which
the work of an institution may be divided.

7Delegation of authority gives one the right to act
automatically—without consulting higher authority—with the
assignment of a task. There should be no asr/ nt of




Ejipanding our study of basic principles of organisation,
rind that Henri Fayol, in 1909* lie 'ourteen principles
of ement some of which bear a striking resemblance to
the principles which we have accepted half a century latei
Koonts and 0*Bonneil discuss fifteen principles for sound
animation which vary from those of Fayol . » A number of
. asentiai
. ;e, such as Fayol' a principles of
division of work, authority and responsibility, unity of
:mand, unity of direction, centralisation, and scalar
JLn. Other Fayol principles appl; :a^erial functic
such as direction, or to problems of leadership. Especial
>f note are "The Ten Commandments of Good Organisation,''
uhe American Management Association. This frequently
quoted statement of major organisation principles is as foil*
1. Definite and clear-cut responsibilities should
be assigned to each executive*
Responsibility should always be coupled with
corresponding
.id,, p. 20, (Orlsinall, shed in French in ]
'Koonts 3'Donnell, Principle naent (
:cGraw-Hill Book Co., 1953}* p. *'91.

3. No 3 should be made in . cope of
lailitics o asition wl jflnit
standing to that effect on t rt of all persons
concerned.
4. Mo c. vive or employee, oc. jingle
position in the or ation, s jt to
inite orders from more than one source. (This
interfc .th functional direction
by 3taff specialist departments, such as accounting,
personnel,
Orders should never be
,.
rdinates
p the head of a responsible executive.
Criticisms of subordinates should, whenever
possible, be made privately, m
ordinate be cri, cised in t e of executives
or employees o - or lower rati
7* No dispute or difference betv cutiv
.3 as to or responsibilities should
considered too trivial for prompt and careful .
Promt disclplina
action should I i :>prov</ tive
iatel:
fo executive . . .ild ever be requii-
or expected, to same ti latant to,
critic of, ano.
10. Any exc e whose work is subject to regul;
jtion, the
dstance and facilitl aable to







to the fact .one. a
>eople, t i. True,
tore c<
be overlo
few that are so ooram at tl..
Be:..
- bvloui uinue to thwart the
-3rica it Assoc la.. Ten Command-
Good Oi Reprinted in Ero«
Planning and Developing the Company Organisation structure
(555 York: Amer

r U*i,\J^jiveness of many an undertakin
L darii gra presented by Koonts and 0»:
follows:
Careless application of the o1 rinclple.
Unrestricted delegation of functional authority.
Dual suborcL- n.
Granting authority without exacting responsibility.
Exact in, ponsibility without ( . athorl
Failure to clarl. .lationshlps.
Failure to d, authority.
Confusion of authority and Informational relationshl
American Management Association Stu
In 195<2, the American Management Association complex
a t ear research stvi- ' company ©rgani ©lis
j prompted by the feeling that in most of the
asion about organisation, there is too much genera: Ion
based on personal opinions, off-the-cuff observations and
hunches; there are too many unverified ieh C.
jtenatic analysis. Too many executive:
organisational problems in terms of
to do rather than In terms of what they are doing.
This was the background for the st
.nies believed to have harmonious organiL;
were visited. The personnel conductin. rvey
and analysed several hundred organisation charts and manual
oontz and O'Bonnell, Principles of Ha: nt (l
:: McGraw-Hill Bool: Co.., 1935)7

3ft addition they talked to and corresponded with scores of
standing thinkers and practitioners on organization. The
results of this st lished in A.M.A. Research
10.20 - Planning and Developing the Company Organisation
Structure.
The study concludes that notable changes have
occurred in organization thinking since
,
ylor and
Hen 1 devoted systematic study to it. These eh
the reflections of broader scale changes talcing
place in our industrial society, but aiderstanding of
Gi is essential to our knotfledge of company organisation,
Th. Xy attempted to reconcile the traditional concepts
hp an<k ftayol) of organisation to these ?tant chan,
which directly affect their application.
Some of the major findings are 1 „»lzed below:
1. Organization must be studied as 1 of
growth—adaptin. .^ions to cha:..
2. Basic company objectives determine the basic
ny functions as well as the division of work
—
m
;hods of diviv. . ocutlves.
3. Organization structuring (Id U »eater
of the personality factor—recognize the influence
of executive personality on the company 1 s organization
structur
4. The span 1 control is an important determinant
1 0u-
st Da'_. -annAng and Developing the
„ion strict .:.re ^qW york: Amerlc

11
of executive effectiveness—rather than hold rigidly to a
predetermined span of control of from three fo six men
(executives at the presidential level have a span of control
nearer eight or nine), it is advisable to ..lithe advantages
of increasing delegation to a greater number of subordina.
against Its disadvantages, and increase or decrease the span
of control until the two are in balance.
The staff assistant or assistant to" is one of
the most useful and yet most misunderstood functions in the
organization structure.
. Stafi* executives are assuming more co.
powers, resulting In divided authority and conflicts with
line c ,-ives.
Committees are a widespread form of management,
but the benefits of committee iaax r specific
es of activities, as compared to alternative methods of
mfc, have been little explored.
, Decentralisationj in Itself, is neither desirable
nor undesirable. It depends upon the type and extent of
decentralisation we are talking about and its applicability
to a company's Individual needs.
9. Chang. le company organisation is a gradual
process.
55 In sum, good organisation is like good wine: It






Management may be defined In several ways depend!;
options upon which the L lition is postulated.
m a broad social point of view, mar it is a technique
or method developed as a result of the human tendency to
form groups. Each group, whatever it may be, must have it
3
own management. Then in this sense, management may be
defined as a technique by means of which the purposes and
objectives of a particular sroup are determined, clarified,
and effectuated. If the general concept of management is
considered in its specific aspects, other definitions must
folio
Government, as pertaining to management, moans the
protection, regulation, and motivation of its citizens by
,
political unit.
ubllc ©nt is the organization of any unit
of government, and t; :rcise of authority and responsibility
ove employe : such a unit.
Military raai. is a special type of public
. .aent. It involves the recruiting, training, organic
discipline, equipping, and command of military units.
.loess management is a specialized and distinct
differing materially from government and public mana
ment. It includes the organisation, direction, control and
11jrvision of the operations of a business unit.
'< 1
Peterse.. an, Business Organization and




and employii purees to accoi. predeter-
ives. I &d that alt the object!
a?y considei'ably In d .. .jion, mi the
:11 objective is to achieve i >nal effective-
ness in aecomplis. ssential missions assigned. In
the military, o; nderta accom
objectives. The extent to which >ctiv . attained
is the effectives the operation. The proof of succt
of i ement is operatic:.... J'feetiveness, Tills axiom
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Administration and i jment ma. ,ht of as
Leal funeti. :ltir<. ictio: find that
m is defined as managemej LnesB,
public affairs, etc.); the conduct s gov: .ital
, state, . .;; its execute.. ' unctions.
*
s
':-he other hand, mana; ; is defined as control; handling;
di:. arsons thai w or an institution.
It lis synonym administration. 3 c^a
terms are synonymous,^ while ot norities
l^Thorndl ,mhart, Comprehensive go sic Dictionary






1 H/illlam H . Newman, Administrative ion (




i distinction. One trid< :itiation is
nation 1 ; formulation xerogram ^hile
ma. Is the exscutJ .' the pre
.lowin
. linjg
objectives! en*:, .on into th
economic environment.
Management --carrylafe out th i rvision
TMs latter sc of thought m i distinction
bet i @ activity *e top and at fetom of the
animation, ffl - )f> levels are more concern ..th
.ation while the bottom levels are more involved in
management. Administration has its roots in a conceptual
approach: stre.,. octivesi declaring policies;
ring of the workers and the busint i a single unit
3
relation of the business to the econom . . to the communi
fitting it into the
T* i actai. ation and managem..











It is In this 13 i;iiat we se .uthorities as
Alvin Brown declare that administration . aggregate
or the endeavors or all members of ma tent which are direct
toif&rd the accomplishment <£ its purposes. 5 It includes
.termination of ways and means of achieving the estab-
lishe Is in accordance with i policies
principle o. It also indue :ment of
,ies and responsibilities to various m >f the
'rise for the purpose of accompli tiie stated
objectives, tJ jtlon or supervision or I activities
abllshiaent of syst /res,
ip on results, and the taking of such corrective
action a. ,
.3 of Administration
A simplified classification of t sea of
ration lists three stepss planning, doing, and
seeing
•
17 oases are not distinctly separate, but
. overlapping in responsibilitlc any o
individual. In some .sations, It corporations, a
per light hold a which requi.- im to perform
Alvln Brown, Organization of Industry (New
.bice -Hall, Inc. t 194 f}* p. IT.
16






Brown, Organisation of Industry (Hew York!
, mc„ km* Chapter ttfl,

only one of the a. In direct oppositi would find
r-operator ot '.all retail c nt performing
all of the phases, planning, doing, and
An interesting classification of the as of
istration is drawn by another au. a Mooney, ;.




authors ttorsj ai rities on 1
subject have interpreted the phases of administration in
their own \ ~:*haps the earliest of fc! _;ories
was that given by Henri . :ifleant








It should be not .at these phases, or elements
jiistration, the three p.. as stated by
Alvln Brown. Brown, . , combines or, .nding,
'.s a s : call
~ James D„ Mooney, Principles of Organisation (Nev;
Yoric; Ilarper anc
^^Hewl Fayol, and .eat










? previc Ion has nc ace unless
*8 of what el . vari annlni
"doing, !i and. "seeing" st,
1. Planning ! m Lation o for
Lshing a given objective. The steps in planr. be
..larised as follows:
.





List the alternative solutions.
Decide on the best alternative.
Schedule the plan or program.
Doing is the performance of work in accordance
wii Ian. I exec plan or program, the
work must be divided into -' lotions and activities
ted below.
Determination < i organization.
Assembly (or preparation) of resources—manpower,
.Lai, and mono .
id (cr direction) to initiate the work. This
ineluc nstructions as ',o the manner of doing the work with
lanati - as necessary.
Coordination or direction of etivities to
*h and maintain
,
will among the employees,
increase efficiency, promote economy, and eliminate dupli-
cation of effort a :.ste.
3. Seeing how the work is progressing, and in what'
manner it is being done. This phase includes:
Obtaining information
.
Modify instructions; prescribe new methods.
Authorise corrective action.
.sea - £ -^od
The . i dstration Bay b .marised as
follows.
^Ricnard Owens, Introduction to Business Policy
(Richard Irwin, Inc., 195*0* P. 60.

19
Phase I, Planning, determinative, or legislative
Long-term and short -terra plannin
3 for L, mat inanelal
necc.






Phase III. Seeing, interpretative, deciding, or Judicial
Report.. rmance.
Approval or critic!..
Countermand or corrective act
t is 1 -raenU i* Ser. .
Lltary mana be der.. le vital
spark that activates, directs, and controls the military
tt its a are
accomplished. Therefore, rail:!. management has the
^formed by
that group of con;. rs and other military executives
. .:e decis i civ ctions to, the
.rsonnel of the military organisation .... In
:-t, since 1 of executive 'ship . • .
are the basic functions of military management, "it can
that mill tageme seutlve leadership
are synonymous terms .
!
consequence, military ma. .jut, or executive
leadership, is eha rith the task o. eclslons for,
structioi bhe degree of succ
in the accompllshr.. mel of illlta
estafc.. t ent. Dependc; ,on the executl\ rel, the tc.
-John R. Beishline, Military for rational
onse (Mew York! itlee-Hall, mc.,~ i* p. i).

£0
is either predominantly administrative or operative in nature,
i.e., determination of broad, overall policies, or it is
managerial or executive in nature.
The principles and functions of management appear to
be identical for any organized effort, government or industry,
military or civilian. It is the problems of management
which are not necessarily the same either among the military
services, or in industry. Henri Fayol comments that no
enterprise can be successful without good management and
every enterprise that is poorly managed is doomed to
fail *ire. This principle is as true for the State as for
private industry. **3 «phe basic functions of management or,
in another connotation, administration—both military and
industrial, have been variously explained by experts on
management subjects as previously noted. They all express
fundamentally the same essential data given to us by Fayol,
Summary
In summary, orate activities of ma; jnt
are planning, organisation, command, coordination, and control
No organization can be managed effi< ly an actively
unless these five functions are performed. For our purpo;;
we shall define them as follows:
"Planning" is the process of selecting the best
line of action in order to accomplish a t&.
Oulick and Urwick (eds.), Papers on the Science of
iatration (New York: Institute of fublic Administration,
Columbia University Press, 1937); Henri Fayol, "The Admin-
istrative Theory in the State," p. 10.
,

" Organizing' is the process of inter-relating in a
systematic and practicable manner the factors relevant to
the selected line of action.
' Commanding is the action of securing the under-
standing, acceptance, and participation of those persons
under the command of the manager.
"Coordinating ' may foe defined as the action of
securing the cooperation of those persons not under command
of the manager, and the fitting together of the efforts of
the various parts of the organization tovrard the overall
accor ment of the common goal.
" Controlling" is the process of determining whether
actual operation is proceeding as desired, and of evaluating
the performance through the facts obtained.
Organization has been defined as a phase of management
or administration. It may be conceived as consisting of a
framework by means of which the work of a business, raanacerial
and otherwise, is performed. It also denotes a process of
specialising the work of management so that harmonious and
efficient business activity may result.
^Petersen and Plowman, Business . .ation and





itive In the economic
:ce of governmental activities. In countries,
Jhe prominent e:sec of the Unit*. ates, the I
;tem . national level, and
„>ead to px*ovineial and lo Dvernments,
Budgeti. \a not developed uniformly among all govemroen-
however, nor is it traceable to a c infli.
ated in the same fashion in ail countries. 2-
•igetii. »1 govei-
is the -ess by . cial policies of an
.
and executed. The 'ounda ae buc
of . viited States So led is Ided for
In the Constit
Article I, Sect!
The Congress shall have power ... to make all li
.all L and proper to . bo




Tae Con, to di s of and
.e all needful i . ..tions r sting the









The Congress shall have power to lay and collect
taxes, duties, ;1 excises, to pay the debts
and provide for tie common defense and general welfare
of the United States* but all duties, imposts and excises
LI be uniform throughout the United States i
borrow money on the credit of the United States
• • • a
Article I, Section
No tax or dut iall be laid on articles exported
from any state . . . .
Constitutional Ai fo. 16
The Congress shall have power to lay and collect
taxes on Incomes, from whatever source derived, without
apportionment among the several states, ard
to any census or enumeration.
Article X, Section 7
All bills for raising revenues shall originate in
the House of Representatives; but the Senate may propose
or concur with amendments as on other bills.
Article 2, Section
The Congress shall have power . , . to raise and
port armies, but no appropriation of money to that
use shall be for a longer term than two years . . . .
Not until 1921j however, was there any sin.;
Ization in the U.S. Government char. respon-
sibility of preparing a complete receipt anc anditure
sti: it of federal financial actlvltie as a
result of expenditures during World I, and the recognised
? budget reform, 1 ; felt that a centralised
bucl. fould contr > the cause of expenditure reduction
and tax reduction. In Congress was faced with the
ytabii rntrallzed agency to coordinate
•
.. .uireraents. Their attempts to provide adequate
islation Here unsuccessful when President Wilson vetoed
the bill. In 1921, after the election of President Hardi.
this bill was re-introduced and passed as the Budget and
Accounting Act of 1921.

2k
T. ;t had three main purpc. (1) to provide
for a cc; -identlal budget j (rj) to provide the
tit with the BudL au in the Treasury Departroe:.
to assist him in the pr ition of the bud to
en his authority over the e.: irtmen
t (3) to assign responsibility for accounting to a
General Accounting Office under a Controller General,
From earliest history in our government it appears
to have been the intent of Congres vest iority for the
get and budgetary processes with one department—the Treasury
artment. In 17S9* the act establis t reasi
Department required the recording of receipts end expenditures.
The Secretary of the Treasury was to perform those functions
orformec' icial committees of the Congress.
Again, in 1300, the Secretary of the Treasury was to
re for the Congress a report on t il finances, and
to make recommendations for increasing revenues. Congress,
i
established a permanent yi&vs and Means Committee to
deal with both revenues and expenditures
.
These then were the symptoms of the gro., . .jalns of
.ugetary process which continued until first major
reform was made through the Budget and Accounting Act of
1. Smithies lias tills to say about the fragmented buc.
process from 17- .1:
... it is essential to realise that traditional
budgetary pro rta by the
Congress to control the Executive through the devi.
rath con-
sideration of the requirements of asi sotlve budgetary
.... fcory of t ry




is U. il , . .
history of the period shows that the Congress lias
na\ stive .lev;
of actual operatic an instrui . control, in
to co
© Executive than to promote its efficiency.
Refox»m oi' the , sqbs
As already discussed, major reform commenced in 1.
- HP to this time the history of the budget process can be
summed up by saying that the executive departments had been
able to go directly to the Congress and request funds.
influence ids were obtained, and then spent
reasons than for which appropriated. The
>arttaent had acted merely as a transmittal agency, sending
requests for funds to the Congress with no civ The
President had no part in the financial m- t of the
ant, nor in the preparation of the budget. Congress
ed its viewpoint . in 1 nd required the
Secretary of the Treasur; submit a rt of estimated
required appropriations to the Fres:l en to
make recommendations to Congress, howev e had, no
organization with which these legislatec : s could be
performed.
The establishment of the Executive Office of the
mt under authority of the : anlzal dot of 1
is the next principal budgetary reform. ilzation Plan
No. 1 under the Act transferred the Bureau of the Budget
to the Executive Office of the President the Treasury
^Arthur Smithies, The Budgetary Process in the
tthlted States ( 11 tool: > c7Tl955),
p7"WI

Department. How, the Director of the Bud ms to act under
the immediate supervision of the President.
The most recent and by far the most publicized
survey of the Executive Branch of the Gove ; has been
that performed by the Hoover Commission, •abllshed by the
Lodge•Brown Act of 19^7 a this group developed a number of
recommendations affecting budgetary and accounting practices.
One of the most controversial items brought forth by
B Hoover Commission was the idea for a performance-type
budget.
Aside from a new type of budget presentation, the
Hoover Commission made recommendations regarding the necessi
for a complete survey of the appropriation structure, the
separation of current operating expenditures and capital
outlays in budget estimates, the authority of the President to
reduce expenditures under appropriations, the development
of closer relations within the Bureau of the Budget and
en the Bureau and other agencies, the statistical
services, supervision of publications, ana several recommen-
specifieally dealing with accounting
number of these recommendations have fou i©tr ua„< into
. o regulation an cedure. Bespit critic.:
.oover Commission was a little too vague when
.th the budgeting account- . .., it can
be . impetu. ass in t
budget and accounting, if for no o a than
calling attention to much need o of the
statutory reactions to the Hoover

2itle IV,
national Security Act ts of 19 ;'9 *
largely due to the work of the Hoover Commission,
but also as a result orimentation in the Department
of tha and the Air Force, the I'.. . .curity Act of
:? was amended to add a net-? Title Tf & at establi
a uniform budgetary and fiscal procedure and organization
within the n; ,~1 militar, anizatio
In addition to creating Comptrollers for the Depart-
ed of Defense and the Military Departments, authorial
wor capital funds, ^rnent funds, and requiring
quantitative and wsm propex*tv recording, this amendment
specifically called for fcl e of performance-type buc. c





-.bject .thority and felon of the
to a





Since the pa;, of this lav; the three services have
bee; in convert:: .ieir pre tion
str In or ith t ...:.. . . The
...
m complicated the task of conversion and it will be several
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more years before substantial progress can be achieved. It
haa been a case of something more easily "said than done"
since traditional organization and cetera! uncertainty as
to definition of terms are among the obstacles to overcome.
Account ires Ac tat. )
On September 12, 1950, the Co. . s approved sahat
lias b« important piece &£ legislation of
the . t thirty years" in connection wit: .nd
ac- , Attempting to incorporate it of Dover
Commission recommendation ...is Act the
in budgeting and created, in Fart II, "Accounts
t Auditing Act of 1930. K Xn addition it provided for
~>tain changes in authorisation an of appropriate
as well as repealing 106 laws and parts of laws no longer of
val
It is most interest! note that no specific
tion is made in this legislation of the texna "performance
B had Imen done in Public tm . It did provi
that





as been inter - mean authority for the use of
erformance-tjpo presentation. Alth it did r
separation of capital and operat.-V rogra i had
i done in the Defense Department Act, it did permit "any
jsirable classification of dU
From the report on the bill, 1 evident that
Congress intended to m j&q the i srfonm

budgeting In the federal government
.
J In . ;ond
Hoover Commission reviewed and praisecl the progress thai
been made in the development of performance budgeting* and
h
recommended that further steps be taken in this direction.
The Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950
attempted a compromise within the framework of present
organization. It is a unique example of cooperation among
iongroBBj the Comptroller General (General Accounting
Office) * the Treasury, and the Bureau of the Budget. The
Act retains for the Comptroller General the authority to
prescribe the form of accounts and to review accounting
but it requires him to consult with the Treasury and
Budget Bureau. The Secretary of the Treas. etains his
central responsibility for accounting in the ttive
Branch. The auditing functions remain with the Comptroller
»al in the General Accounting Office. From our pre:
point of view, the importance of the Act lies in ti
it gives to the close relation that should exist between
accounting for the past, administrative man and
pro.. ling for I 1 ».
The 1930 Act has incorporated in it potentialities
fo:. Itional fut 'ess, even though full implementation
dte some time.
3hou30 Report Ho. 2536, Slot Con;;. Md Session,
^Jesse Burl-head, Government Budget
i
sw Yo.





The Bureau o; day
The Bureau of t adget was established by the
Budget and Accounting Act of 19£1 as a staff agency of the
President. Although directly responsible to the President
ce its inception, it was originally placed in the Treasury
Department. When the Executive Office of the President was
created in 1939# the Bureau was made one of its divlsio
Responsibilities of the Bureau of t et may be
grouped under five headings: (1) preparation and admin-
istratlon of the I
~*i (~) improvement of government
animation and management; (3) impro t of accounting
and other phases 01* financial management; (4) legislative
analysis and review; and (5) coordination and improvement of
Serai statistics,
A more detailed statement of the Bureau* s functions
provided in Executive Order No. 8248 of September 8, 1939*
defines the tasks of the several divisions of t
icutive Office of the President. This list reads, in part,
as follows:
To assist the President in the preparation of the
budget and the formulation of the fiscal program of the
;vernmer;
To supervise control the administration of the
budget
,
To aid the t to bring about more efficient
.ical conduct of the Government services,
eep the President informed of the progress of
.cies o£ the Government with respect
to work proposed, work actually initiated, and work
.'ted, together with the relative timing of work
between the several agencies of the Government, all to the
that the work programs of ti jverai agencies of the
Government may be coordinated and that the monies
appropriated b^ s may be expended in the
most economical manner possible with the least possible
overlapping and duplication of effort.
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The nature of its functions make3 it essential for
the Bureau to maintain effective vrorking relationships with
all of the agencies of the Federal Government. The normal
channels in which this is maintained are through the f:
line divisions of the Bureau:
1, Commerce and Finance Division
2, International Division
3, Labor and V.'elfare Division
4, Military Division
5, Resources and Civil Works Division
As 1 ns of dealing with Government-wide problems of a
specialised nature, of furnishing guidance to the divisions,
and of exercising certain of its functions by a single staff
oup, the Bureau makes use of five staff offices:
1. Office oi
2. Office or view
3. Office o. islative Reference
4. Office of . . .ement and Organization
3. Office of Statistical Standards
Each division dc ith a oroad ,. .t of the
Government's activities, bringing the Bureau's budget.
fiscal, and management responsibilities to bear upon the
agencies that come under its cognizance. I - Ivisions
review agency programs and budget requests; develop
recommendations on the budget; assist the Director in the
control and review of the execution of the budget; analyze
proposed legislation an-. icutlve Orders; stimulate and
. it the Executive agencies in the improvement of management
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and organization; work on special projects involving long-range
budgetary and organizational improvement, generally in
cooperation with one of the offices; and propose improvements
in the coordination of agency programs.
The Office of 1 ; Review develops budget procedures;
prepares fiscal analyses and reviews; plans and schedules the
estimates process; coordinates the review of annual and
supplemental estimates; prepares the budget document and
related documents; drafts materials for jiden
Budget Message; maintains liaison with the Appropriations
Committees, the Joint Economic Committee and the Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation of Congress, and those
Executive agencies primarily concerned with economic and
fiscal policy; and provides legal advice to the Bureau.
Summary
III the early history of the united States, the
smallness and simplicity of Federal appropriations permitted
the confusion of the Congressional Committee system, and
lack of financial jurisdiction. The tremendous growth In
sise and complexity of Government financial activities
required that an orderly budget process be established. "Hie
Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 began the development of
this process of budgetary reform. It has been revised
periodically in succeeding years, and today it can be said
it the United States has a comparatively adequate and
order. stem of budgeting its revenues and expenditures.
process is by no meass perfect, or near perfect,
to mea. 1c. The process is still evolving after
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a hundred and seventy years of our dynamic econc
Considerable study is being devoted to it so that the taxpaj
receive the maximum return on every del >ent by the
Government. Further, t xieral I iould provide a
better choice and coordination of Federal programs. It is
unfortunate indeed, the ..ltics a Litical influent
pla# such an active role,, oftlmes injurious. In the control




The Federal t can be &e£i inaneial plan
for t i suing fiscal ;;ear, covering the i
-enditure programs for the united States Government with
s between I tture, currer^ , A past years.
..iciget as passed by the Congress gives approval to the
per ice of specific Government services; determines the
priority and scope of t services; and provides for the
time-phasing of their accomplishment in terras of fiscal years.
i Federal Budget comprehends the whole financial pli
including all the work required for compiling the estimates
udltures, the aration of the document itself, the
submission to the Congress, and its i .resident
e Executive I its. 3. It i :ioted ti
eral Budget 1 so a control, designed to enforce
ace :or tl . lent execution ithorized
ams
.
The budget docui Itself i: ually in
8 volumes of Lmately 1300 to ^000 pages,
of the President's Budget Message and four parts:
Part I - lary Tables
I
E. E, Haylor, The Federal : jera in Operation




Part II - Estimates for Federal Funds
Part III - Estimates for Trust Funds
irt IV - Special Analyses
*e Appendix, the second volume, contains more
detailed information on personal services such as the numb
of General Service emp.. i, grade ;ho are in
^ing statistical data in the American Battle Monuments
Commission, or the number of clerk-typi .9 Office of
Investigations of the General Accounting Office.
Because of its 3 i* masses of fig , and comp-
>al and accounting data, it is aboui liable as a
Manhattan Telephone Directory. However, jnts
improving and if one reads them alone, ignoi
appropriation la able©, the reader can gain some
ideas on the "why of each program.
A few definitlc authorities and scholars In t
field of public finance are quoted as items of interests
"Public budgeting is the proce lieh t
financial policy of a government* incl its monet
requirements, is formulated, adopted, and carried into effect.
idgets are not merely affairs of arithmetic, ',
in a thousand wa to the root of prosperity of Individ
as the relation of clai. L.igdoms.' 1 3




H. D. Smith, The E&nagement of Your Government
j York: McGi ok CoT, l l>i^),
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The budget process ... Is primarily a system of
communications, regularized and cyclical. It.
fall into two logical categories: First, the bring!
of information ~j level fo. ig of
decisions—a category in govemtae alleles, progra:
ant octlves, which we ro., i& polic.
second, the providing; of Information both upward and
do. -d so that those decisions will roperly
carried out—a caterer:/ we may roughly classify as
administrative
A budget may be a device to double our worry by
iking us worry about the same thi ice—before, as
well as after we spend. Unfortunately, advance won
may be the oni, to avoid near catastrophe, A budget
is a device to make our worry constructive. It Is a
statement of a financial plan of receipts and expenditure
"Budgeting is essentially an economic problem,
living as it does the allocation of scarce resources among
almost insatiable and competing demand .,,
; Government budj one of the major process^
by teuse of public resources is planned and controller
The origin of the word i!budget" mi also be of
interest. It originally meant the money bag or the public
purse, which served as a receptacle for the revenue a
essp e of the stai In Britain the term was used to
4
F« C. Mosher, Program Budgetings 'Theory and Practice
(Syracuse: Public Administration Service, 195%) » P- 5.
5
C. L, Harriss, ?ne American Scone
Illinois: R. D. Irwin, 15531", P. $33 r""
°Arthur Smithies, V ~ry Process in the
United States (New Yorlc: McGraw-Hill Bool , 193:5 )>
F.
* Jesse Burkhead, Government Budget
-
aw York:
John tiiley & Sons, Die, , p, vii.
%enry Carter Adams, The Science of Finance (New
York: Henry Holt and Co,, 139--'}, p. 104,
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describ leather bag in which the Chancellor* of the
Exchequer carried to Parliament the statement of the Govern-
ment's needs and resources. Eventually, t *»ra came to
on the documents whl ,.ined jag
—
plans for
Government finance, emitted for app- the legislai
Budget Formulation
The Federal budget process reflects division of
powers of the Government between the President and the
Congress. Preparation of the budget is the responsibility of
the Executive branch. #11 e President's b , and other
information, Congress decides how much is to be appropriated
for each of the activities of the Government,
^ending the funds appropriated is an Executive branch
function, not a Legislative one.
Preparation of the budget begins in the Executive
partGM and agencies more than a year before the beginning
of the fiscal year* concerned. This is the start of the budget
cycle. Accepted as I ;-r steps in the bu form-
ulation process—as distinguished from the budget execution
process—are the followin
1. Determination of general fiscal policy by the
President
j
2. Preparation of estimates by the utive agenciv
3. Consolidation of the individual ...lates into
.iive budget by the President;
Q
'Jesse Burkhead, Gc (Hew York:
aid Sons, Xnc, ityjh), p.

4. Holding of public hearings (excepting DOD
hearings) concerning the estimates^
Framii ; doeuraei- 3 final form.
The allocation of budget ceilings is based upon the
total* overall government requirements and the submission
requests by the Executive departments for funds for the
iscal year. The departments submit their initial
estimates to the Bureau of the Budget which assembles and
luates the information and establishes departmental
ceilings. Once determined, the departmental ceilings are
passed to the Executive departments for further breakdown.
Btearit. .-
Departmental hearings are going on all the times
this is a continuous process. They tend to serve as a
for the BuBud hearings and the final Congressional
hearings. In effect, jkull sessior. ..id are
subject to chan, m to economic and political changes, and
revisions of requirements. It stands to reason that thro;
a contlnui recess of departmental hearings, plans may
maintained in a flexible :. It is much easier to eon-
template the final budget request if the work of the depar
is c - and flexible in nature. In this manner, the
departments will be able to react to any eh apt
?ir budget accordir.
Upon receipt of the informal (not the initial
est.. ) budget frot- ocutive department, the Bureau of
it holds hearings. Usual:. escnt at these hear!
e BuB >nnel are three or f ns fr
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the Executive agency. These BCD hear!. *q befo.
Review Committee consisting of the Director* Deputy Director,
five division chiefs who attempt to equate the
department's request i the single line figure which is
sent to fchi b. Once determine the Review
Committee, the departments are notified c. total figure
be used in their formal budget submissions.
The Congressional Hearings by the H ate
riations Committees result in the drafting of appropri-
ation bills for the several executive departments, and
their ultimate enactment and approval.
-C7 Action
It should be re. that t process
is a continuing onei estimates for :orthcoming
fiscal year are being prepared, (1) the budget for the
current i/gqt provid point of reference for evaluating
•jrmance of is* and (d) the ?
for fiscal year \ leted performance du. .
that period. Cons; ead of the can
ace re his programs have be i -*e the
programs are cur- i relation to i, and where
they will go in fch 3. In stuc. . j development
ieies' requ , it must be borne dnd that
since the process is conti g and elastic in nature, n
armation is informal >f the
:es are ironed rior to m
order to arrive at the! woulc

action in the following sequences
1. Head of th jncy determines the agency policies,
and directs preparation of pro, to support
those policies. usually delegated to a Buc
Di. .i.
The executive committee o_ res
objectives and - lera tc of the
icy for review and approval.
3. The head w agency las approved
pro. . . . to the various bure. . of
his agera
The bureaus and offices then 3 original
estiniates based on program objectives. The estimates are
then returned and justified to the agency executive committee.
The agency executive committee and the head of
review the est! I and justifications and
determine on an agency budget.
6* The head approves the agency
budget and forwards it to the Bureau of the Budget.
7. The Bureau of the Budget reviews the submission
in conjunction with the agency and the budget is ?f marked up.' 5
The agency resubmits the agency at in the
iQth in accordance with the mark up arid reclama proeedu
The Bureau of the Budget reviews the resubmission




10. The agency et is then re ... to ead
of the age;. Bureau of the B ud of the
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agency Instructs the bureaus and offices re Lng the form
and content of the final estimates and jiistifications in
support or th- it * s budget document
.
11. The bureaus and offices of the agency then
prepare the final e& and written justifications for
use by the head of agency in his presentation
to the Congress,
It is interesting to note that there are significant
..ces in 1 ation of the Defense Departs
budget and the budgets of other departments and . les,
The Joint Chiefs of Staff advise the President of the
aggregate amount of 1 et on the Department of Defense
level, The military budget is considered separately from
the budget of the rest of the government. Reason for this
iajor security decisions are made during the
budgetary process. Budgetary decisions
the milita irvice objectives are to be reached.
The Defense budget results essentially from decisions
concerning the extent to which the foreign policy of the
is to be supported by military strength* and the
nature of the military' program that will provide this support
most efficiently. The National Security Council and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff take international politics into
account in arriving at the aggregate Defense bud.
There are no separate Bureau of t -dget hear!
for the military budget. d hearings are carried on
simultaneously with the Departmental hearings. There is no
firm date for submission of the Department of Defense Budget

to the Budget Bureau. Other departments ibrait their
*8 by the 15$ ;>teraber. Defense Department
budget hearings In Cor,. are held 1 /! session;
other departments ay be but seldom are in open
session.
Budget Timetables
The timetable s estimal
preparation of the budg >r a nor: artment or
is follows J
1. May through June : Overall I develop-
ment by the President and the Bureau of the Budget.
2« June ? Development of ceilings for fch
3. June ; Bu ansmittal. Thi.
usually accomplished by the "policy letter 1 of the Director
get$ cammc i call for estimates."
Director may hold meetings with age ids in place
of issuing the policy letter. The "call" % ecial
information and detail.. deifications, usually promulgated
in Bursa the Budget Circular No. A-11.
<*. July, ."-^-ww a --.-/o;.^h September Ij i Preliminary
b examiners. This preliminary wc eludes
lew of program pre on wo..
analysis. 1- .his j
id with /sonnel in order to establish
coordination of programs.
5. July ust: Budge. ..iers advise
list agencies with form, langua, ecial data
required. Proper form and Ian . ;ary in order

&3




requests to the Bureau te Budge'
7. L iber 1! udget
.liners review, am . and recommend total budget based
on a knowledge of th -tatus of the
pre s of the agency, comparative data with other agencies,
unit costs, etc.
through November 2Q i Budget hearii
are held during this period. Detailed just:' :-ion of
programs as well as rograms are made at this
tir:
9. October 10 through Hoi j Beco ations
by budget examiners to the Director of the Bureau of t
Budget. This phase is known as the Directors Review.
10. October Ijj through November 3^ : Review by i
Director of the Bure. the Budget. Major questions of
program and policy are viewed in light of other appropriation
requests and budget polio.
11. November t ,i December 15 : Review and
decision hy the President. The agencies iq& f ^e
President's decisions. The agencies tl i revised
estimates to conform with the President's decisions. Based
on the revised estimates, the budget document is prepared,
-- January : Submission of the President's Budget
to the Congress.
For the Department of Defense and specificall
.avelopment and review of b would adhere
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to the following pattern* 10
1. Ove~ id one hair I the appropriation
.1 be itive, develop overall
Lc concept;. force levels. These ere submitted
to E acretary of Def
.
Mho protaulgat ,s guidelines
:t preparation and directs t ,:ervi;
to prepare estlma^
2. December. 15: !?h& Secretary of "avy directs
the Chief of Naval Operations to prepare .nnual program
objectives.
• January 15: The Chief of Naval Operations transmi
! s program objectives to the Secret- Mavy.
^' January 25 : SECNAV completes rc\ program
objectives and ret roved or revised program objectives
to CMC.
«^» February 1 ; T promulgates t: ?roved
program objectives to the technical b offices and
to KAVCQHPT who issues a call for estimates.
6. February through June: The technical bureaus
and offices prepare and submit their estimates (having
already received the required Information from their fi<
stations) to NAVCtWT.
?• July d to July, ff: NAVCOMPT rev. estimates
and prepares summary budget for submission i jut
Jul
10SECNA¥ Instruction 7110. 3 of 16 March 1956 wl1
fo. 1 of 9 Oct 57.
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- 10 to September 3 :
hearings with technical, aaus and offices and ma
"mark-tips.'1
Sex. Member 17: 'COMFT reviews
budget with CNO, the technical bureaus, and office s, examines
and adjusts differences.
10. September lo t CM bj about tiiree
or SECNAV conducts reviet* and receives reclama
differences. CNO Advis oard attends.
'-• October I t SECNAV Baits t to
SECDSP,
12, October to December ; Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Comptroller) con. • hearing an -Ily
recommends budget to SECDEF. At . Department
hearings, BuBud represenatlves are normal* *esent.
*3» December: SECDEF forwards b id
for incorporation into ;
*^« January : Ldent's rfc is printed,
entitled The Budget of the United States Oovernment for the
Fiscal Year Ending; June 30* 19r* and e Congress
shortly after convenin.
Subsequent action is as
1. Congressional hearings start in March and conti
for "hree monti.
2. Toward the end of June, after approval of their
separate bills by (a) House and Senate sub-committees,
(b) House and Se Appropriation Committees, (c) Committ
of the whole House and Senate, a Joint House-Senate Committee

»ts to eonsic ;.te bills*
3, Thi .p is referred to ce
coc. 2, I tppoin riation
committees of both try to iron out
dl. ices in the two versions of the bill.
4. When the cc tea have reached
a confer report on the action tai in reach
toaproiaise , The conference report must be approved by
each house, Consequ -^oval report is
approval of the compromise bill wc int committee.
After -as been passed by both chambers,
either in its orlgiml or compromise form, it is enrolled
on parchment pa .d by the £': r» of the House,
followed by the Viv it in his c s presiding
officer of the Senate.
6« Ihe i t document is t. .:• to t iite
House, where it becomes law vihen the President
around the first of Jul-
It is readil, arent froni the fox Ion
that I et process includes more than Juab the steps
olved in eorapil .Oget doe sent. It also
encompasses the proce follows in considerin
budget, andthe sti.. the Cor^ . President
evaluate the perfo. i . efficiency of operations. In
the course of preparing and considering the budget, a v,
>unt of information t is not nrl et
3 is reviewed by the Bureau of the Budget, the Con^
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. ,*e President, Icprovements in Go ent expenditure
eedures are instituted outside of 1 at document
am! jq found In the process by which it was formula^
adapted, and implements
budget cycle can be divided Into tin istinct
phases. Tim following Is a very brief su
describing t.. .,ses.
Formulation Phase
The formulation phase includes the p: :tlon of
one year's requirements of an agency caressed in dollars.
. development ey's budget is aceomplls:
udget office:: > hen completed^ it is submitted to
the head of the rj for review and approval.
ftc : - Review - Enactment Phase
This phase begins with the delivery of th; .icy's
budget to the Bureau of t: tdget where it is reviewed,
am revised, and jually incorporated in the
Pre t*s Budget. After it lias been delivered to Con,
hearings are held, recommendations made, and appropriation
..slation is enacted. This phase is completed with the
signing of the Appropriation Act bj the President.
.nition Phase
3 execution . twelve t period
. fiscal year in whic .'opriate are
ortioned and obli
;
. This phase b. ideally on
trst day of the fiscal period. In practice, ver,
;s much as 'S bet

f the fiscal and the start i da phase.
ituation is not desirable, nor it lead to
effiej id ecc peratiom In these eases the
agencies find fch not able t -aias, or,
it is worse, continue effectively their established
programs until t ^iation legislation has been enacted




Until the adoption of the Six. idment of the
Constitution
—
providing for tne levyin; income taxes—in
1913* Government revenues were derived from duties, imposts,
and excise taxes. 1 The Sixteenth Amendment provid
The Congress shall have power to 1. collect
taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived, without
apportionment arao .several stares, and without
regard to any census or enumeration . ^'
Today, Federal budget dollar comes from
individual Federal Jfcc axes* An analysis of this budget
dollar for fiscal year 1959 discloses the following
information:




8$ Customs and other receipts
Expenditures (Where will it be spent?
}
Protection - National and International Security
Civil Benefits
*Article 1 Constitution of the United
States
j
September 17* 1787 1 "The Congress shall have power to
lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts and excises, to pay the
debts and provide for the common defence an .oral welfare
j Uhlted Statess I -1 duties, ira and excises shall
uniform throughout the United States . . .
2Amendment 16 (Adopted February 25, IS 13) to the
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our . succ ooriented
Fleet the c of tL -eat to our securi
end of
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1, Gear! long
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co: -- a eomblnatic late r
.-ntinental stem of st increasinc
tiveness.
3. Developing military fore
of men by making smxlmum use of science and
inolo;
4. Relating the n\i' steadiness of
major units in i forces to the practical
Ltations o. I deployment lilita
forces from the Unit utes im i out-
break of a nd relyI . ..:4er, on
ready reserve forces,
5. tftillain. - '.ltary personnel on active d. ith
maximum effee .o as to hold to
ori: in the civilian
economy
.
. Concc 'forts on tho:
"best . allies are moot capable
of rai .
7* Mai.
industrial structure,, readily convertible to tiic tas i
defense and war.
The rea ir military forces in 11 ith
L In . the
. tilitai i its
ree Lscal . Inue .
saiai Holes and concepts.
I ....'. ' ,
.
mill rsonnel ..-tive duty duri.
.
» fiscal
7 4 Total military personnel on active- . ; will
increase t -1 end of fiscal 1957
fro, -,100 est!;. be on active
duty at the en -seal year. X ler
.ions, a
military personnel ceil: thori;
/iatio
no increase will ve tho railita • rrsoxmel
lev .. d
^ification t; :>f De .:.
During the fiscal year 1957 there will be significant
i s in certai . t ele. particular.:
inent.
,'ense. These ses, together with I -
modernisation of : i and . will furl
:>he c; ? and effect!.% recommendations for the milli
111
require co: ationc
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to come, - ailltary
ave continuing study m
Constant e:'.' sad© to in
ance, to incr 'ieio .. costs
Iture-
.:itart for the active forces, which
inclucl
,
subr. , clo1 » and
related items, will be fch 'local year IS
Retention of trained and experienced pei si is
one of the most di. It pr ifronti
servic' j be t
to inc attractive care.. .
fere, I am -ion t
provlv ded ince a*
- My




- ->ccupyin. o.ndard Gov.. jers. 2.
b also provide ? a prop ; in ;
proportion of a ' leers to
personnel
.
The cost of vion i aintei In
the
.Oer of civil..' g*or reasons .
.her costs are (l) the i ;ea,
radar sites, i installation:.
I in the co . fiscal year, {<-) ..liable
:
jeasc in the nura ..it of
tent which roust be oper. - . and
(3) the ity OJ
Major pro- .ont and production -.,s in
the fiscal year 1957 ulll be about t.
current fiscal year. .111 be a a
emphasis within this total in line poll.
taodemizinG o
Approximal illion dollars is estimated for
procurement of a dft, Chi -orce and
ivy. The accelc . roductlo 3 for the
j? and the F-101 and F-104
orson^e intero: .; v;lll b . 'Iscal
1957. In ion, there will ..ibstantiai pro-




tha jiiC. about douhl .sunt
..at for this pur during 1955.
. nications
[ will reaai. .
to . the m ;lnental defe a? combat
. . .aitio. leSj
ska, and other i equl .11 contl
to decline because our re- have .een raet
in large part.
This bu&£/, . .'or conti. .ion o :
shipbuilding prog. at a sli In
. fiscal in order to carry forward the
cioder. . ion of t .
, aost built
Drid War II. In addition t<
the Co in the
,-posec. -builc «am for I construction
of ; itional
nuclear-power. stroyers
and frigates, and an e: ered
cry - Provision is also . for « a
practical nuclear po ant for .;e installation in
. of the large carrier class. Co. ion ©.
in the fl . crtaken to ide the;
additional nuclear
>ilities, and to Ktodern
>peed ai 5;*
llilitar, -.-/ill continue slightly below
level of th i ar. T , provides
the cc. : :xial
,.
facilit
related . j con
in... aircrs
Dist.
Lines guided ;iiitlesj and air 3 for the
tfavy and Air Force.
Sxpendi in t.
a consider* . an in




sion of faci::. . \ for the 8 . ss. t
el eni paid
drills .1 ) increase to 1.1 million by t.
end c •/. In addition j this 1 for
.oaths* active dut; under t *rve For^
Act of 1955 for 000 Reserve forces per il,
Researc evelopment expenditures villi be sock
- in t. sr 1957 than in the current
tphasis will be placed on
gui. Lssiles 9 c . al air to the
.iieation ©i Lear one .'or the propulsion of
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and te al resource
a sub-
don of the scientis ineers
and develo
Care sua In eel
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currently cov s?ies of ov lion dollars,
and their c are
d to buy suppli d eqv.. .itrol
inventories centrally. Each of the serv:
Lns from
of
d eq- a nin\. It
encou • console
.'
billion dollars have been reco\ from funds
as i 'educe* in
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>ur leadc in .ace
and in defense of our co&oon liberties.
a? the
orts and a. ,3 of
aould also be vga a. Aoeric continue
the land of t remise* 3d






. .'ativ a raanner prescrib law,
incur obi . 3 ant*
limitations of tit within ap
Jill discuss, in a .ral «
L g process, .111 descri and
procedures involve . littl Cooraanc
Officers a fcivlt It coa. \ the sign..
of the Appropriation Act . After the
appropriation act has " ident, and
the appropriation warra
je. Apportionment covers the
granting o.. I bhorll ids c' reive
agenc roci the Bv.. tie Budget to I .ions.
In s ;ases
to a
ascribe authorl. *cised b
j of Defense
All vers in the
terns of the apport sat, by the Execut toy (;.
illitar ) to or c< or operating
ilotment aitint lufchori




for incurring oblii p«nd41
•iatlon Act
Con&res:. nds t ire
.d in the Appro: .du Act for definite purposes. In
effect, the 3t trc
the varic
or departments. Thrc budget, C eon
requested to pass a 1: ill (l) to do
certain thi .nd (2] vide the funds whJ
necessary action '.-heir accoraplishraent . Th
is significant to re ;e that th
aore than a grant of . It is a I;
safety devices to pr payer ensure
itt • er eixpendi fro are several
appropriations included within the Appropriation A
lassifi: wording to their pur
f time ove. e money can be used in carr,
."oved pr is.
Thus the first step in the sequence
go the Xicer is the approval
Appropx»iatlon Act & President,
thro ent of :
,-ropriations or revolvi ...
1. Oneri/ear* or a
operations and maint .^art-ran xrorc
pro, This mono; be obligated ( I or
contracts awarded) duri. Jirst fiscal year for which

ap
order;.. bo dur I .'irst year niar-
paid ror during tl
/ear, or contir- --prov.: ids for loi
•
ant- and c .oh fu le
until -3ted.
It io of i. I I . ;e a v




pur for which t: it, Co
use of ' ?iea
sneral provis >n.
An . povlsion .les to




This i : ":o are
scr jo car Lth pr
Should be incurr: ? $ or prio:
-.
jfore pr sets of ,
roceas, it necessary to
eta

sary of terras, definitions are presented in
Appendix A. 3-
After the Gc . yea
for an a^ene. m Navy, it next bee
sary to schedule--, t
Ad. .;stab-
ilised lone lH i but It .he
,
or recent. Hts which
I the re jr tiie Appropriation
, The formal fiscal ed for this plan Is
ortionment Plan. The various bureaus and offices
'ortlonraent of funds in the I fiscal
ar. The request is Biauo through the
and the Secretar; to the Bu m Bud.
.pprov. jrtlo
Until t is approv.
tonles ot be used.
3?he Appor- -an cons:
. . .iable In e; jut
rcprlatlon.
This . n into four - tents
a control or limitation to prevent over-obligation
of funds. This is to pve\ too
b. A< _ ly, as c tla in of an





agency ' s annuai
3 in fact become a e ;e second >vice to
or higher authority that the plan still exists, and
lie tiiaing of prop actions are i with the
current overall defense program needs, I ions are
-.ed to the bureaus ec preparation and sub-
mission of requests for a assents,** 1 instructions
of ap .iations a at are not
subject to the apportionment procedures.
. aial states i
Apportionments binding • • • n 11
contract • , . in ess of the . it currently avail
-
le . . . Llot-
uts . . . project orders will be ied with and
t
on
After funds hav, ropri* .d apportion?:;
plans have been approved, the next important fiscal procedure
that vm encounter is allocation. An allocation of funds
resents the e of funds, x/ithin an agency to a
particular program. I%r this action, funds are put into
many accounts in t. -; accounting records. Thus the
allocations beco accounts set up r e financing
of approved programs. The Secretary o delegates








alio is within proscribed allowance.
After tx have been appropriate. Mh bu..
office makes an initial inter 1 .a intent
•ess for ti >riations under it ;ance. 'These
ivlties then prepc t reconraendin.
Comptroller of th< allocate stated amounts of the funds
to specified budget activities ant leads of t; >ropr
in Ion. Allocation and apportionment reqv
are prepared ic time and forwarded to the Control!:
of the; ; who clears allocations with the Chief < ml
nations and Sccrotar I the Hi uired. When
red* bud i allocatio.- La for
accounting process in the official records of the burc
I offices,
norisati sur oi




jller, to t i bureau or
ice to whi< i;ion is ..i for
.ief of x or office, t.
itati\ ..ctlvitii.
metier ireauj
i the various cc 3 srdirii
act:!
. .3 as nc

For the purpose of administrative control, each
appropriation or fund is assigned elth :>lly to one bur*,
or office of the Nav artment, or in parts to two or more
bureaus and offices. The various bureaus and offices are
responsible for controlling obligations and expenditures
within the appropriations under their administration. Each
determines the funds to be granted to subordinate and other
activities and issues authorizations to incur obligations
and make expenditures In the amounts granted. No obligations
or expenditures ma eed the approved amounts.^
The following paragraphs define the types of
authorizations used for incurring obligations and making
expenditures?
Allotments are authorizations issued by the head of
a bureau or office to incur obligations within specified
amounts pursuant to an appropriation. An allotment of funds
from a particular appropriation or fund is the most common
type of authorization granted by bureaus and offices. The
granting of an allotment reduces the available balance of the
appropriation but does not constitute an obligation. The
allotment holder m -Hot to units of the command—may
create obligations or Incur expenditures against the appropri-
ation within its author1 >urposes- ib-allot to
other commands or activities. Allotments are issued for
general purposes such as maintenance, and for repetitive
^"Section 3679j Revised Statutes, specifies that heads
icies are to prescri stems of administrative control
de: id to restrict ;;tons s to the amount
>rtlonment, and to enable th. jad to fix
responsibility for creation of any obligation or expenditure
in excess of tne apportionment.

operations. Funds author by allotment are avallabl
for use only during the availability for obligation period
of the financing appropriation. There aids issued by
an allotment under an annual appropriation are available for
obligation only during the year of the 111' the appropriation.
Project Orders are specific definite orders placed
with government-owned establishments for the manufacture of
materials, supplies, and equipment, or for other work and
services. In contrast to allotments, project orders serve to
obligate appropriations in the same mariner as orders or
contracts placed with industry. A project order is recorded
in the accounts as an obligation after it is accepted in
writing h'^ the performing activity. Except as limited by the
completion date in the project order, funds authorised by the
means are available for use for the life of the financing
appropriation. A project orde. not be divided among
.ordinate offices, but the holder of the project order i
request other activities to perform work char; Inst
project order.
Bureau procure. is an aut • .ation to
incur an obligation by the execution of a procurement
contract. Such a doc issued or oved by a bureau
establishes a commitment. A commitment is subject to
cancellation by the approving authority to the extent it is
t already obligate
Inter-bureau Citation of Funds is y a bureau to
grant obli
v
aority to another bureau for the procure-
t of materials and services. Its use applies only to
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bureau held f i inter-bur t. It is not
issued to field activities, ¥ithin the t cited, the
procuring bureau take ions to acconplir s request
without further refer- to the authorizing bureau.
.
Capital ; n, Fuj
_
•jvolvine llshed p to
*ity of specific provisions of law to f son-
tinuii cle of operat rived therefrom
. liable for use , .'ithln the 11. ivab-
nZ through the portic . rocedures,
and subject to 1 lations gover
miscellaneous s of receipts, Types of funds
\9 and .
tnd Industrie are f t Led as
wor. capital funds*-1
Fun:. while
at different tl : appropriations, lar in
inclu- authorizatl igatio and e.
authority and their limitations. by
(l) capitalisati stories* (2) alloc
balances, in the Treasu (3) ant burse-
w specific ps for t ? services.
Strial ?e revolvira Ished for
ose of provid operation of
.strial tyi . lias
clonal ^s of
Title XV; Public Lt V klst Cor jssion.
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been extending its industrial fund program to selected
activities where the use of a capital fund is considered
. s, This pr ing
capital for industrial activities In order to control
account more effect! for the cost of programs and
woi 'formed , On 1 April 1956, forty- aval activities
of the industrial or commercial conv
apital funds financing and accrual- accounting.
Accrual accounting is practiced by inc defi
a3 accounting whe - : revenues are accounted for- when earned,
even h not collected, and operating c seount
for in the fiscal period during which benefits \ ..:oedved.
kmonz the activities converted are all naval rds; the
Milit. ea Transportation Service % t
Labor : naval ordnance plants; the Naval Powder Facto
the X Ordnance Laboratory Corona; and the Naval Gun
Factor
Stock Funds . Department of the Itavy een
using a revolving st- A to finance commo
on an issue basis since 1693 • The fund operates as follows:
Through the use of permanently appropriate Ltal, common
items of supply are pur sd and distributed th:
ablisiied channels of supply. Ufc>on withdrawal of these
items from inventory for use, the appr -'or
-fcion are char
r*d is reimbursed. T&
addi. .1 mater, placed in inventoi >ther
ie of distribution Irawal,

princi;. ollowed in t m of stock
illax* to conn I merchant... see,
ept there are no w promotions and - Lts.
Ions are conducted on a : 'break-even
uqmj liana
of Co a which Is financed by advar. ^/o or more
Department of Defense appropriations and for t
purpose of facilitating ,nomie and conduct
of operations in the Depar of Defi. iere
the operations are not suscepti! ate
distribution to It i
an .1 basis within the G - '>f the T.
This is the fund into « all receipts v«
ment not otnerwlse c opriati<
from the General Fund ar by Congress to carry on the
:eral and ordinary operations of the government. *3ie
to finance and t for the
procurement of services, equipment and supply of a nature not
suits . 'or procure the Nav. , Its
limited to programs :.:->..!.., - can; tot be fi i&nced readily by an
,al appropriation , or by joint action under. more th
•opriatlon. Examples are: i .tlon ^val
al> departmental administrative ^ive
awards, and Spanish ba; structlon.
Funding Principles




network of control, the administrator of funds ha3 the
following principles t lira in t of appropriated
funds* ^
1. Obligations can be made only in accordance with
law. This means primarily for the object functions
j»ibed in appropriations, and funded by allocations.
Obligations must not exceed the quarterly or
annual apportionment and allocations.
3. Expentiitur- : .--3ed the quarterly or
.ual apportioned allocations,
4. Any and ,-se of over-obligation and
in accord;; - tfith
scribed procedure
es In I activity
excec -ever is
by the Comptroller
• of an annual appropriation can 1
obligated in the 1 #hs or fisca a? for
propriated. Likewise* apportionments, allocations,
Ilotments funded ' annual appropriatlo: subje
limitatie
,
7. An oblJ. is not valid unless it la
:tten contract form, si, both parti lor to the
eviration of vailability for obligatl-
>o3es.
&search Re of the 1958 Cli raduate
trolls Uhiv





Within this framework of general princi; m&
rator will find himself ope. The many ui
and laiforese.. iat ar ion
.ilitaxv dc . are 113 bo or - additional
pm 3. These probl=. ill be alleviated throt.
lncn- ->wle%e of the frmding B3TS Iv
borne in suind tig






Although vario;. \ ises of t Hership
fu ! . i have been perfor in the all:*. - i 3 for
a number c ups, t e of controller izations
is relatively new, concept having originated in 19^9.
The basic legal fraaewo. v the controller organisations
tions in the Be t of Def is contained in
itional Security Act Amendments of 1 » The pro-
visions of thi.~ - assed later.
Coqptrollership is that total
.t job \fal- ith the financial areas oi
ition. It is co. recasts*
. reports and procedures t .
eial i 9 in r ^on or
?he cone lip in all ta of
.it of Defense hi Jterned its count
in . 'erences of o
llitarY establi. jo whetL - functions
roanagemc .d to the
*Public La
Act of 1 10, 19^9.
NAVPERS 1072 |VV_ {




controller. The funct of budgeting, account!-
ortlag, and audit t&e coniaon to each brolle
^lon at the military departmental level within the
of Defense,
,;nd Siemens
It would be this ti .he
classical defini j the
i - s Institute e ?rica. L sf
controllership (coniptrollership) was develo,
Controllex»s Institute and p:
4 as follows ( . author);
1. To establis ^ordinate, and .. ain, tm
3d ra. ol
orations;
, To measure '.jrraanee -proved operatic
?3la 1 standarc ^ort a
it;
3. To report on the validl
objectives of the i
policies* organisational structure .^oeedures in
attaining those objectives;
overnment agenc quired,
supervise all matters relatii s;
o int sal report on the X of
:al influen tttainment e object iv
-
the hi s;
6. To provide protection for the busi.
3James L. Pierci Comptrc —
A
Modern Concept., roller. Sept.
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\tfhile the Congress and the Secretary of Defense iiave
not set forth a full philosophy of the objective of
comptrollership in the Department of Defense , actual practice
In the military departments as well as the concept of
.>trollership in in&ual permits settl ;h the
following as a minimum concept of the primary ion of
a comptroller in the mi ablishment:
1. To provide other managerae, .tives with
financial and statistical data* and anal, ^eof, as
an utacnt for their use in g policies, plans,
requirements and perfo:- ad for their use in making
is and talcing corrective action
2. To aid other roanagement , in planning
by translating policies, plans, and pr o the
est 'inancial implications; and to supervise the
of financial transactions unci
3. To render an accounting on finane nd rela.
matters, including analysis, as required, %
tartment or subordi .its, to hi thro
. chain of
jsident a
a, or their .j includim
Bu - .>f the the General Accou. .eej
To z
their presv, i . itification t
thr .and.*
Lthles, op, elt.,, p.

sicallyj the najor e ' as of 'Hers
in the Bepartnient of tk ire quite similar to
found under the si ction in pri\ . These
1. Budgeting a .idlng--the review and translation
m into financial terras and the providing of funds
for tneir execution
i
Accounting—the classification, recording, and
reporting of financial dataj
3« Finance or di '.motion—the collection
tent of fun
^» ^ro, i repc and statistics--the collection
-terpretatlon oocsaa
purposes; and




It was sta jlier that comptrollc is a
nia lent function in it is part of the total ma:
Job. It is not a line function% comptrolle-
function that serves II area of f
tiiana&ecsent • It is the line official who is ultiraat
ible for his organisation^ therefore it is str
that the controller action decisi 'or the
ition as a whole. ion, but only
official decide action

concept in all of the
of Defense in no avisa, ion of
and or management i atives, It i igned to
lent l land from d
information collection , fehem
more time to spend in the area of true :-, or command.
While the comptroller d iot make operatl jcisions,
isicns are.. ;celei»ated and 3
the Comptroller's provision of factual i .ation presented
a co . i 3 concise and objective form i .rmits
bs&b&I
uthority and Organisational Position
~>» ..... . » M i n i i - ., . ,. i h«f i hi m H i... i- m il. « i-. ii« 1 ii»i in ii i i !« . ii
The basic charter governing the c ition for
Uership in the Department of I Title IV
of 1 .itionol Security Act Ame nts o
por. the Act i. itled ''Promotion oi and
."icleney through Bsta ..*aent of 0n . ary
- and C , itions" {in the De; .. of Defense),
The Act gave , atutor to the comptroller
P Defe
eo®| .ler's ,tion ffice of th ary of
me em .ler posit!
department
ction 401 . to the in
1 ice of the Seer. ' Defense and covers ire
•^Public Law 2l6# Gist Congr -
.1 of
»>W*ii^—V.ii w*. ^ii. »!!.!.,——»—
-
ii .«« mih'ti -». [+ v-^.w^-^^-^*- «*« HHU uh i . 11 »»W»IMtiaH«m««l I i r iwiw>il> i , IMjjCcuwQi 'Hi*
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area of fiscal ma uid
administrative matte ing t bo requires
....
.tion th. b the Department ;o> incl
•orations within the three mllita- :s. J
iler and
.'oiler positions ± ot the military depa:.
j. The . mt role of the cc.
aeised in . . specifying
• hunting, proi. and statistical .report -aal
It, adctlni ive c ...national struct -iai
pre -.void be
.ilita in a manner consistent with
ions of the comptroller* s office in the Office
• 3f Defe,
Su.




Lrected the Seers ioh




, 10, 19^9, Title IV* Act
~.s of vndix I.
.
c , r. | trolls ::nd
tion, A me: a for
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^andutn states, in part:
In or 3trat
authorised by Title IV nay be implemented unj
actl\ .ie Secretary of Defense., ant
.he De ,'ense
and the Department Under Sc iea distant
'or fiscal . the
military departments, subject to the authority of their
.
over all functio. >rmed rollers of
r<




Budget administration, inelud:l ionments,
allocations, ...
established by the Secretary;
Disbursing and receiving cash;
Aci js an< its
relative to procurement contracts, but the pov/er of
decision on advances and other credit e terms
thereof may be reserved to the Under Secretary or
sistant Secretary responsible ints
Cost accounting
Acco /or al . operat-
or capital na in terms of Leal quantiti
ioliars;





analysis and interpretation of rep-
ilatic
Dcedures . ations and
Izati
in ad uthority
Defense Department dii L o, the Co* i in 1
enacted Public iitio:
t Secretaries of the Ar \ir Force




•"Dinted In addii istant Secretary of t
authorized tion 1 of the Act of July 11,
0, and the Assistant Secretary. for Air
aut . . for a
total of four Assist;: -.jtaries of tl ,ach
.11 pc .tions
as as the Secretary; of the . One of the
shall be d as Assi; of th< /y
(Financial .-.id may also act as Controller
.10
He e Comptroller organisation 1
Department of Defense and in the railitar .3 it
. .Ie the 1. -e last lailltary depart
-
to adopt roller trst
integrate financial functions, Develops
comptroller id bee Ing on in the Departraent
vy since .e late 0\ stal first
took steps to e; ibility of filling this neod.
For the most part, the cc had been
exercised since 1' ..".seal Director? -ever,
the tt of the Lid not ado roller
title until June 2 en the Assist' *etary e.
Air \ .sign: ''onptroller.*' large s
le IV siiap." La lag
10Public Lav 3rd Congrer
,
session,




' seal Direct^ December 2, 1944,
of th





and changes confined . it entirely to
jters of uniformity and terminology. 13
Title IV covers the following sub,
1. Comptroller ligation and functions;
. Bases for pn ion and presentation of budgets;
3. Budge >ntrol;
Bes for budgetary and fund ace
5. Pin; ccounting for proi
. Use of nds for fixia
of inventories ., an. nations of industrial
and commercial-t^pe act
There i inconsistency between t
coax and o . ecent
slatlo a Oovera- .de,
.3 the Budg< Lng Procc
and the supplemental ad is thereto in tie La 3*
basic Importance of .e IV in tL of Dc
was roeogn.. in enacting ,ie Lew
i extending the provisions of Title IV, whie
theretofore applied o. ...• Bepartmen se, to
1
^Public Law m,
approved August Le IV of t. nal Seeur..
endnenta of :
Public I :th Congress, 2nd Session. Approved
I 1* 191)0. Entitl let to Improve Government,
id for
Ot i« 1 of this Act amc et
jounting Act of
bb Act c >0| Sect.: es
|
procedures for tht. Iification of t dividing

The Senate Committee on Government Operations which
considered tin bsequ acted as
lie Law 863# in 1956 concluded that the Department of
Be. had made consider imprc ieveloping
an Jtive financial management s its report on
Hi, the Committee note-. . I .Uial pr.
.
in the Depart of Defc -d financial





There s to bo a degree of uneeri .ome
aire to the differentiation be. . . trolleri
and financial niana j>r believe la is due
to the p oation of the older concc trolleri
ler is I upon as either (1)
book m%, or (j) the etpplc-..
to supervise < Jlturc , In Indus. - re find dii' '
schools of thou .bited as foi:
1, The Cocrptro. is the chii. mt for the
. ion and to the Treasurer> or Vice I
• j of : _ -;e;
The is an officer c \ corporation
t|
3- The Co&ptiu - senior fi 'fleer*
or of the Boa f Director..
Cha f the directors.
In the t the
. poller is i j-arj
The Cooptrollc. 11 advise and 1st the
vad
ical functi he required
. . . inc









id administrative mat olng to -
(i) . m an ; ion of
(ii) 1, cost; and capital
.. ; account!.'
(lii) pi . and statistical re
(iv) .1 audit j
(B) pollc; ig to the
.. and collection of funds
administered by the Depart . of
Defenses ... .1
2n the Defense Department the Comptroller i. ief
financial officer; controllership and £1 ient
are synonymous.
We find, he . k, that lee. Ltted the
itary department
c
I oris, The lav; goes
on to say:
!Phere i stablished in each of i . .ree
militart .oents a Comptroller of
Comptroller of ~avy, or a Comptroller of the Air
pee . . trollers of the laili
stent for all l '.ount
progress and statistical reporting, and internal audit
.... The Se<. • :-1qb i -dlltary d^:
..opoint either civilian or military personnel as
.-oilers . . , [who] shall be under
and supervision ectly e to,
either the Se?. Secretary, or an
Assistant Secretary of the respective mllitar, art*
t#
law also provides tha, je the mental comptrol
is not a civilian, the Secretary of t.< ent concerned
shall appoint a civilian as Deputy C
•^National Secu tct A iblic
Law 2X6$ 81st C 1st Session, Title F/, Section -
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Subsequent legislation, to be discussed later, in
** established in each military department Assistant
£»etaries for financial sent who also act as
oliera if so designs
Organisation - Milifci . .;_s.
The Assistant Secretary of t. ial
Management also s as C . '^ller o. . , .. repe..
directly to the Under Secretary of the Nav,
Comptroller is a . \>h the ran .-.r Admiral.
The Compt; .lie An ^ral
and reports concurre. . -eeretary of the
Armv for Financial Management, and to tiie Chief of
Staff, U.S. Army. ?:. by Comptroller Is a civilian at
the GS~i? level. While the Comptroller of the Array is not
Ignated as a Deput lef of Staff, he is on the same
level of the hiera as the Deputy Chiefs of Staff for
Military Operations, Personnel, and logistics, and the Chief
of Research and Development.
The Comptroller of the Air Force is also a mil it;
u He Is a Lieutenant General, and—similar to the Army
organization—in the lelon with the Deputy Chiefs
of * for Personnel, Operations, ?:. rams,
Material* and Development, He reports concurrently to ,
istant Secretary of the Air Force for Financial Ma:
to the Chief o. U.S. Air Force. The Deputy
Comptroller is a civilian at the GS-1Y lev




Office of the Comptroller of the Navy
The Office of the Controller of the Navy was
established by the Secretr .' the Wavy on June 1, 1950,
and absorbed the functions and responsibilities of both the
o Officer ami . 1 Director. Th .ablishment of
comptrollers at 1c levels In the Navy Department proceeded
more slowly and cc. It was not until November :
3 that the Secretary of Issued his policy
relative to comptroller organisations within the Depart r.
;bordinate activities. This poll .'.ve
rather than mandatory in i % sta
It is the policy of the Secretary of fcji .o
establish controller organisations all bureaus and
.."flees, Depar , Headquarter- :ne Corp
and major activities of the Navy and s . . . .
..e chiefs of . and office
the Commandant of the Marine Corps, ant; -late
adralnistr.-. 'leers
-*etion direct ! -llshment of a comptroller
organisation for an .d or
. control, or- oriza leer
otablish a c orga; Ion on his or
.itlatlve . , . .3
Enclosure (1) to this directive sets forth the basic
t of comptroller in the Navy in these terms:
Basic Concept* Host of the comptroller functions
are
.-saus and field activities. The :. ;ents Intro
oncept of eompPollership as It is practiced in
Department of 1 are:
Emphas nstru -he
.:, analysis, and interpretation functions as
distinct fro® the purely recordi .
Improving budget formulation and tlon
through the collect .^counting
vols.
Coordina and integrate several
.^troller fund >rovide
.imanding officer the basic data essential f
3SBCNAV INSTRUCTION 5400.4 of 18 November 1933j ab-
iisliment bT comptroller organisations L -dquartcrs,
offices, and field aetiviti Corp
See A]

econc ffactive it, 4
The c > into considerable detail on the funeti
of controllership, isation : v.tion-
It atai
i basic functions of comptrolle orfor.
by or for every bureau, office, and field activity, regard-
ather or nc lal comptroller organisation is
established. Given as these basic funeti
1 . Er. ..ed s^ptea for financial,
_
went -
„ . t 'Soaniandi
officer tl isentlal 'active taanage-
joant control . .ions.
[Underscor :vided bv -or,]
-
. . • reviews quirements
and Justifications . . . conpllc , . . .
ar $& variance recocuaends
,dial action vrhere appropriate % determines ar.
:*her»e finane i; . . . .





o\ I .ion, t Is . . , ,
Pro i - Measures i
.3 and trends
program . . , .
Prt
.
rts and Statistics "... prepares
levels of
cotmsand. Serv; coordinator an; Icial clearance
center foi ...
The ;- i . rollc.
b ling
[ srs, and ea< .isat„ to fit
teed,
tnd field
activi , The c ier i; tion should
report "directly to the bi chief or activity commander




order that th otential value nay i
from the si jervi :rforraed . The controller
operates in a staff capac orting on operating
result Si and recoi to m .lent, but
.. X
For a tnore detailed presentatl liey
on controller c -. Ln bureaus,
offices, and fie me Ap ' BISTRUCTIOU
The charter c troll.
revised and promulgated on tly 1956. Briefly, it includes
Information w r the Llitary
rollers, biesj and responsi
troller of the Navy, possibilities of the
Assistant Coraptr* (1) Budge td Reports, ( Bit-
nd Finance > and (3) .
^
^atic .L«evel
In tL s CoEaptrollerof - -
distant Secretai t),
re are thr. - divi iree
. Lvisions or offices. *l
.Investigation Liaison Division - .,ains liai;.
-ral /• _ .
.
and Air . of tJ tval I.




of 6 Ju Current
:^rter of the Controller of the Nav: o Appendix J,

palj a -ning to
in. surveys, and associa
coat islbillty of oiler.
i - r r conduct:!




Adolnls 3 Division - ible







an< >rts - headed by a Hear Admiral, 13, -^sponsible
for anal and . Terence to
j1±c±c jcution
throu^ 8 all -- apport ;: and
oalntaining uniform tercLi , classifications* and
pro ; 33.
Office of Assistant Cosiptrolleri Accounting i
Finance - headed by a civilian, grade GS-17J responsible for
prescribing account! •. for the Departraent of the
the type and content of accounting records and
reports; supervisi i te execution of policies and pro-
cedures relating to account:- _ and
co the collection and
re of fun, oer control c.

Offie .lev* A' .. - heac.
Rear Admiral, S sj responsible for formulat.
inter )llci< olici .thori
pla , re£ ion and 11 evaluating
fciveness respce formance of necessary audit"
of a contractor* bions of I on
contr rith : or
clair,:
Or and functional charts of the Office
of the C are endix C.
and c similar chart
for- Office of .istant Secretary of
Controller* appr- :s
he Cor. Ller of the Navy's authority and respon-
sibility i: mciai rily throuj
the of techni 1. t: .cal
direction 5 ' i: ; to t aeons
spec! id or pr Idanc-
:;ciinical
ns
in . ..--oiler areas* c . , cost
accounting, a fcion or acco are
i vol".. Com ial an
bindl an the e ivy. X: directives
are issued til iblished organizational or command
This is In e wit




luation - Bureau Level
While author:!. nd responsibility for financial
it is centralised in loroptroller of t avy,
^ain operations, such as disburse t.cq of
detailed accountii. preparation of various reports
and statistics, and formulation of bureau budget esti
ar-. jntralized to bureaus, offices, and field aetiviti
2n addition, bureaus and offices arc- ible
fox j commitment^ obligation, and nds
ide available to them through allocate 'ortion-
ments. The law requires that the heads o :cutive agencies
nlstratlve control ;d to
restrict obligations or ..ditures to the amount of the
api. nmont. I ..ontrol will enable head to
fix the responsibility for the creation of Llgatl
or .ture, in e of the apportionmen and
I techniques have been ( jlished and placed in
Ion so that < .leal control cai.
;d b^ the Con Ler of the Ha ^ed
cocimand channels tte *t the decentrali. inancial
operations,
Tbm de ion of financial operatic jponsibllities
parallels, insofar a , management and command lines
of authority and respon . £hi3 permits a bureau chief
•action 3679, Revised Statutes of the United
ites, (3i t?,S.C- ).

oi» commander of a field activity to exercise a unified or
integrated direction of programs for which he is both
responsible and accountable.
It is the policy of the Secretary of the Navy to
establish controller o. .ations in ail fc is and
offices. The chiefs of eaua and offices, Navy Department,
may within their discretion direct the estab;. ^nt of a
comptroller organization for an activity under their
command or management control, or authorize the commanding
officer to establish one on his own Initiative.
9
In accordance with the broad scope of the Secretary
of ,/'s directive on the establishment of comptroller-
ship organisations in bureaus, offices, and field activities,
the Naval Establishment—both ashore and afloat—ha3 responded
with enthusiasm. The concept of comptrollership has gained
wide acceptance In the Navy in the few years of its existence.
As of 30 June 1957, there were 12 comptroller organizations
at the bureau and office level and 181 at the field level.
Comptroller organizations have been established at nearly all
field installations where the size, scope, and complexity of
fiscal operations justify the need. 10 Other organizations
will be added in the future as new fiscal systems are
installed
.
SSBCNAV INSTRUCTION 5400.4 of 18 November 1953,
"Establishment of comptroller organizations in bureaus,
..dquarters, offices, and field activities of the Navy
and Marine Corps,"
*°Ibid. See paragraph I.e. of enclosure (1) thereto.
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Listed below are some of the bureaus and offices
of the Navy Department which have established such
organizations as of April 1958, and the incumbent comptroller:
Office of the Chief of Naval Operations - OPNAV
Comptroller • Captain L McDonald, USNj line officer who
occupies the military billet of 0P-02G; civilian assistant
comptroller, GS-14. The OPNAV Comptroller functions as a
financial staff assistant to the DCNO (Administration),
exercising line operating authority only over the functions
of his own office.
Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps - Fiscal Director,
Briggen F. L. l/ieseman, USMC; civilian assistant. The
Fiscal Director is appointed by the Commandant of the Marine
Corps and reports to the Chief of Staff.
Office of Kaval Research - Comptroller - Mr. w. W.
Edwards; staff position; reports directly and is responsible
to the Chief of Naval Research.
Administrative Office . Itevy Department - Comptroller -
$r. L. F. Waller; staff assistant reporting to the Admin-
istrative Officer, Mr. Frank V. Kent.
Bureau of Aeronautics - Comptroller - Captain J. K.
don, USNj naval aviator designated as AEDO; civilian
distant comptroller. He acts in a staff capacity under
the Deputy and Assistant Chief of the Bureau.
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery - Comptroller -
Mr. T. J. Hickey. Until recently this billet was filled by
a naval officer of the Medical Department.
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Bureau of Naval Personnel - Assistant Chief for
Finance and Property Management - Captain Brooke Shumm, USNj
line officer who is the staff financial advisor and analyst
for the Chief of the Bureau. He is also director of the
Comptroller Division.
Bureau of Ordnance - Comptroller, and Director of the
Financial Division -Mr. W. S. Williams, GS-16. As
Comptroller, he occupies a staff position reporting directly
to the Chief, Bureau of Ordnance; as a division director,
he has line authority over the Financial Division for
organization, administration, and coordination.
Bureau of Ships - Comptroller - Captain E. H.
Batcheller, USN; naval officer designated EDO. He occupies
a staff position and reports directly to the Chief, or
Deputy and Assistant Chief, of the Bureau. Because of the
highly technical nature of its responsibilities, and the
vital relationship between financial management and execution
of the "hardware" programs of the Bureau, it has been
I
BuShip ' s policy to fill this billet with a technically
qualified officer rather than a civilian specialist. The
deputy comptroller is a civilian.
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts - Comptroller -
Captain R. W. Carter, SC, USN; staff position reporting
directly to the Chief, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts. He
has line authority over operation of the Comptroller
Division. Until recently, the billet was filled by a civilian





Bureau of Yards and Docks - Assistant Chief for
Administration and Controller - Captain N. M. Martinsen,
CSC, U&f: staff position appointed by and reporting direct
to the Chief, Bureau of Yards and Docks* He has line
authority over the operation of five divisions, include




m conjunction with the establishment of comptroller
organisations, the Navy has placed more and more stress on
the importance of financial tnanagement in the normal,
routine operations of the Department. New fiscal systems
have bQen developed and installed, and numerous improvements
have been made in existing financial policies and pro-
cedures. At all levels there is an Increasing utilization
the financial tools of management by both program
planners and administrator Shis is particularly evident
in the process of , and executing the ; budget.
It was in recognition of the importance of financlal
jment that the j, in 1954; positions
of assistant secretaries of the military departments for
financial man.. it. 12 This action about
i3
*For a more detailed presentation itaptroller
;ions in t. .us and offices of the Havy Depart
-
:: Research Report of the 1957 class, Navy Gradual
Comptrollership Program* G * Financial
;-nt in the Department of the. (Wa« -on, D.C.:
m University, 19137), <- *r I.
^Public Law 562, 83rd Congrei
approved August 3# 1954.
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to ai i secretaries of tho department
. r of complex financial 3 encountered
ily as well ial basis.
Financial ma. ,gani een
in the mi. ..its to eve, /roci
iers dois, ield installations.
organizations are all under the supers istant
tarles responsible e lively for financial management
in i Ice oi srj of Defc in each
military depart;..
.uncial para at functions have been integrated
.litary department, under the dir. .1 of the
sretary of Defense, to include budgeting and budgetary
control, accounting, progress reports and statistics,
disbursing, contract financing, and internal auditing.
The usefulness of financial man; .t- as a part of
overall ma:. ©nfc has become more and more recognized at ev;
level. Budgeting - getary control have become an
indispensable part of total ma. ont. At no time has this
bQQti more important than at the prese;
within expenditure limitations directed b resident in
order to avoid exceeding debt ceilings established by the
Congress, The current problems of maintaining strong military
forces in the face of increased costs of material, personal
services, and other operating elements have emphasized the
need for a mechanism which accomplishes t /oper allocation
of available resources to each part of any program. Thus
the dollar must be used as the common denominator of effort
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to assist In determining program priorities and using the
budget and the fundinc process to channel effort to those





The tremendous increase in the size of the peacetime
budgets of the Navy in the post -World War II period has
brought with it increased responsibilities to the public.
Review agencies at all levels, including the Congress, have
become increasingly cost -conscious and have placed con-
siderable stress on improved financial management not only
in the Navy, but also in the other agencies of the Government.
Following various surveys by groups such as the Hoover
Commission, the Congress, in 1949, enacted Title IV of the
Amendments to the National Security Act of 194?. Title IV
required the Navy and the other military services to install
Comptroller organizations throughout the Department and to
make vast fiscal improvements, including the adoption of
performance budgeting, industrial funds, stock funds, cost
accounting, property accounting, and internal audit. Some
of these, such as stock funds and property accounting,
were not new to the Navy; however the legislation set the
framework and provided the impetus for substantial changes
which have taken place since that time.
Major Accomplishments




under Title IV will be mentioned. 1 The .11 include





The perfortaance budget, as contemplated by Title IV,
:^>ected to make the costs of specific functions read.
jainable, to prevent over-draft3 iciencies, to
fix responsibility for utilisation of funds, and to provide
machinery for the preparation of reliable budget estimates
by the military departments as well as for budget review by
i office of the Secretary of Defense, the Bureau of the
Budget, the President, and the Congress*
Prior to the adoption of the performance in
I military departments, a military installation was
;ed b^f many appropriations, with over-la /orees
of funds; which prevented clear lines of fiscal -nsibili.
prevented the determination and control of program costs,
made management weak and complicated, and made an effective
^resentation imgp
The Office of t i scretary o> 'ense, in cooperation
with the Bureau of the b, has advr advocated
the performance budget concept as a nece: -edient
affective fiscal management. In accordance with Section
403 of Title IV, the Secretary of Defend irected the
^The information contained in th< & i os has been
on intervl :ith officials in the Department of
Defense; the Xnte.: >rt and Heari. ts the Implementation
. ..le IV, by the n Armed Ices, U.S. Senate;
ant :arterly reports by the Office of the Secretary of




<uQ prepare their bill. OX\ ullG COSt*~Of**
perfoinaar.ee basis.
The Navy Depart iade i progress
of the performance k it, alt .1 their
accomplishment in capital and operating costs
less successful than the other military departments,
delay in the use of stock funds in and Air
For m retarded performance budgets in those departments.
As a result, their do not adequate! the
costs of materials c with the programs to which
related
,
There are also other areas wherein objectives of
performance budget are not being reallz The Depart-
ment of the Arrn^ eto in lump sums for Penance and
nations as though this were the end objective. In this
manner, the costs cannot be related to the various programs
ing supported. Tills single maintenane nations
would give more flexibility. There is
*sltion, however, by those who feel that it would thretr.
tvy*3 technical bureau organisation.
Guidelines for jt planning have been issued
dually by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller)
to the milita^ >artm ettlng fort! r policies,
plans, and programs to ed by the departments as a
basis for bud, -.ition, The military departments
their ets in conforma with those
guideline
The review of budget estimates of executive departments
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is thorough and well coordinated. They are not subjected to
as critical and as objective a review in the military as in
other departments. Such review in the military departments
is made by Budget Advisory Committees consisting, principal
of senior officers who head the major subdivisions of each
military department.
Only tl. of the equate
steps to establish a civilian staff to assist in the analysis
and review function. The establishment of Lar staffs
the Army and Air Force responsible sol :lr respective
Secsv should improve the analysis anc i of bud,
tea in those departments.
B. Accounting
The framers of Title IV contempla^ installation
of an accounting system in the Department of Defense which
would provide reliable fiscal data for use in the preparation
and support of budget requests, to provide machinery for
effecting control of obligations and expenditures, and for
suring the effectiveness and economy of the performance
of management, to promote control and reduction of operatl
costs, and to establish accountability for assets.
It was expected that there \ in integration
of account classification, fiscal account cost account:
and property accounting into a single uniform system. It
i anticipated that a greater sense of responsibility and
accountability in all echelons would result and that
Congressional and Executive control over expenditures of the
Department of Defense would be strengthened.
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While much progress 1ms b >ade in the various
at of accountin, ch remains to be done in integrating
budgeting and accounting, in providing unif id improved
account classifications, and in developing a unified, all-
purpose, integrated accounting system which will provic
timely and useful information to mana;. fc at all levels in
the Department of Defense.
C, Progress Reporting and Statistics
Progress and statistical reporting of the major
programs and activities of the Department of Defense Involves
developing, compiling lariaing, anal inter-
preting data covers ich such program or activity and the
presentation of ti a In consolidated and summary form.
Much has L. ecompiished in this area. Uniform
terminology, classifications, and procedures have been
established. Statistical programs of the Department of
Del'c are coordinated wi ,ose of other agencies.
Unnecessary reports are beins eliminated. Comprehensive
summary reports covering important subjec
developed. It is not a. true a new comprehensive
report will supersede and cancel the older established
port. This is one of the greatest difficulties to
overcome in paperwork reduction and reports control.
The report.! eveloped in the Department
36 should permit top officials to be fully and
currently informed of th \ .o, pi* js, and problems of
,jor p ims. Such a report iv:<. tern permits more
effective management and provides complete and tick

1C
information to the Congress and the public.
The value of iporte :id to a great
m their timeliness. TJ nts a:
of fail- -3 for report!
iould be taken to , -o that leadlines are
ae military .its in ord iir reports
will be more effective.
,1 Audit
Internal auditing is designed to provide independent
internal audits and appraisals, both of t ial and
9 operations of departmental activities, to determine
extent of adherence to appropriations provisions and
legal requirements, and to provide a me; inter*
station of defense contract costs car* be applied uniformly
by all military departments. The audit function should ma
available to all echelons of management an Independent
review of financial and business activity, recommendati:
for correcting deficiencies, objective appraisals of the
effectiveness of systems, procedures, an ilati
jaining to fiscal management. It should also assure contract-
ing offices and private contractors of efficient examinations
of private contract recor
Audits of contract costs were made by each military
, for many /lor to enactment of Title IV. It
ot uncommon I ,cat in; .>pine audits,
conflicting interpretations of reimbursable coots, and
differ! i .Jit methods and procedures. ',;iiile these
;ditions have not been completely J, uniform
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audit methods and procedures have heen prescribed, duplicating
arid overlapping audits have been decreased, a:
uniform contract i iples have been established.
A til : contract audit manual has also /eloped for
ill the departments.
l^e accomplish*, discussed above are only a
of the achievements in implementing Title XV. Tkw three
military departments make quarterly reports to the Assistant
Seer^. or Defense (Comptroller) on the achievements in
ir departments In implementing Title IV, National
Security Act Amendments of 1949. Excerpts the most
;rt from the Assistant Secretary of iavy
(Financial Man jnt), i.e. the Comptroller of the Navy,
dated 9 April 195& and covering tine period 16 December 1957
through 15 Mare are included as Append
The Navy has talcen pride over a period of man . irs
for being well managed. During the past f« ars fundamental
changes have occurred in the financial field - have
resulted in improved ersonnel throughout
. ment arc w financial t th which to
do a more efficient and e< ..cal job. The result -is that
the taxpayer is gett aval ollar than
2r before.
"Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial ?3ana£.;ement
)
Assistant Secre of Defense (( >)*
.^ed 9 April 1958. Subject: Seventeenth Quarterl ort
?tment of the Achievements in
Title IV, national Security Act Amendments of 19^9 •

DC.
vumzm, m G, ANDmi ,zm
The Navy Pic :et» Is c< of three pha-
which provide guidanc oacetime operai rid mobilization
preparedness. There is peacetime, or c arming whi
includes plans and directives for operation in t
nteen months, and there is mobilisation planning* which
is divided into two phases (1) raid-ranj .anninj
(^) long-range planning. These latter two tnobilization
categories are concerned wit :.mnin£ for periods fr
approximately four to fifteen years in the Mobill-
•;ion planning only indirectly affects th-,. jcause
of this, and it orally classified nature* it will not be
mussed in detail. Emphasis will be placed on the phase
of planning which directly affects the budj; ime
pla: . See Appendix f for a graph!* - . -'-.ion of the
mine Systc
Top level plara - eminences wit ident, t
National Securlt aicil ,he 0ffi< sbill-
aation. The or;. ition for material security, as set forth
in , ntional Security Act of 194? as amended (19^9)* and
eneral information c. ; in the
following paragraphs is >d upon information from the
;ch Report of Dlass, 1 i;roller-
,
Financial Management in frac Department of t





animation Plans 3 and 6 of 1953* and its role In
defense planning may also be ucen by Inspection of Appendix F.
The National Security Counc; j as r ission to
"Advise the President < ration icstie, foreign,
and military polic Its duties a is follows:
1. Recommend action regarding 0.$# actual and
I mil ctives, commitments,
itnmend action regarding matters of cor:






Director, 0..' ' Defense Stobill
Director of Fc ions
The mission of the Office of Defense Hobilizatlon
dvlse and as&ls -Ion for
.1 defense/' les are:
X, Exercise functions of the President under the
ictlon
Direct the stociq>ile program,
3. Serve as a member of the National Security Council,
Advise the President concern!^, coordination




It is at this level that the nation* s political and
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international position is reviewed and, with t .nee
and advice of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, a military program
is defined in broad terms. The program is then forwarded to
the Secretary of Defense fox' interpretation of military
requirements, lie reviews the program a proper
bal.
. between the Array, Navy* and Air ! . Here the
pro planning defined In more specific terms,
but still remains rather broad in nature. These broad
guidelines are forwarded to the Seeretar sh mil it'
department for further interpretation and r to fit
ervlce. The Secretary of the . :ves
.
..idaliaes for fei m» and rev.. . . with the
aim of establishing a program that is compatl. avy
potential, and also within anticipated budgetary limitatic
The results are promulgated I Sec: j of the Navy as
a directive to the rf of Naval Operatic: ins
the process of planning, which interprets the pro&.
ln terms of manpower, material, and mo^
H&vy planning is 'under the immediate direction of f
Vice Chief of Naval Operations, assisted b eneral
roup is comp t _ Natives
from all OPNAV offices with the ACNO (General Plannir:
OP-90, as Director, General Planning Group. Serving as
;ociate members are representatives of the various burec
and offices of the , The general planning directive from
>CNAV is referrc ' group w La reviewed and
a 1 outline tions, includii pee levels,
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national readiness, and mobilisation reserves is
promulgated. Based an this outline, and using detailed
formation received from bureaus and offices, the following
actions are taken within OFMAVj
1. The Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for
Personnel (OF
-01) prepares a Personnel Allocation Plan.
The DCNO for Administration (0F-Q2) prepares
.irements for OFNAV administrative >ort and
communications facilities.
3. The DCH0 for Operations (OP- spares the
requirements for the operating forces, show . .alps,
mannitig levels, shipbuilding pi- loyment
plans, training programs, and other matters pertaining to
fleet readiness.
4. The DCN0 for Logistics (Oi ires ship
activation and deactivation lists, material improvement
plans, overhaul availabilities, mobilisation reserve material
requirements, and other matters of logistic support.
3. The DCHO for Air (GP~05) prepares the aircraft
pro lent program, frying hours, air facility needs,
aviation training and associated requirements.
6. The ACNO for the Naval Heserve (OP
-91) prepares
personnel and training requirements for the reserve organi-
;ion.
7. The Commandant of the Marine Corps recon
Marine Corps requirements to meet the program.
8. The Chief of Staval Material prepares the
cataloging program, Standardization Program, .he
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Industrial Mobilization Program. The individual submissions
are fitted together In a composite picture entitled Program
Objectives and a review of the Objectives is conducted by
the General Planning Group.
A. Navy Program Objectives
Ih view of the mounting pressure for reduction of
Government expendltu the necessity for careful review,
evaluation, and determination of priority of Navy Programs
is assuming Increasing importance. Jsi addition, the Navy is
continually developing new programs which have low initial
costs but which can develop into unusually large costs In the
future, m order to evaluate all programs properly, It is
essential that their financial and personnel implications
be known in addition to their military potential. 4" Hew
programs which ult require funds order of
magnitude will have a significant effect on the Navy but
therefore be at the expem other
use* Top management in the Navy needs a systematic
method of presentation of programs in order to make the
policy decisions affecting the future of In
addition, coordinate. encles need detailed information
for the development of their own programs.
In recognition of these facts, the Office of the
Chief of Naval Operations issued a directive in October 1957
as a means of satisfying these needs. The purpose of the
dfhlz subject will be treated separately.
3qpnav instruction 5010.13 of zk October 195?.




... to establish a standard method for the
development and presentation of a Navy Program. It
98 for a col of immediate
and eventual scope and costs, which will provie
adequate data on wh
.
• evaluation
of a .-•am ca. made before it is ante.: ito
; Navy Projected Program Objectiv ;he Department
of the Navy Program Objectives.
Distinguish: xe relationship between Flans and
Programs it states
t
(!) £l£s£L* A oi^itary plan is a proposed procedure
or method" of* mill actit
(2) Program. A program is a scheme of admin-
istrative action designed for the accomplishment o:
definite objective ....
The directive recognises the need for evaluating the
program requirements in the light of money. This is, after
all, only sound ma I and common t. It fails to
mention the coordinatic the planning an learning with
the available font.
(5) Means Allocated. In order to evaluate the
program properly, the requirements in terms of funds,
Serial, id construction must be speci-
ally stated. The most important of e is funds.
An accurate « sate of the total cost of a progra
including its various elements, may reveal that the
cost is out of proportion to its value, and that it may
become necessary to a drastic revision or, in some
dances, drop the ,;ram entire ,
There is much to be said, pro and con, concerning
:. desirability of relating planning to aval s resources
—
money. VJhy should ' ourselves in developing
plans \^j planning only those action:. ave
sdiately available resources? This procedure would lead





would be an and inconsequential. On the other* hand, i
should we not devote our planning efforts to those actions
and programs which are in the realm of possibility for
<lishmeat, and not out in the {'wi yondv This
a difficult decision—where is one to draw the line? The
teelmlque of "brairu. Log ' illustrates the latter
philosophy, Ih the development of long-range planning in the
Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, it is the practl
to divorce the long-range objectives completely from mid-rai,
planning. This is so that the long-ra ./ill not be
*luenced by what v; ^o have in the i ^o five
trs as shown in the Projected Program Objectives. Through
is philosophy, our planning for the fufcu -ates many
tnencumbered by our knowledge of what ;;c shall have as
a starting point upon which to build.
3h order for a program to be self-sufficient and
defensible, the following essential el t be present:
1. The objective
The scheme for attainment of the objective
3» The time-phasing of the various stages
4. The determination of t allocated.
active is a specific statement oi fc the program
ish towards the overall improve of the Navy,
lecific requi. • b which It will meet . A require
-
t is an expression of a specific demand generated by a
strat< Ian or strategic concept for products, services,
or resources To be useful in our budgetary calculations,
a requirement must be balanced against other requi to
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and be attainable within reasonable and realistic li
of time, production,, and In establi the validity
requirement, consideration crust also .1ven to 1
following
$
1. Necessity 1'or reduction oi ation of that
which is replaced or rendered unneces n the requirement
is satisfied.
Availability or planned procurement of associated
prodcuta, services,, or resources necessary for the efficient
utilisation of that which is required.
3. Competition with other requirements for resources,
productive capacity and funds w might result in rendering
several existing rer bs unfeasible by introduction of
requirement
„
c Naval Establishment Plan
The
-aw Objectives are forwarded to the Chief of
Haval Operations for a ' militai- 0N0 is
isted in this review by the Budget Advisor ;ilttee
is comprised o: .*esentatives
offices and the
-
..-oiler. Assoc. ---iip on the
Committee is extei ;o the bureaus and offices of the Navy
..^rtment
.
Upon approval by CNO, the Program Objectives are
forwarded to the Secretary of the Navy for consideration.
holds hearings with representatives of CNO to review the
*Mt, \!hen approve he Secretary of t avy, the
am Objectives become the official basis for the develop-
tfc of the annual Havy budget. While the Program Object!
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are being considered by 3ECNAV, the General Planning Board
is eomme preparation ie Tentative Basic Naval
Establishment Plan which is a refin Program
Ob, ;d pre illed guidance for the prep-
aration of the budget, Contained in the s such
details i .e sise of Javal £h .Ishment and the
mission of each activity. Close liaison is .itained with
etary of the Navy for possible c: ;o the Program
jectives, and as soo, possible -roval of the
Objectives, the BMSP is issued to the Progr jonsors and
the various bureaus and offices. The : and
the Program Objectives a:.- ;d in coc^)ili. -e budget.
s Tentative J indicates the Kava ablishment
pi >r the funds requested in the ann udget sub-
mitted by the Secretary of the Havy tc scretary
Def Immediately after the signing of the Appropriation
Act, the Oeneral Planning Group issues t P,
predicated upon the funds actually provided in the Act for
fiscal year.
The Basic ablishment Plan is the annual
peacetime plan which pr policy and planni- idance
for the Naval Establish during the current fiscal year
in accordance with funds appropriated. It the
srating force level to be maintaineds dey mt of active
forces^ authorised personnel strength ular and Reserve,
their end allocai. the state of trai jee of
readiness to be maintained; the extent to iterial
requirements, both pea-' nd mobilisation reserve, will
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be attained; the extent of the supporting establishment and
the mission of its component activities. The BNEP is
normally developed in three steps over a period of approx-
imately eighteen months as follows:
1. Step one - Department of the Navy Program
Objectives.
2. Step two - Tentative Basic Naval Establishment Plan.
3. Step three - The Basic Naval Establishment Plan.
Upon receipt of the approved final Basic Naval
Establishment Plan., the various Bureaus and Offices of the
Navy and the Commandant of the Marine Corps develop and
issue detailed plans and instructions for the implementation
of the approved programs.
Appendix F illustrates, in graphic form, the Navy
Planning System. Chart 1 entitled Development of Navy
Plans shows Governmental authority, direction and control
over the Department of the Navy, and the manner in which
various Government agencies influence Navy planning. Chart 2,
Current Planning, shows the major subdivisions of current
planning - war or emergency planning, and peacetime planning.
Also shown diagrammatically is the relationships between the
various plans, directives or instructions which prescribe
the course of action to be followed to meet a situation which
may originate within the foreseeable time of one year. Chart 3*
Mid -range and Long-range Planning, describes mid-range, and
long-range objectives in diagrammatic form. Chart 4 shows
the time relationship of Navy plans, including (l) current














Strategic Plans for Special
X^ns-Ranise Objectives (Bstioiatc
This category includes such estimates, special
dies, and long-range programs which .
developed from titae to tine • . -setion 3 Chief of
Haval Operations. L. ad in scope
and, when approved s objectives for the
e of Navy required 10 to 15 years into . iture, and
provlv. :idanee for (l) na\ral capabilitic /aired to
fulfill the Navy's basic responsibilities in the long-term;
(d) Ravy positions on joint long-range si ,lc concepts (
the milita. sture required to support the most probable
,
long-range natic ollcies to accomplish the basic
national objectives of the United States; ( ^rch and
.elopraent.
PI-
Governmental orlty, direction and control over

m Department of layy, and the manner in which the
various Government <*t Ma •© shown in
Appendix F, Chart 1. Xn effect, mllil lag commences
.tional security g .35, as approved
Ldent, pr polic i&ance wliich is
txv Lfcted by the Secretary of Dei Joint Chiefs
of Staff and to the Secretaries of the mil: departments.
From this policy gui , the Joint C velop
Qitary plans (Joint Plans) . . are
included the missions^ tasks* . sh service,
e Secretaries derive the poll', Idance for their
ive railitar 3,
The Chl<. nations, in consonance with
a policy, pre plan. .bed herein to
rt the Joint .sed upon broad requirements In
./ine C mS| 1
materiel bare,
al materiel items. These detailed re;. *ents
•ugh the Chief of Naval Operatior.
of the Navy (Office of Analysis and Review ) 3 and thence
! Secretary of Defense.
In the Office i of D
req be are consolidated for all servic the
dstant Secre \m ( ,tlcs)
Assistant Se Defense ( ? and
Personnel) and* in the form of require 'or personnel,





Once the financial plan has been put into effect
setting the program into motion, it becomes necessary for all
who are concerned with its execution to have some means of
measuring the results of operations. Attainment of the
objectives of the program must be evaluated in the same terms
in which the program is expressed—that is, in dollars.^
The truth of this statement will not be disputed.
It Is an absolute requirement for efficient and economical
financial control—thus management control—of programs, or
operations. The fact is, however, that it is almost
impossible to accomplish under the present system for program
planning and direction, appropriation structure, and budgeting
and accounting procedures used in the Navy. It is not the
purpose of this section to argue the relative merits of
the planning systems and appropriation structures of the
three military services. Rather, an attempt will be made
to point out an existing deficiency which makes effective
program control most difficult. In fact, this deficiency has
such far-reaching implications that it could well be the
foundation for a vast revision and overhauling of the Havy's
appropriation structure, or accounting classifications.
That the Congress has long been concerned over the
proper expenditure of Government funds is :tter of record.
This is particularly true in the administration of programs
-^Research Report of the 1958 Class, Navy Graduate
.lership Program, Financial Management in the Shore
foment ( Washington, D . C . : George Washington
Lty, 1953), p, 45.
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of the military services. If we assume an objective attitude
in this connection it is reasonable to believe that their
interest is justifiable and morally correct. The Department
of Defense has consistently spent the lion*s share of the
Governments total expenditures. In 1955* the milit
functions of the Department of Defense (exclusive of the
Mutual Security Program) accounted for 35$ of the Federal
budget; in 1956, 54#J and in 1957, approximately 54$. Budget
expenditures by purpose for those years are presented in the
following table.









collective security $42.7 $42 $4i
Civil benefits 13.7 15 13.9
Interest 6.4 6.9 7.1
Civil operations and







The breakdown of expenditures for protection, including
collective security includes the military functions of the
Department of Defense; the Mutual Security Programj the
°The Budget of the U.S. Government for the Fiscal
Year Ending Jane~3Qj 195t (va3hington 3 D.Ci ' ". §7 55 5 HP*
ment Printing Office, 1956), p. 9.
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Atomic Energy Commissions and other programs such as
stockpiling, expansion of defense production^ civil defense,
and our foreign information activities.
EXPENDITURES FOR PROTECTION, INCLUDING COLLECTIVE







Military Functions $35.5 $34.6 135.5
Mutual Security Pro-
gram - military ^3 2.5
Atomic Energy
Commission 1.9 1.7 1.9
Stockpiling and
fense production
expansion .9 .7 .4
Sub-total $40.6 $39.5 3.4
Related programs ,1 1.9 d.O
Total .7 L * *Y
Wherein does the difficulty lie? Are we convinced
ourselves that our expenditures are being mcde for the
purposes for which the Congress intended they be made in the
:*opriation Ac
The chief cause of the problem is the lack of






and the Navy's programs in which the expenditures are made.
The primary classification of naval expenditures is
fey Appropriation, or the account number., according to the
legal source of the funds chargeable. Th ;ropriation
and account numbers are one and the same. The next division
is by sub-heads whereby the appropriation 13 divided into
smaller control accounts. In the Navy, t. o-heads are
used to divide the appropriation into budget activities.
Expenditure accounts classify expenditures according to their
use, or purpose for ' ich the expenditure was made.
This classification is made to provide a detailed analysis
of the cost of maintaining and operating the Navy. The
object class is an additional classification of expenditures
based upon the nature of the services, articles, or other
items for which the funds are expended. It is important
to note the distinction between the purpose, or end use
classification of the expenditure account, and the nature of
the item classification of the object elass.
There is in existence a jumbled mass of classifications
and categories which is complicated by the technical bureau
organisation and the framework in which they are required to
administer the appropriations as appropri visors,
the organisation of program sponsors, and the division of
programs within the Navy Planning Group.
The OPNAV INSTRUCTION on Navy Pro endix G,
following definitions:
Program sponsor - The Deputy Chiefs of Naval
Operations; the Chief of Naval Material; director of
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Mavai Intelligence, and others, as appropriate, who coordinate
d integrate programs under their co ace.
Program coordinator - The individual in the office
of a Program Sponsor who is directly responsible for the
execution of a specific program*
Program Administrator - The Bureau or Bureaus which
Inister the program or portions thereof.
Appropriation Sponsor - (The Bureau or Office
administering the appropriation to which the program, or
portions thereof, are chargeable.)'
Q
Control vs. Budget
To illustrate the impractical s liich is in
use in the Navy ma it virtually it: 2 to relate the
annual budget and expenditures to CNO's id operating
pre. , the following lists of classifications and categories
need only be inspected.
A. Naval Organization






x of Supplies and Accounts
Bureau of Naval Personnel
Bureau of Yards and Docks
Bureau of Medicine and Surge






These activi. be either ponsc
dnistrators, or Appropriation jors,, as defined
;-inat_
..
ifor,,- ,'lanniii^ group , ii&
Milita. rsonnel
Operations and nice (Fleet and Training)
taction . . iai)
Other:
Si. ' tiding and Conversion
Aircr. . 'ement
Ship Inrprovement and Procurer
Construction Battalions
Advance Base Functional Components
;trol<: XKiucts

















Shore Establish;.. m& Oversee
Housi
Maintenance




Harbor Defense and Mine Warfare
Guided Missile Program















Military Personnel, Marine Corps
Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps
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Navy Personnel * General Expenses
Marine Corps - Troops and Facilities
Aircraft and Facilities, Navy
Ships and Facilities, Navy




Service-Wide Supply and Finance, Navy
Shipbuilding and Conversion,
Aircraft and Related Procurement,
Procurement of Ordnance and Ammunition, 3
•ine Corps Procurement
Military Construction, Navy
Military Construction, Naval Reserve Forces
Service-Wide Operations,
Research and Development, Navy
Construction of Ships, Navy
Ordnance for New Construction, Navy
In this regard it is interesting to note that the Navy has
twenty-three separate appropriation titles, whereas the Army














10 Lands and structures
11 Grants., subsidies, and contributions
X2 Pensions j annuities, and Insurance claims
13 Refunds, i indemnities
14 interest
15 Taxes and assessments
Investmen 1 loans
Object class is an expenditure classification based upon





Aircraft, engine .d other ec
Naval activities ofzic.
Stores purchases and transfers
Manufacturin • stores and r Iterations
to *lala lent in
Military pay and allowances ant. L eiopenses of
railit a.
Departmental rating for jv the ips
and aircra;

Account £5 receivable, accounts payable* income,
losses in stores, and miscellaneous expenditure
Expenditure accounts classify expenditures according to their
end use or purpose.
It should be apparent that improvement is needed in
this area. However, before any changes are made, the matter
should receive most careful consideration and detailed stud^
should be made to determine not only the best solution, but
the impact that any such changes would have on our program
;>nt, and budgeting and accounting procedures. Never-
theless, the facts of the matter appear to be:
1. The Navy is neither budgeting nor reporting on
an operating program basis
5
2. Under the present system it is next to impossible
to identify the source of funds expended in the operating
programs!
3. Funds are not being spent properly because
we are not, and cannot properly relate them to the operati
procrams.
Control is an inherent part of ma tent. It cannot
accomplished without painstaking attention to detail. The
i purpose of financial control is to enable those officers
In charge of operations to guide activities along efficient
lines. Such controls cannot be rigidly applied methods leading
to equally rigid decisions on the part of those who are
responsible for operations. The controls must be tailored







Comptrollers in Its broad fo discussed
in . - Lty,
1 Org 'Initlon, a and controller
viho controls. The functions
/Her have lineated in the terms of a
.clonal socic ic Controllers Institute i ;rica,
:mt—the
of Dc > and a milltar -the ' . It
.:SS
oding
as desired and roprii
Lly, >llin 'Cm of
>n 00V at
mis. or deviat: line of
action become iratac. »ent,
may then deter t: ..tials of controlling
to be as follows;
1, Aacert<: - ations are
proceeding according to p
jcessary
related actions,
3. and raodifi in tliae to
^Research Report of the 1958 Class, Graduate
Llership
sent (Washls
ersity, : F* p.
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bring operations into line with plans?, or programs into
it with budgets, without sacrificin icieney or
economy, and without loss of effort.
, Evaluate the t to which operations
contribute to overall effeetivene.
It jaid that control is an inhere: 't of
management. This may be restated In anc
Control is an inherent part of command responsibility.
To control an operation, it is ©Si have a cleat*
idea of the objective to be reached and the policies which
govern the particular operation; where the objective is the
-result to be achlev >olicy is the line of guidance
limiting the freedom of action. One must also know what
procedures have been prescribed by the organization to aid
in rea the objective. It is over - procedural ste
fcrol is usually exercised, and controllil.
> of determining that thin i ) right, or according
>ts of Planni
In conclusion, the importance and significance of
effective planning in the overall ma .t process is
stressed in a brief s . covering the
elements of planning:
There are five basic steps in any planning process.
These ares
1, Understand the mission - its nature and complexiti
Eval the available resou - consider the
situation and its el 05

12
Consit Df action -
the 1 as to suitability,
feasibility # and acceptability
b. Comparison may result In one, or a combi-
nation of several lines of action
c. Decide on the objeetiv , iach line of action
ave an objective; the objective , \.
attained, should contribute to the accomplish-
it of the ciission
Select the best line of act
a. It caa competent to v: ; degrees
b. She selected line of act ecoraes the
;lan
c. The selection is the conclusion that folic
the analysis;
5. Formulate tailed plan -
a. Detailed and comprehensive scheme of
ions
b. Establl te procedure: who - what - when -
where - why - how.^
Plannin; contemplate of select!
and developing t: rst course of action to accomplish an
objective. It is the Ls from which future actions, or
pro, set in motion
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Activity . A term used In budgeting to Indicate a function.
A subdivision of an appropriation or fund.
Agency.. Any executive >tment, commission, authority,
administration, board, or other inc. t establia
ment in the executive branch of ti vernrasnt,
including any corporation wholly o: tly owned by
the United Stat ich is an instruia ity of the
united States.
Allocation , (a) An amount set aside by an a. in a
separate appropriation for the use of another a
in carrying oitt the purposes of an appropriation.
(b) An authorisation by a designated official of a
department making funds available within a prescribed
amount to an operating agency Tor the purpose of
malting allotments.
(c) The authoritative assignment of a specific
amount of funds to a specified agency, or for
designated use, usually for a given period of time.
All -t. to authorisation by an agency to incur obligations
within a specified amount pursuant to an appropriate
or other statutory provision. The i is
granted by ice,





1, ionment , A distribution mac ..: o Bureau of t
Budget of amounts available for obligation or
expenditure in an appropriation or fund account into
amounts available for specified time periods,
activities, functions, projects, objects, or
combine . amounts so apportion
limit the obligations to be incurred, or, when so
specified, expenditures to be accrued. Apportionment
may also be accomplished by an a or subdivision
thereof for organizations under its control,
ropriation . An auti.. ../bion by an Act of Congress to
incur obligations for specified purposes and to m
payments therefor out of the Tr
(a ) One-year, or annual—general seel for current
operations and maintenance, or a -range procurement
programs. This I must be o I during the
fiscal year for which the appropriation has been
passed. ?a„ of bills under these orders or
contracts :*ed into during this first year may be
Id for dur. ;eeed.:
(k) ito-year, or continuing—provi ids for long-
range programs as .building., aircraft procurer.
and research and development. Such funds are




obligations . -finite period In it one
fiscal year.
/ropriation language . The text of the Aj • riation Ac

Appropriation limitation , ; statutor limitation i .. an
appropriate
Appropriation warrant. An authorlzati approprlat.
funds available ti icles by crediting the checking
accounts of designated disbi ?8« Ihl
sh the Ti^e tted
States advl ital : 3 of the
a: -.'iations enacts
W- - _—or the fiscal year 1.
folio: . i curr iacal urrj n^
fiscal year; gj^ fiscal .seal
the curre l^cal year.
Carryover. Amount of t pevious fisca' ir obligated fun
:iual3ilnc unii bed on the fi of the
sent fiscal
,.
CocBaifaaGnt . An amount atlvel^ earmarked for future
oblig&tie alnst available funds* (Must be
supported by doc ,s she I intei. obligate
funds).
.ce, The tot lount of Lable funds obligated
and eonunifct s of a given date.
*r goc red,
or assets ace
lituresj a* he charges Incurred for goods and
services received and other a .ired,
or not p& . jle m w or not
invoices have been received.

an . At command level, U J .
dollar values wit framework of
.
istrial fund. A revolving t - for the
purpose of providing wor ital for the operation
' industrial-, ,'Cial type
activities operate under a "hkx . industrial fund."
nt fund , A ag fund established by Public Law
dlG, Blst C- . 1st Session, to facilitate
accounting and administration of intra-eovernmental
activities (other an a continuing Le of
orations) which cpq finane. or more
ropriations.
Approval or revision of bi: (either
increase o i&e) by a higher authorit.
, classification ;sification a ! o the
es of services* articles, or other items involved,
,,
persona. -es, suppli . fcerials,
. - t*
.Obligations incurred. its of orders placed, contracts
.'ed, services rendered, 'liar transactions
lod a ,.vpcrt a docur.*
which rer , xpenditure of s. Public
3rd Co 3Sj 2nd Session, provides, in
part, that "no amount shall be reco - .an
obligation of the government of the United States
unless it is Idenec of a
binding agreement in writ:' fche parties
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thereto ^ or a valid loan agreement j or an order
required to be placed with a government agency . , ,
also no appropriation or fund which is limited
obligation purp to a definite Led of t.
shall be available for expendlt fter the
expiration of such period exec v liquidation
of amount ated in accord* . (the above);
but no such appropriation or fund shall remain
liable for ,diture for any period beyond
that oi thorized b
Obllnavional oj An authorisation by an Act of
Congress to procure goods and servi ithin a
specific to ail appropriation or
other statute. >vision. The latlon "NOA" for
•new obligatlonal authority* is eurr ,/ in use
to denote the amount of new funds ^rised by
Congress for obllsation under the Appropriation Act.
It is the c .ppropriated less the cash to liquid
prior contract authorisations plus new contract
bhori;
.Ligation , ocsrecate of obligations exceed
amount of funds authorised for obligation.
et. A budget based up nctioi
project 2 focus atte. upon the
-oral character and relative importance of the w
to be done j .rvlee to 1.
\xi the things to ;cquli- .iel
ices., , equipment ,

146
jet order . A specific, definite, and certain order for
work, or for the manufacture of supplies, material,
or equipment which, for the purpose of obligation,
assumes the characteristics of orders or contracts
placed with Industr;
,
proprlation . Statutor horlsation which continues
available a part or all of the unobligated balance
of an appropriation account which would otherwise
e^ire for obligation purposes.
Reolaoa . A statement or presentation by an agency in
restating budget requirements in defense of a previa
position, or in refuting charges implied or written
by higher author! ;• Used to attempt to "reels
budgetary cuts, or restore reductions in fun*
authorised.
ismlng . The process of adjusting a previously
established pre . Usually used In the conte.
ramming funds," which refers to the adjui
of funds to be applied to a given progr:.
Revolving fund , /. itablished by lax; to finance a
ele of operations. Receipts derived
from the fund are available for use
within prescribed limitations. Types of revolvi
funds ax (a) man: it funds, (b) stock funds,
(c) working capital funds, and (&) i ;rial funds.
Receipts ai in their e ise by
the fund without further action b^





3u&r— - ivision , It
is used to func or specific
appropriati
term aetivi for a particular riati
Successor account. (Identified I :;aonly
referred to ... accounts)*-- Nation
account into which lapsed appropriations for annual
opriation accounts are purpose
of payment o£ claims*
!§. ". remaining after
the eumulatS. ligations fr (a) apportion'
,r (b) a s available for ol ;ion,
-in;; capital fund. A revolv .
finance (a) inventories
of a stock j (b) industrial
'OUf
activities
through t industrial fund.
•'teing,.fund. A fund established by law to receive and
disburse a&v ide from other s les or
bureaus. Kstal




DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY SECNAV 5400.4
Office of the Secretary NCD
Washington 25, D. C. 18 November 1953
SECNAV INSTRUCTION 5400.4
From: Secretary of the Navy
To: All Ships and Stations
Subj: Establishment of comptroller organizations in bureaus, head-
quarters, offices, and field activities of the Navy and Marine
Corps
Encl: (1) Departmental, headquarters, and field comptrollers
1. Purpose. The purpose of this Instruction is to promulgate policies
on the establishment of comptroller organizations in the bureaus,
headquarters, offices, major administrative fleet commands, and field
activities of the Navy and Marine Corps. In addition, enclosure (1)
contains functional organization charts and elaboration of duties which
may be used as a guide in establishing comptroller organizations.
2. Policy . It is the policy of the Secretary of the Navy to establish
comptroller organizations in all bureaus and offices, Navy Depart-
ment, Headquarters, Marine Corps, and major activities of the Navy
and Marine Corps. It is desired that the program of establishment
currently in progress be accelerated as rapidly as may be practicable.
Establishment of comptrollers to perform the functions described in
enclosure (1) is strongly recommended as a major step towards im-
proved financial management as well as a direct service to command
authority. Enclosure (1) sets forth criteria for determining where
comptroller organizations should be established.
3. Implementation . The chiefs of bureaus and offices, Navy Depart-
ment, the Commandant of the Marine Corps, and appropriate admin-
istrative commanders may within their discretion direct the establish-
ment of a comptroller organization for an activity under their
command or management control, or authorize the commanding officer
to establish a comptroller organization on his own initiative. Activities
desiring assistance in establishing and staffing comptroller organiza-
tions should direct requests to the appropriate commander, manage-
ment bureau or office, who may at his discretion request assistance
from the Navy Comptroller. For the purpose of this Instruction, field
activities include major administrative fleet and Marine Corps com-
mands.
THOMAS S. GATES, Jr.
Acting Secretary of the Navy
A?i i : b
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.
DEPARTMENTAL. HEADQUARTERS. AND FIELD COMPTROLLERS
I. Introduction
A. Basic Concept . Most of the comptroller functions are being
performed in varying degrees in all Navy bureaus and field activi-
ties. The new elements introduced by the concept of comptrollership
as it is practiced in the Department of the Navy are
:
1. Emphasizing the constructive aspects of the reporting,
analysis and interpretative functions as distinct from
the purely recording function.
2. Improving budget formulation and execution through the
collection and utilization of accounting and program
data at all organizational levels.
3. Coordinating and integrating the several comptroller
functions to provide concisely to the commanding officer
the basic data essential for efficient, economical, and
effective management.
B. Coordinated Staff Service
.
The comptroller must provide technical
guidance and direction to the conduct of specific fact-collection
systems in the areas of budget formulation and execution, program
analysis, accounting, and progress reports and statistics. The fully
coordinated staff service provided by the comptroller should relieve
the commanding officer of much of the burden of detailed fact col-
lection, coordination, and analysis. When properly performed,
comptrollership will enable the commanding officer to spend more of
his time in the areas of policy formulation, decision, and program
direction.
C. Where established . Comptroller organizations should be established
in bureaus, offices, and field activities where the size, scope, and
complexity of fiscal operations justify the need. In general:
1. The comptroller will make his maximum contribution to
management in production and large service activities
such as shipyards, ordnance plants, supply centers,
training centers, bases, Class A air stations, and in
MSTS headquarters.
2. Comptroller organizations are not considered appropriate
for such field activities as Branch Hydrographic Offices,
Inspectors of Naval Material, Recruiting Stations, Naval
Net Depots, Area Wage and Classification Offices, District
Records Management Centers, etc.
Enclosure ^1)
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D. Comptroller Review.
1, The Comptroller of the Navy will review comptroller
organizations for adequacy and conformance with standard
functional patterns. Internal audit, reports of inspec-
tion, and operating knowledge, in addition to other
sources of information will be utilized to determine the
adequacy and effectiveness of organization for financial
management, including comptroller organizations. He will
advise management officials of changes which may be re-
quired to achieve improved financial management.
II. Functions of Comptrollership
A. Basic Functions . The basic functions of comptrollership should
be performed by. or for every bureau, office, and field activity,
regardless of whether or not a formal comptroller organization is
established. These functions are as follows
:
1. Integrated System for Financial Management . Establishes,
coordinates, and maintains an integrated system of staff
service that will provide to the commanding officer the
factual data essential for effective management control
of operations. Provides technical guidance and direction
in financial matters throughout the organization, as a
staff service to the commanding officer. This integrated
system will provide for a classification of the programs
administered and their objectives} for an inventory of
budget plans and program schedules that should be kept
current; for processes of budget formulation, review, and
execution; for the collection of obligation, expenditure,
cost, and other accounting and operating statistics data,
and for a review of program performance and of the pattern
of resources utilization. Promotes economy and efficiency
in the performance of assigned programs.
2 # Budgeting . Provides guidance and instructions for prepara-
tion of the budget; reviews resources requirements and
justifications for the various programs and prepares
estimates of the cost thereof; compiles the annual budget;
in connection with the budget process, recommends alloca-
tion of funds and civilian personnel to programs within the
command, and revisions thereof as required; analyzes
variances from the budget plan and recommends remedial
action where appropriate; determines areas where desirable
financial reprogramming may be effected; initiates action
to adjust financial plans to available funds and, when
required, submits requests for additional funds with justi-
fications.
Enclosure (i)
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3. Accounting and Disbursing . Within the framework of the
Navy-wide accounting system and policies : at the bureau
level, is responsible for accounting for appropriations and
funds under the control of the bureau or office and for the
maintenance of records relating thereto j for fiscal report-
ing, evaluation and analysis, and for devising and recommend-
ing instructions and procedures relative to field accounting
operations under its management control. At the field
activity level, maintains required accounting records,
including records of obligations and expenditures against
allotments and project orders; prepares accounting reports
for local management and for submission to higher authority;
conducts cost accounting operations; maintains plant property
records and financial records of inventory transactions of
all classes of property, and submits all property returns;
supervises and conducts timekeeping operations; maintains
civilian pay, leave and retirement records and prepares
civilian pay rolls; pays civilian pay rolls, and when
authorized, pays public vouchers and military pay rolls and
issues savings bonds; prepares and submits disbursing reports
and returns.
4. Program Analysis . Measures and analyzes performance, program
status and trends against the approved programs and budget
plans and schedules, and reports the results of operations
to responsible levels of command. The system described in
1. above provides for the collection of data that will permit
this kind of appraisal and detection of variances from the
operating and budget plan so that management can take the
appropriate action. This function of comptrollership is con-
sidered an extremely important staff service to the commanding
officer who has the responsibility for decisions. Analyses
and comparisons should be timely and presented with recommen-
dations for action or decision so that funds may be us«d
effectively and economically.
5. Progress Reports and Statistics . Develops guides and criteria
for the collection and coordination of statistical data and
prepares special statistics as required by the responsible
levels of command. Serves as coordinator and official clear-
ance center for the release of statistical data. Each
organizational component will have distinctive requirements
for periodic progress reports and for special statistical
data on the programs it administers. Statistical reports
should be rendered in time and in a manner that will insure
optimum use by management.
Enclosure (l)
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III. Organization and Staffing
A, Organization .
1. General . In the installation of a comptroller organization, the
details of organization should be tailored to fit the local need. The
coordination and integration of the several specialties such as program
analysis, budgeting, accounting, internal controls, etc., should be
achieved so that they work harmoniously together in providing a complete
service in the financial management area to the commanding officer.
2. Functional Charts . Functional charts for bureau and field activi-
ties, on page8 5 and 6, are provided for use as patterns to indicate the
functions that should be included in the comptroller organization. In
preparing these charts, the functional boxes purposely were not labeled
divisions, branches, etc. In large organizations, specialization may be
necessary and each of the functions may be located in separate organiza-
tional units under the comptroller. The progress reports and statistics
function, in small organizations, may be combined, e.g., with the budget
function. Subdivisions under Accounting and Disbursing may be combined
or separated according to local needs. The functional charts should be
considered as guides.
3. Organizational Status . The comptroller should report directly
to the bureau chief or activity commander in order that the greatest
potential value may be realized from the staff services performed. The
commanding officer (Commander, Commandant, etc.) is fully responsible
for all actions of his organization. The comptroller operates in a staff
capacity and is responsible to the commander served, in the same manner
as the Navy Comptroller is responsible to the Secretary of the Navy.
The comptroller, in addition to directing the internal operations of his
own organization, has a responsibility for interpreting program and cost
data, etc., and acting as a technical advisor on the financial aspects
of operations reflecting past management decisions or current problems.
Accordingly, he must be responsive to the needs of management and he
must anticipate the future requirements of current programs with the
perspective of achieving program objectives with economy and efficiency.
The comptroller's activities have an impact on the organization only
when implemented by command authority. While the comptroller reports on
operating results as interpreted from data compiled under his direction,
his operating decisions are confined basically to the work of his
immediate organization. He recommends to management, but does not make
management decisions. Accordingly, management should look upon the




1. General . The mere establishment of a position designated as
comptroller, or the adoption of a particular administrative mechanism,
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will not, in itself, insure the achievement of these objectives.
The full potential of comptrollership will be realized only if
management secures competent personnel to staff the function and
then insures that the comptroller is providing a complete, concise,
and effective service. The prime criterion of effective performance
by a comptroller located in a bureau, office, or activity will be
his ability to assist his commanding officer in the economical,
efficient, and timely attainment of assigned missions.
2. Qualifications
.
a. The complex and continuing nature of the comptroller
function is such that the qualifications of an officer or civilian
appointed as the comptroller are most important to the effective dis-
charge of his responsibilities. The officer or civilian so appointed
should have had broad experience with operating programs and problems
and general management responsibilities. He should have keen analytical
ability and be capable of making discriminating judgments as well as be
able to express concisely and effectively his conclusions and recom-
mendations in either written or verbal form.
b. Comptroller billets will provide training to officers and
civilians as part of their development toward high leadership roles
in the Navy. A broad knowledge of the comptroller function should be
coupled with experience in, and knowledge of the operations carried
on in a specific kind of naval program, such as shipbuilding, aircraft,
etc. This may properly result in the ordering to duty of an aviator
as comptroller in the Bureau of Aeronautics, a civil engineer as
comptroller in the Bureau of Yards and Docks, a line officer as
comptroller in the Bureau of Naval Personnel, an engineering officer
as comptroller in the Bureau of Ships, and an officer of the Supply
Corps as comptroller in the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts. When
officers occupy the comptroller position, it is considered highly
desirable that a civilian assistant be assigned in the comptroller
organizations in order to provide specialized knowledge and continuity
to the conduct of comptroller functions.
IV. Relationships
Technical Control . The Navy Comptroller's authority and responsi-
bility stem from statute and from the Secretary of the Navy, and are
exercised as technical control through regularly established command
channels. Technical control is the specialized or professional
guidance and direction exercised by an authority of the Naval Estab-
lishment in technical matters. The professional guidance and direction
exercised by the Comptroller of the Navy is promulgated by the perti-
nent volume of the Comptroller Manual, by NAVCOMPT Instructions and
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NAPCOMPT Notices. Additional technical directives applicable to
a specific activity or group of activities are transmitted via
the normal chain of administrative command.
V. Elaboration of Duties
A. Introduction . A description of budget, accounting, and progress
reports and statistics duties at bureau and field activity levels
is provided to illustrate the nature of this work in a more detailed
manner.
B. Bureau. Headquarters and Office Level .
1. Budget . The budget function consists of the following duties
a. Develops and recommends policy in budgetary matters.
b. Provides guidance and instructions for preparation
of budget estimates.
c. Reviews budget estimates submitted by component
organizations and recommends approval, revision or
disapproval of items and program estimates to the
chief of the bureau or office.
d# Prepares budget estimates and justifications for
submission to the Navy Comptroller and higher
authority.
e. Develops and maintains a system of budgetary controls
to assure: that the proper balance exists among
approved programs and available funds; that re-
programming is effected where essential, and that
funds are administered in accordance with law and
the administrative policies and regulations of
higher authority.
f. Allocates appropriated funds to programs.
g. Prepares apportionment requests for appropriations,
funds, and contract authority.
h. Issues allotments, prcject orders or approval of
financial aspects of contract requests.
i. Reviews the use of funds by program to insure com-
pliance with the bureau or office budget policy, and
adjusts the allocation of funds to programs as required.
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j. Analyzes program performance in comparison to the
budget plan, and studies variances from the plan
in terms of its effect on the funding of programs
j
prepares recommendations for remedial action where
appropriate,
k. Provides the bureau chief and planning personnel
with forecasts of budgetary position and problems
related thereto; reviews and coordinates the budgetary
aspects of program planning,
1, Interprets or obtains interpretation of language or
substantive law relative to the availability of
appropriated funds for specified programs or purposes,
m» Analyzes workload, expenditure and related data in
reviewing personnel estimates of divisions and field
activities; prepares quarterly estimates of civilian
personnel requirements for submission to the Navy
Comptroller with appropriate justifications,
n. Allocates civilian personnel ceilings within the bureau
when assigned this responsibility,
2, Accounting ,
a. Duties , The accounting function consists of the following
duties
:
(1) Operates the appropriation accounting system,
(2) Maintains official ledgers and subsidiary records
covering the funds for which responsible,
(3) Reconciles the official records with those main-
tained by the Comptroller of the Navy,
(U) Reviews and analyzes proposed and new legisla-
tion and regulations, policies and procedures
issued by higher authority and the implementa-
tion thereof when applicable,
(5) Develops and recommends appropriation and cost
accounting systems and related procedures pe-
culiar to the organization,
(6) Develops internal procedures for the issuance
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(7) Prepares and distributes periodic and recurring
accounting reports portraying the status of
funds at all required levels.
(8) Conducts a continuous review of accounting re-
ports to improve their usefulness to management
and budget analysts and to eliminate those no
longer required.
(9) Prepares reports and forecasts of reimbursement
to permit proper management of allocations.
(10) Prepares claims for reimbursement and follow-up
to insure receipt of payment.
(11) Negotiates with other Government departments
concerning the development of and accounting for
cross-service transactions.
(12) Maintains allotment accounting for intra-bureau
and open allotments.
(13) Maintains records of expenditures by end use
(expenditure account) and object for which spent
(object class).
(14.) Conducts liaison with other organizational units
within the bureau and comparable organization
units of other bureaus and departments.
(15) As authorized within the framework of the Navy
Accounting system and policies
:
(a) Issues manuals, directives, and instruc-
tions pertaining to field accounting
procedures j
(b) Develops accounting and fiscal reports
to be prepared by field activities to
provide information for management
supplementary to that provided by the
Navy-wide accounting system.
(16) Analyzes fiscal reports and accounting returns of
field activities and makes field visits to evaluate
the effectiveness of systems and procedures.
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b. Organisation . Organizationally, the Accounting Branch
may be responsible for accounting for appropriations and funds under
the control of the bureau or office and the maintenance of records
related thereto; for fiscal reporting, evaluation and analysis, and
for devising and recommending instructions and procedures relative
to field accounting operations. To properly separate functions
and responsibilities, the branch may be subdivided into an Accounts
and Procedures Section and a Field Accounting Section.
3. Progress Reports and Statistics . The progress reports and
statistics function consists of the following duties:
a. Develops and/or coordinates within the bureau reporting
systems from which data are derived as a basis for quantitative
analysis of performance against approved programs, budget plans, and
schedules.
b. Maintains records on budget plans and schedules, examines
trends and program status, and reports variances from plans to
responsible levels of management.
c. Provides a central coordination point for all budgetary
and fiscal statistical data released to higher authority.
d. Develops guides and criteria to assist field activities
in obtaining statistics reported to the bureau.
e. Prepares recurring progress reports for top management




Performs special statistical analyses as required.
g. Serves as liaison with Navy Comptroller on matters relat-
ing to program reports and statistics.
C. Activity Level .
1. Budget . The budget function consists of the following duties:
a. Provides guidance and instructions for preparation of
the activity budget estimates.
b. Reviews budget estimates submitted by components and
recommends approval, revision, or disapproval of
items or estimates to the commanding officer.
c. Prepares activity* s budget estimates and justifications.
11 Enclosure (l)
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d. Prepares operating budget reflecting approved program
plans and schedules.
e. Controls fund authorization to the activity and recom-
mends revisions, modifications, or reprogramming, as
appropriate, to higher authority.
f
.
Recommends allocations of civilian personnel to depart-
ments and programs within the activity.
g. Reviews program performance against the funding plan,
analyzes overhead variances and other deviations
therefrom, and recommends remedial action where appro-
priate.
2. Accounting and Disbursing .
a. Duties . The accounting and disbursing function consists
of the following duties:
(1) Maintains required accounting records, including
records of obligations and expenditures against
allotments and project orders.
(2) Prepares accounting reports for local management
and for submission to higher authority.
(3) Conducts cost accounting operations.
(4.) Maintains plant property account records and
stores inventory ledgers and records, and sub-
mits all property returns.
(5) Supervises and conducts timekeeping operations.
(6) Maintains civilian pay, leave, and retirement
records, and prepares civilian pay rolls.
(7) Pays civilian pay rolls, and when authorized,
pays public vouchers and military pay rolls and
issues savings bonds.




. The Accounting and Disbursing Division
may be subdivided into the Accounting Branch and the Disbursing
Branch. To properly separate functions and responsibilities, the
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Accounting Branch may be further subdivided into the Timekeeping,
Pay Roll, Appropriations and Cost, Stores, and Machine Records
Sections. The Disbursing Branch may be organized into sections
for Military Pay, Public Vouchers, Fiscal and Savings Bonds, as
required. For stations financed under the Navy Industrial Fund,
the Pay Roll Branch may become a section of a General Accounting
Branch which, with approval of the management bureau or office and
the Comptroller of the Navy, is tailored to fit local requirements.
3. Progress Reports and Statistics . The progress reports and
statistics function consists of the following duties
:
a. Develops and/or coordinates within the activity reporting
systems from which data are derived as a basis for quantitative
analysis of performance against approved programs, budget plans,
and schedules.
b. Maintains records on the budget plans and schedules,
examines trends and program status, and reports variances from the
plans to responsible levels of management at the activity.
c. Provides central coordination point primarily for all
budgetary and fiscal statistical data released from the activity
and for such other reports as may be specifically assigned.
d. Develops instructions and guides to assist offices within
the activity in reporting data.
e. Prepares recurring progress reports for top management
for all major programs administered by the activity as related to the
financial plan, highlighting unusual situations.
f
.
Performs special statistical analyses as required.
4.. Internal Review . At large installations, such as shipyards,
an internal review function may be of sufficient magnitude to warrant
the establishment of a separate staff. Such a review function consists
of the following duties:
a. Reviews and evaluates the system of checks and balances
used for internal accounting control, internal records, and fiscal
procedures in terms of adequacy and effectiveness, and develops
revisions and recommends remedial action when appropriate.
b. Conducts periodic examinations of accounting and financial
statistical reporting; based on such examinations, recommends remedial
action to correct defects and to improve effectiveness of accounting
and financial reporting operations.
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c. Develops and supervises programs for checking labor and
material distribution.
d. Performs local fiscal planning.
e. Coordinates preparation of, reviews and maintains Comp-
troller Department regulations, orders, and bulletins, and makes
recommendations for changes thereto.
Enclosure (1) II4.
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JEMENTAV... ? TITLE IV FOR
PERIOD 16 DBCEKBSH 1957 TO 15 MARCH 1:
Depar t of the
Office of ioe^troller
wa d.c,
A. ORGANISATION AKD PE 3X»
1. A revised tfarlne Corps Instruction was issued
with respect to and f • of financial
pic
,
and administration staff Ivities. The
.der clarifies and details the functions of the field
comptroller in the areas of bud£,, , account!
disbursing, and repo;:- . statistless it enunciates
itus and func of t the
disbursing officer,, and the fiscal officer (appropriations
accounting officer) i it draws attention to of
lecisic ionsibili ; Meld
Is on coord ii'.' jtion in
financial advi :*ed t3 jr; it
tt cor...
t Ox C
fc twelve »ine C /-ivities, and
3 cor.
if the cobi .'inane
require - policy of t
appendix: e

Coiaraa . on assi j to i eal
fi
. i plac.. -a rec_
financial 'ine
Corps
oi* SI "or a
eocpfcroller cor. to be held in April rroau
jr field a and
are ( both to tl
•ies.
3. The Or $ Conptrol &vy
^rollersliip Dev. i fc during the
eriod frora 24 February to ? Ma.- /-three
al officer Uians ff .etivities
.e coi >n
:-ended the pr. .e pre.
di. ions in tiu m?>troll< tions
and funetio: ..xl fiscal policy, bi, .lation
an: ration, pr progress jxnd
ics, accounting, Industrial and stock funds, and
inv Lee i iscuosion 3 ^roia
vate industry .3 of Go'» bureaus
it partici, .o program.
1. bureau o; Lps has i ..iction
uhich revises and .inistra'. of ope.
all Subhead, Fuel for Ships of the "Shi
acllities, Havy ropriation. Tae Instruction provic:
in chart form a comprehensive list of ifceras properly chc

inst the allotments, together with correct accounting
data, and a list of certain items specif:! deluded.
is instruction should effect an Improvement in finane
management by llraitine the use of the open allotment to
clearly delineated essential require . . In addition,
:ater accuracy will be realised In associating fuel ii
With expenditures, thereby providing a firm :3is for
budgeting
.
A study 1 /rently be.*. j.&q regarding
discontinuance of multiple funding and to m revision
for single fundin, .'aval Stations under the management
control of the Chief of Naval Operations. le funding
of tl. .aval Stati 111 align financial responalblir.
wit: other elements of management control, and si.
many current financial problems resulting from multiple
fundli
C, WORKEJG CAPITAL POHDS
1. Navy industrial Fimd
a. A Joint Office of the Comptroller of the
Navy-Bureau of Ordnance panel lias completed a survey at the
Naval Gun Factor jubfsitted recommendations to that
activity for the Improvement of financial rations. The
/al Gun Factory is in the process of implementing the
recommendations. Emphasis is also being placed on the
preparation of a standard handbook for Or e activities
ing under the Ifavy Industrial Fund,
b. The Office of the Comptroller t 'tieipating
1 the Office of the Secretary of Defense, Army, Air Force,

•asury, General Accountin& Office, and th
In discussio:; achieve standardisation and con-
ion of financial statements :ivy
3h lal Fiuid operations to revic j echelon
c. Pursuant to the decision of the Controller
of I Envy t -avy Industrial Fund ... is to be
rented at Overhaul and Repair Departments and that the
pilot installation at ( it Point is to be carried forwa
of Aeronautics lias establls ! dustrial
Fund -ommitte .
. Stock Funds,
a. To eliminate dual financing of material and
to i>orate all inventories of Navy Stoc (NSF) ti
is under the Lav; Stock Fund, the Burc ' Supplies and
Accounts directed the capitalization on 31 December 1957
iation Purchases Account (apa) inventories carri
um
.
tizance symbols primarily assoc ith NSF. The
val ' the 31 Be ,:Iizatic
b. Standard accounting proceo. Tor recorc:
md transaetic -,ve be ated
ie Office of the Comptroller of the . Detailed
procedures necessary to act the conversion to the newly
ablished Stock Fund accounts have a. ed,
T FvJKDS
1, Amendment j?o, 2 to Navy Ma: Charter
"Spanish Base Construction" was approved on 28 Feb-
rua . This amenc. provides the means for expediting
'inanclng of the nlsh Base Con..

permitting the deoblications of dol?. on
anticipation peseta easpendltures in amounts corresponding
> contract terms of payments in pesetas thereby freei:
iollar obligations. This amendment also provides additional
iollar funds to cover construction projects in larger seg-
its in order t advant istlng contractor
'sion with the resulting effect of obtaining more
*dv eous prices, incurring less administrative expm
:>n behalf of the T, pediting the run-out of the
pro;
s, accounting (warns and proper)
1, Action was taken with the approval of the Office
the Secretary of Defense to obtain bi-annually, rather than
,
the confirmation of eligibility from those for
&hom the Navy is paying mortgage insur. urns to FHA*
£his should halve the ea^ense of this tai avy Finance
Center* Cleveland and the restating reports should prodiv
i acceptable verification based on experience to date.
At tiie request of the Navy, the Comptroller
General has ruled tixat personnel other than disbursing
11 to account for public funds entrusted to
i, are subject to withholding of pay to ©over deficiencies.
phis clears up a 1 ng unsatisfactory situation
should prevent losses previously sustain-- .- the
result of defalcations of mail clerks,, agents, and other
3. As a result of a staff to6. by the
Office of the Comptroller > maintenance of military pay
-ords has been simplified ie consolidation of all

.Itiple National Service Life Insurance a into
one allotment. Information necessary 13
Administration in lance o. .rate policies will
.ance Ce v .
b. The development of a si. allotment funding
i at the Naval Ehgineerinc >n, Annapo"!
by the Bureau of ;e of the Comptroller of :.
Nav. Int da report
..•en prepared,
5. The ehanlzatio Ips
ocooui. i functions is rogress. Qm is been
completed a vol clerical v:. on
./lated. Anot: Ian i ementati
basic EAM cards
ic source documents.
f. progress bspqbts AM) statistics
1. Bas'.. Mistical < - the
of the Comptroll Bursa jrson:
:ed an instruct;* bject of errors attributed
nnel offices. Follow-up actio
tef of . ;„1 Per in the form of lei
f Aeron; ivities ha h error
;e. Information o activities incidence
of personnel erroi- wished the Chief of Naval Personnel
for use in preparing additional letters, TI.
. dt is - m the part of com . to
ace errors in disour. >ffic:, attributable
.1 actions.

, The E of £. Annual Financial Report fc
al Yc and Is noi
clon,
tlxu effort, as well ai lal procureiaent
compared . ->lish-
t. Thl ort, is c :ed by
private ind Ua still fur. a in
3s, the lefenoe,
I other Hav an accounting < >f Ships
odian of appropriated funds.
3* f. Lnat ad the
elopment c of I>
-097,
>1 Sfca Contract , t led the
cor. cm& c e But.
and in . Toe W 3 tedium
intici
.*equl •.looted 1. X of
3 for. basis
list I, .; bure
II as providi: .Ich all
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY OPNAV 5010.13
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF UAVAL OPERATIONS Op- J OK
WASHINGTON 25, D.C. Ser 179P90
24 Oct 1957
OPNAV INSTRUCTION 5010.13
From: Chief of Naval Operations
To: Distribution List
Gubj : Navy Programs
Encl: (1) Program Format
(2) Program Brief
1. Purpose
. The purpose of this Instruction is to
establish a standard method for the development and pre-
sentation of a Navy Program. It provides for a compre-
hensive delineation of immediate and eventual scope and
costs, which will provide adequate data on which complete
and proper evaluation of a Navy Program can be made before
it is entered into the Navy Projected Program Objectives
and the Department of the Navy Program Objectives.
2. Background
. In view of the mounting pressure for reduc-
tion of Government expenses, the necessity for careful
review, evaluation, and determination of priority of Navy
Programs is assuming increasing importance. In addition,
the Navy is continually developing new programs which have
low initial costs but which can develop into unusually
large costs in the future. In order to evaluate all pro-
grams properly, it is essential that their financial and
personnel implications be known in addition to their
military potential. New programs which ultimately require
funds of high order of magnitude will have a significant
effect on the Navy budget and can therefore be funded only
at the expense of other programs. Top management in the
Navy needs a systematic method of presentation of programs
in order to make policy decisions affecting the future of
the Navy. Coordinating agencies need detailed information
for the development of their own programs. Enclosure (1)
has been developed as a means of satisfying these needs.
3. Concept . The following definitions and explanations of
programming processes are furnished:
a. Relationship Between Plans and Programs
(1) Plan . A military plan is a proposed procedure or




(2) Program. A program is a scheme of administra-
tive action designed for the accomplishment of a definite
objective. it is supervised by its sponsor, called the
Program Sponsor. A program is specific as to the time-
phasing of the work to be done and the means allocated for
its accomplishment. {
(3) Relationship . V.'ar plans establish requirements
for the prosecution of military action on an assumed M- or
D-Day. In order that combat forces of the desired size and
capabilities, supported by an adequate logistic base, are
available to meet these requirements, coordinated programs
for their attainment must be developed in peacetime.
b. Explanation of Program Definition . The component
parts of a program are as follows:
(1) Definite Objective . A program must state
precisely what it is intended to accomplish and the reason
therefor. A tacit objective is not sufficient. Cuch may
be perfectly obvious to the Navy, but it will be inadequate
for convincing the non-military authorities who must review
the program. A broad objective, such as "To improve the
combat efficiency of the Fleet" is equally inadequate.
(2) Scheme . A program must clearly show how the
objective will be attained, in sufficient detail so that
the implementers will be able to carry out their parts
properly.
(3) Administrative Action c The execution of a
program is primarily a matter of administration. Therefore,
a program should indicate the agencies from which specified
actions are required.
(4) Time Phasing . This is essentially an expansion
of the "scheme", in that it shows when the specific parts
of a program may be expected to phase in toward the attain-
ment of the objective. Since the majority of programs
consist of component parts or supporting programs, this
time phasing becomes important so that the component parts
v/ill mesh at the proper time. In the case when a program
extends over two or more fiscal years, the time-phasing
should indicate what increment of the program v/ill be
completed during each fiscal year.
(5) lieans Allocated . In order to evaluate the pro-
gram properly, the requirements in terms of funds, material,
OPIJAVIITST 5010.13
24 Oct 1957
personnel, and construction must be specifically stated.
The most important of these is funds. An accurate esti-
mate of the total cost of a program, including its various
elements, may reveal that the cost is out of proportion to
its value, and that it may become necessary to make a
drastic revision or, in some instances, drop the program
entirely.
c. Essential Elements of a Program
(1) In order for a program to be self-sufficient




(b) The scheme for attainment of the objective
(c) The time-phasing of the various stages
(d) The determination of the means to be
allocated.
d. Review of Programs . Programs must not remain static.
They must be kept under continual review by the Sponsor and
by the various executing agencies. Programs must be changed
to meet new developments and techniques, new budgetary
limitations, and other factors which may necessitate changes
in scope and objective. In addition, programs must fre-
quently be compared with related programs to insure that
equal progress is made in the whole.
e. Program Approval
. A program must be approved by the
Chief of ITaval Operations, the Vice Chief of ilaval Operations,
or a Deputy Chief of ITaval Operations acting for the Chief of
ilaval Operations in order to be considered as a basis for a
request for funds in the annual budget submissions.
d Action required
a. Program Sponsors v/ill place all programs, which meet
one or more of the criteria listed below, in the Program
Format as outlined in Enclosure (1). The criteria are:
ITavy
(1) Contribute to the combat effectiveness of the
(2) Require a significant portion of the Navy budget
OPl'TAV IK3T 5010.13
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(3) Eave an effect on other programs, particularly
in personnel and facilities
(4) Require coordination between two or more Pro-
gram Sponsors.
b. With the Format as a basis, a brief of the Program,
as outlined in enclosure (2), will be forwarded to the AC1JC
(General Planning) by the Program Sponsor. This brief will
be included in the Uavy Projected Program Objectives.
5. Distribution . After the completed program format has
been approved, it will be forwarded to the Assistant Chief
of Iiaval Operations (General Planning) for retention in the
Master Program File. Distribution of copies will be as
follows:
a. As required in offices of the Program Sponsor
b. Program Administrators (Paragraph 7 of Format)
c. Sponsors of supporting or supported programs (Para-
graphs 11 and/or 12 of Format)
&f - £ es-rpfs / r* // *» S *f J-/* * //* *y
H. D. FEU
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PROGicAM FOJ.1I/IA.T
1. Title of urogram .
^' Obj ect ive
.
(A concise and specific statement of
what the program will accomplish towards the
overall improvement of the iTavy, and the
specific requirement which it will meet.)
3* Erief of "rogram
.
(A brief statement of the scope
of the program, what it involves and to which
part of the iTaval Establishment it applies.
This brief should include sufficient infor-
mation to give a clear understanding of what
the program involves, for example, numbers of
units to be introduced and those being phased
out, planned increases in real estate together
with real estate being phased out, new weapon




(A brief statement as to the status
of the program. This should include:
a. For established programs, the present
state of completion.
b. For programs involving new weapons or
equipment:
(1) Whether it is in the development or
production state.
(2) V/hether it is for evaluation or
installation.
(3) Estimated annual requirements.
(4) Estimated cost, of materiel and
equipment required for program, which this pro-
gram replaces or modifies.






5. Program Sponsor . (The Deputy Chiefs of Naval
Operations; the Chief of ilaval Materiel, the
Director of ilaval Intelligence, and others,
as appropriate, who coordinate and integrate
programs under their cognizance.)
6» Program Coordinator , (The individual in the office
of a Program Sponsor, who is directly respons-
ible for the execution of a specific program.
In addition, list other offices and agencies





(The 3ureau or Bureaus which
""administer the program or portions thereof.
Include Lead Bureau if appropriate.)
S. Appropriation Sponsor . (See OPNAV Ii!ST,lUCTICIT
71O0.3 of S" April 1S53.)
3 * budget Category. (State the Budget Category, as
defined in DGD Pamphlet "Budget Category
Definitions" as 1 July 1953, to which this
program belongs.)
10. Appropriation Title . (State the Appropriation
Title, as listed in iTAVCOMPT INSTRUCTION




. (If this program is in support
of a larger program, or if it is part of a
weapon system, state title of the program or




(List the Sponsors, Bureaus,
or other agencies which have developed or
which will be required to develop programs
in support of this one. The cost of these
programs should be included.),
13. Relation to Other Programs . (List programs which
will have an effect on or be affected by this
program, particularly those which require the







a. Lsiigth of Time to Complete.
k* Tine Phasing a (If program extends for more
than one fiscal year, give a brief statement
of how much will be accomplished each year.)
15. Cost Data.
a * Cos'C to Budget under Consideration .
b
.
Cose of Each Annua 1 Increment .







. (A statement of personnel require-
ments") Scth military and civilian, and their
availability. If number varies during the
execution of the program, give time-phased
requirements of increases or decreases.)
k* 3ervj.ee or Facility , (A statement of the
services and/or facilities which will be re-
quired during the execution of the program,





(A statement of the critical or
special materials which will be required,
giving time-phased requirements; the probabil-
ity of delivery on time by routine methods;
and the availability from other agencies if a
delay in delivery is anticipated.)
17. justification
. (Summarize the facts presented in
the preceding paragraphs and state a conclusion
as to the worth of the proposed programs. The
advantages of the proposed equipment or system
over existing equipment or systems should be
shown clearly, and these advantages balanced
against the net overall cost to assist in





*•"• irlr£2£2i2SY • (A record of actions or developments
which affect the scope or time-phasing of the
program. This should include all pertinent
information from the inception of the program
to the present. It should indicate the office,
agency or event which directed the change.)
Enclosure (1)
Enclosure (2) OPiTAVINST 5010.1;
24 Cct 1937
JRGGRAIi .ZTLIQF
1 . Title of /Program .
2 . Objective .
3. "'rief of Program
.
4 . Time Data .
a . Length of Time to Complete .
b . Time Phasing .
5. Cost Data .
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From: Secretary of the Navy
To: Distribution List
Subj: Annual budgetary procedure
End: (1) Sequent outline of annual budgetary procedure and review
with deadline dates
1. Purpose , This Instruction establishes a standing schedule in the
Department of the Navy for the development and review of the budget,
and outlines functions and responsibilities at each step of the pro-
cedure. It is issued to enable each responsible official to plan the
phasing of his budget operations in accordance with the integrated
Navy schedule.
2. Action . Addressees will develop internal procedures necessary
to comply with the program outlined in enclosure (l). With respect
to the budget for fiscal year 1958 the schedule will be followed from
the point estimates are submitted to tiie Comptroller of the Navy,
2 July 1956. For subsequent years the entire program will be carried
out as indicated. Dates should be adjusted when necessary to the




OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY ENCLOSURE (l) SECNAVTNST 7110.3
16 March 1956
SEQUENT OUTLINE OF ANNUAL BUDGETARY PROCEDURE AND REVIEW
WITH DEADLINE DATES
(Dates should be adjusted yearly to nearest working day)
Dates PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
15 Dec 1. The Secretary of the Navy writes the Chief of Naval Operations
and the Commandant of the Marine Corps outlining policy with
respect to the new budget and directing preparation of the
program oujectives for the fiscal year concerned. The Chief
of Naval Operations is directed to coordinate and integrate
the program objectives for the Naval Establisliment for the
Secretary.
21 Dec 2. The Chief of Naval Operations issues a call to program
sponsors for submittal of their respective program objectives
with the deadline date of 10 January.
10 Jan 3« The Chief of Naval Operations reviews the program objectives
to in preparation for tneir submission to the Secretary of the
21 Jan Navy. Those portions of the program objectives in which the
Marine Corps has an interest will be reviewed in collaboration
with the Commandant of the Marine Corps.
21 Jan 4- The Chief of Naval Operations submits the program objectives
to the Secretary of the Navy for his consideration prior
to approval. At this time copies are forwarded to the Under
Secretary and all the Assistant Secretaries, and to the
Commandant of the ferine Corps.
25 Jan 5* The Secretary of the Navy, in a formal meeting attended
by the Under Secretary, all the Assistant Secretaries, the
Ciiief of Naval Operations and the Commandant of the Marine
Corps, gives final consideration and approval to the program
objectives. At this meeting the Comptroller of the Navy
will present his estimate of the cost of the program objec-
tives in terms of cost categories, and he will analyze the
cost implications compared with those of previous years.
(The approved program objectives will be used by the
Secretary of the Navy as a vehicle for discussion with the
Secretary of Defense.)
1 Feb 6. The Chief of Naval Operations promulgates the approved
program objectives.
BUDGET PROCESS
1 Feb 1. The Comptroller of the Navy issues the "call for estimates"
with other appropriate guidance necessary for the preparation
of budget estimates, including the date of submission, 2 July.
ENCLOSURE (l)
SECNAVINST 7110.3 ENCLOSURE (l) OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
16 March 19^6
1 Feb 2. Bureaus, offices and Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, pre-
to pare budgets based on program objectives and other appropri-
2 Jul ate guidance, and submit them to the Comptroller of the
Navy, 2 July.
2 Jul 3» The Comptroller of the Navy reviews budget submissions
to received from bureaus, offices, and Headquarters, U.S.
9 Jul Marine Corps, and prepares a summary budget in terms of
cost categories.
10 Jul 4. The summary budget in terms of cost categories will be
presented by the Comptroller at a formal meeting to the
Secretary of the Navy, the Under Secretary, the Assistant
Secretaries, the Chief of Naval Operations and the
Commandant of the Marine Corps. The Comptroller will
outline major program deviations from prior years and other
important issues.
10 Jul 5« The Assistant Comptroller, Director of Budget and Reports,
to will hold hearings on budget submissions with responsible
22 Aug officials of bureaus, offices, and Headquarters, U.S.
Marine Corps, with regard to all proposed appropriations.
Appropriation sponsors from the Office of the Chief of
Naval Operations and Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, will
attend these hearings, as appropriate.
22 Aug 6. The Assistant Comptroller, Director of Budget and Reports,
to will complete his mark-up of the budget submissions and
3 Sep will review his recommendations with the Comptroller of.
the Navy.
4 Sep 7. Tae Comptroller of the Navy returns the marked-up budget
to the bureaus and offices and to the Headquarters, U.S.
Marine Corps, for such adjustments as may be practicable
prior to final review by the Secretary of the Navy.
BUDGET ADJUSTMENT PROCESS
4 Sep 1. The Comptroller of the Navy, bureaus and offices, and
to Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, work actively to adjust
17 Sep differences, with CNO representatives participating as
appropriate. Concurrently, representatives of the Chief
of Naval Operations and the Commandant , U.S. Marine Corps,
examine the budget mark-up to determine military implica-
tions and their estimates of needs for adjustments.
18 Sep 2. The Budget Advisory Board established by the Chief of Naval
Operations, in a formal meeting, reviews the status of the
entire budget mark-up against remaining needs for adjustment
in an effort to further reduce differences.
2 ENCLOSURE (1)
-OFFICE CF THE SECRETARY ENCLOSURE (l) SECNAVTNST 7H0.3
16 Mareh 1956
RECLAMA PROCESS
21 Sep 1. Unresolved reclama differences will be presented to the
Secretary of the Navy by the Comptroller at a formal
meeting of the CNO Advisory Board with the Secretary of
the Navy presiding as chairman. The unresolved differences
will be entertained individually with only the required
personnel of one bureau, office or Headquarters, U.S.
Marine Corps, being present at any one time.
21 Sep 2. All reclamas having been resolved during this meeting,
to the revised Navy budget will be prepared for submission
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(P.L. 216 - 8lst Cong. )
(1st Session - H*R. 5632)
TITLE IV
"Promotion of Economy and Efficiency Through Establishment of Uniform
Budgetary and Fiscal Procedures and Organizations
"Comptroller of Department of Defense
"Sec. Jj-Oi (a) There is hereby established in the Department of Defense
the Comptroller of the Department of Defease, who shall be one of the
Assistant Secretaries of Defense.
"(b) The Comptroller shall advise and assist the Secretary
of Defense in performing such budgetary and fiscal functions as may be
required to carry out the powers conferred upon the Secretary of Defense
by this Act, including but not limited to those specified in this sub-
section. Subject to the authority, direction, and control of the
Secretary of Defense the Comptroller shall —
"(l) supervise and direct the preparation of the budget
estimates of the Department of Defense; and
"(2) establish, and supervise the execution of —
"(A) principles, policies, and procedures to be
followed in connection with organizational and administrative
matters relating to —
"(i) the preparation and execution of the budgets,
"(ii) fiscal, cost, operating, and capital property
accounting,
"(iii) progress and statistical reporting,
"(iv) internal audit, and
"(B) policies and procedures relating to the expendi-
ture and collection of funds administered by the Department of
Defense; and
"(3) establish uniform terminologies, classifications, and
procedures in all sueh matters,
"Military Department Budget and Fiscal Organization-
Departmental Comptrollers
"Sec. ^-02. (a) The Secretary of each military department, subject to
the authority, direction, and control of the Secretary of Defense, shall
cause budgeting, accounting, progress and statistical reporting, internal
audit and administrative organization structure and managerial procedures
relating thereto in the department of which he is the head to be organized
and conducted in a manner consistent with the operations of the Office of
the Comptroller of the Department of Defense.
APPENDIX I
COPY COPY
"(b) There is hereby established in each of the three
military departments a Comptroller of the Army, a Comptroller of the
Navy, or a Comptroller of the Air Force, as appropriate in the Depart-
ment concerned.* There shall; in each military department, also be a
Deputy Comptroller* Subject to the authority of the respective depart-
mental Secretaries, the comptrollers of the military departments shall
be responsible for all budgeting, accounting, progress and statistical
reporting, and internal audit in their respective departments and for
the administrative organisation structure and managerial procedures
relating thereto. The Secretaries of the military departments may in their
discretion appoint either ci\riiian or military personnel as comptrollers
"of the military department s* Departmental comptrollers shall be under
the direction and supervision of, and directly responsible to, either
the Secretary, the Under Secretary, or an Assistant- Secretary of the
respective military departments: Provided, That nothing herein shall
preclude the comptroller from having concurrent responsibility to a
Chief of Staff or a Chief of Naval Operations, a Vice Chief of Staff or
a Vice Chief of Naval Operations^ or e Deputy Chief of Staff or a Deputy
Chief of Naval Operations; if the Secretary of the military department
concerned should so prescribe. Where the departmental comptroller is not
a civilian, the Secretary of the department concerned shall appoint a
civilian as Deputy Comptroller
"Performance Budget
"Sec. 403 , (a) The budget estimates of the Department of Defense shall
be prepared, presented, and justified, where practicable, and authorized
programs shall be administered, in such form and manner as the Secretary
of Defense, subject to the authority and direction of the President, may
determine, so as to account for, and report, the cost of performance of
readily identifiable functional programs and activities, with segregation
of operating and capital programs. So far as practicable, the budget
estimates and authorized programs of the military departments shall be
set forth in readily comparable form and shall follow a uniform pattern©
"(b) In order to expedite the conversion from present budget
and accounting methods to the cost-of-performance method prescribed in
this title, the Secretary of each military department, with the approval
of the President and the Secretary of Defense, is authorized and directed,
until the end of the second year following the date of enactment of this
Act, to make such transfers and adjustments within the military department
of which he is the head between appropriations available for obligation
by such department in such manner as he deems necessary to cause the
obligation and administration of funds and the reports of expenditures to
reflect the cost of performance of such programs and activities. Reports
of transfers and adjustments made pursuant to the authority of this sub-
section shall be made currently by the Secretary of Defense to the
President and the Congress,
"Obligation of Appropriations
"Sec, ifO^-, In order to prevent overdrafts and deficiencies in any fiscal
year for which appropriations are made, on and after the beginning of the
COPY COPY
next fiscal year following the date of enactment of this Act appropria-
tions made to the Department of Defense or to the military departments,
and reimbursements thereto, shall he available for obligation and
expenditure only after the Secretary of Defense shall approve scheduled
rates of obligation, or modifications thereof: Provided , That nothing
in this section shall affect the right of the Department of Defense to
incur such deficiencies as may be now or hereafter authorized by law to
be incurred,
"Working Capital Funds
"Sec. 405. (a) In order more effectively to control and account for the
cost of programs and work performed in the Department of Defense the
Secretary of Defense is av.thorized to require the establishment of working
capital funds in the Department of Defense for the purpose of —
"(l) financing inventories of such stores, supplies,
materials, and equipment as he may designate; and
"(2) providing working capital for such industrial-type
activities, and for such commercial-type activities as provide common
services within or among the departments and agencies of the Department
of Defense, as he may designate.
"(b) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed
to establish on the books of the Treasury Department at the request of
the Secretary of Defense the working capital funds established pursuant
to the authority of this section*
"(c) Such funds shall be —
"(l) charged, when appropriate, with the cost of stores,
supplies, materials, and equipment procured or otherwise acquired, manu-
factured, repaired, issued, and consumed and of services rendered or work
performed, including applicable administrative expenses; and
"(2) reimbursed from available appropriations or otherwise
credited for the cost of stores, supplies, materials, or equipment fur-
nished and of services rendered or work performed, including applicable
administrative expenses.
Reports of the condition and operations of such funds shall be made
annually to the President and to the Congress.
"(d) The Secretary of Defense is authorized to provide capital
for such working capital funds by capitalizing inventories on hand and,
with the approval of the President, by transfer, until December 31; 195^>
from unexpended balances of any appropriations of the military departments
,
not carried to the surplus fund of the Treasury: Provided , That no de-
ficiency shall be incurred in any such appropriation as a result of any
such transfer. To the extent that such methods do not, in the determination
of the Secretary of Defense, provide adequate amounts of working capital,
there is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any moneys in the
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Treasury not appropriated for other purposes,, such sums as may he
necessary to provide adequate working capital.
"(e) Subject to the authority and direction of the Secretary of
Defense, the Secretaries of the military departments shall allocate re-
sponsibility within their respective military departments for the execu-
tion of functions which each military department is authorized by law to
perform in such a manner as to effect the most economical and efficient
organization and operation of the activities and use of the inventories
for which working capital funds are authorised by this section*,
"(f) No greater cost shall be incurred by the requisitioning
agency for stores, supplies, materials, or equipment drawn from inventor-
ies, and for services rendered or work performed by the industrial-type
or commercial-type activities for which working capital funds are authorized
"by this section, than the amount of appropriations or funds available for
such purposes,
"(g) The Secretary of Defense is authorized to issue regulations
to govern the operation of activities and use of inventories authorized
by this section, which regulations may, whenever he determines the measures
set forth in this subsection to be required by the needs of the Department
of Defense, and when such measures are authorized "oy law, permit stores,
supplies, materials, and equipment to be sold to, and services to be ren-
dered or work performed for, purchasers or users outside the Department of
Defense, In such cases, the working capital funds involved may be reim-
bursed by charges against appropriate appropriations or by payments received
in cash.
"(h) The appraised value of all stores, supplies, materials, and
equipment returned to such working capital funds from any department,
activity, or agency, may be charged to the working capital fund concerned
and the proceeds thereof shall be credited to the current appropriations
concerned; the amounts so credited shall be available for expenditures for
the same purposes as the appropriations credited; Provided
, That the pro-
visions of this subsection shall not permit credits to appropriations as
the result of capitalization of inventories authorized by subsection (d)
of this section,
"Management Funds
"Sec, ho6. The Act of July 3, 19^2 (56 Stat. 6^5, c. k-Qk), as amended, is
hereby further amended to read as follows:
"
'(a) For the purpose of facilitating the economical and efficient con-
duct of operations in the Department of Defense which are financed by two
or more appropriations where the costs of the operations are not susceptible
of immediate distribution as charges to such appropriations, there are here-
by established the Navy Management Fund, the Army Management Fund, and the
Air Force Management Fund, each within, and under the direction of the re-
spective Secretaries of, the Departments of the Navy, Army, or Air Force, as
the case may be. There are authorized to be appropriated from time to time
such funds as may be necessary to accomplish the purposes of the funds.
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"
'(b) The corpus of the Navy Management Fund shall consist of the sum
of $1,000,000 heretofore transferred to the Naval Procurement Fund from
the Naval Emergency Fund (17X0300), which amount, and all balances in, and
obligations against, any accounts in the Naval Procurement Fund, are hereby
transferred to the Navy Management Fund; the corpus of the Army Management
Fund shall consist of the sura of $1,000,000, which shall be transferred there-
to from any unobligated balance of any appropriation available to the De-
partment of the Army; the corpus of the Air Force Management Fund shall
consist of the sum of $1,000,000, which shall be transferred thereto from
any unobligated balance of any appropriation available to the Department of
the Air Force; in each case together with such additional funds as may from
time to time be appropriated to any of said funds. Accounts for the indivi-
dual operations to be fiasnced under the respective management funds shall
be established only upon approval by the Secretary of Defense.
"
'(c) Expenditures may be made from said management funds from time to
time for material (other than material for stock) and for personal and
contractual services under such regulations as may be prescribed by the
Secretary of Defense: Provided, (l) That no obligation shall be incurred
against any such fund which is not properly chargeable to available funds
under an appropriation of the department within which the fund is established
or, whenever necessary to effectuate purposes authorized by this Act to
funds of another department or agency within the Department of Defense, and
(2) That each fund shall be promptly reimbursed from the appropriate appro-
priations of such department for all expenditures properly chargeable there-
to. Nothing herein or in any other provision of law shall be construed to
prevent advances by check or warrant, or reimbursements to any of said
management funds from appropriations of said departments on the basis of
the estimated cost of a project such estimated cost to be revised and nec-
essary appropriation adjustments made when adequate data become available.
"
'(d) Except as otherwise provided by law, amounts advanced to the manage-
ment funds under the provisions of this Act shall be available for obligation
only during the fiscal year in which they are advanced: Provided , That noth-
ing contained in this Act shall alter or limit the authorized period of
availability of the funds from which such advances are made. Final adjust-
ments of advances in accordance with actual costs shall be effected with
the appropriate funds for the fiscal year in which such funds are advanced.
"
'(e) The portion of the Naval Appropriation Act, 19^5 (58 Stat. 301,
310), relating to the Naval Procurement Fund is hereby repealed,'
"Adjustment of Accounts
"Sec* 407. (a) When under authority of law a function or an activity is
transferred or assigned from one department or agency within the Department
of Defense to another such department or agency, the balances of appro-
priations which are determined by the Secretary of Defense to be available
and necessary to finance or discharge the function or activity so trans-
ferred or assigned may, with the approval of the President, be transferred
to, and be available for use by, the department or agency to which said
function or activity is transferred or assigned for any purpose for which
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said funds were originally available. Balances so transferred shall be
credited to any applicable existing appropriation account or accounts, or
to any new appropriation account or accounts, which are hereby authorized
to be established on the books of the Treasury Department, of the department
or organization to which such function or activity is transferred, and
shall be merged with funds in the applicable existing or newly established
appropriation account or accounts and thereafter accounted for as one fund*
Balances transferred to existing accounts shall be subject only to such
limitations as are specifically applicable to such accounts and those trans-
ferred to new accounts shall be subject only to such limitations as are
applicable to the appropriations from which they are transferred*
"(b) The number of employees which in the opinion of the Secretary
of Defense is required for such transferred functions or activities may,
with the approval of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, be deducted
from any personnel maximum or limitation of the department or agency within
the Department of Defense from which such function or activity is trans-
ferred, and added to any such personnel maximum or limitation of the de-
partment or agency to which such function or activity is transferred.
"Availability of Reimbursements
"Sec. 408, To carry out the purposes of this Act, reimbursements made
under the authority of the Economy Act (31 U.S.C. 686), and sums paid by
or on behalf of personnel of any department or organization for services
rendered or supplies furnished, may be credited to authorize replacing or
other accounts. Funds credited to such accounts shall remain available
for obligation for the same period as the funds in the account so credited
and each account shall constitute one fund on the books of the Treasury
Department
.
"Common Use of Disbursing Facilities
"Sec. k09» To the extent authorized by the Secretary of Defense, disbursing
officers of the Departments of the Army, Navy, and Air Force may, out of
accounts of advances available to them, make disbursements covering obliga-
tions arising in connection with any function or activity of any other de-
partment or organization within the Department of Defense and charge upon
vouchers the proper appropriation or appropriations of the other depart-
ment or organization; Provided
, That all said expenditures shall subse-
quently be adjusted in settlement of disbursing officers' accounts.
'Reports of Property
"Sec. 410. The Secretary of Defense shall cause property records to be
maintained in the three military departments, so far as practicable on
both a quantitative and monetary basis, under regulations which he shall
prescribe. Such property records shall include the fixed property, in-
stallations, and major items of equipment as well as the supplies, material
and equipment held in store by the armed services* The Secretary shall
report annually thereon to the President and to the Congress.
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"Repealing and Saving Provisions
"Sec. 4ll. All laws, orders, and regulations inconsistent with the pro-
visions of this title are repealed insofar as they are inconsistent with
the powers, duties, and responsibilities enacted hereby: Provided, That the
powers, duties, and responsibilities of the Secretary of Defense under this
title shall be administered in conformance with the policy and requirements
for administration of budgetary and fiscal matters in the Government
generally, including accounting and financial reporting, and that nothing
in this title shall be construed as eliminating or modifying the powers,
duties, and responsibilities of any other department, agency, or officer
of the Government in connection with such matters, but no such department,
agency, or officer shall exercise any such powers, duties, or responsibili-
ties in a manner that will render ineffective the provisions of this title,"
Miscellaneous and Technical Amendments and Saving Provisions
Sec. 12, (a) The National Security Act of I9V7 is amended by striking out
the term "National Military Establishment," wherever it appears in such
Act, and inserting in lieu thereof "Department of Defense,"
(b) Section 207(a) of the National Security Act of 19^7 is amended
to read as follows:
"Sec. 207. (a) Within the Department of Defense there is hereby established
a military department to be known as the Department of the Air Force, and
the Secretary of the Air Force who shall be the head thereof. The Secretary
of the Air Force shall be appointed from civilian life by the President by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate,"
(c) Section 207(b) of the National Security Act of I9V7 is
repealed,
(d) The first sentence of Section 208(a) of the National
Security Act of 19^7 is amended by striking out the word "under" and in-
serting in lieu thereof the word "within,"
(e) Section 308(b) of the National Security Act of I9U7 is
amended to read as follows:
"Sec. 308 t (b) As used in this Act, the term 'Department of Defense' shall
be deemed to include the military departments of the Army, the Navy, and
the Air Force, and all agencies created under Title II of this Act,"
(f) The titles of the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of the
Army, the Secretary of the Navy, the Secretary of the Air Force, the Under
Secretaries and the Assistant Secretaries of the Departments of the Army,
Navy, and Air Force, the Chairman of the Munitions Board, and the Chairman
of the Research and Development Board; shall not be changed by virtue of
this Act, and the reappointment of the officials holding such titles on
the effective date of this Act shall not be required. It is hereby de-
clared to be the intention of Congress that Section 203(a) of the National
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Security Act of 19^7 > as amended "by section 6 of this Act, shall not be
deemed to have created a new office of Deputy Secretary of Defense hut
shall be deemed to have continued in existence, under a new title, the
Office of Under Secretary of Defense which was established by the Act
entitled "An Act to amend the National Security Act of 19^7 to provide for
an Under Secretary of Defense/' approved April 2, 19^9 (Public Law 36,
Eighty-first Congress), The title of the official holding the Office of
Under Secretary of Defense on the effective date of this Act shall be
changed to Deputy Secretary of Defense and the reappointment of such
official shall not be required,
(g) All laws, orders, regulations, and other actions relating
to the National Military Establishment, the Departments of the Army, the
Navy, or the Air Force, or to any officer or activity of such establish-
ment or such departments, shall, except to the extent inconsistent with
the provisions of this Act, have the same effect as if this Act had not heen
enacted; but, after the effective date of this Act, any such law, order,
regulation, or other action which vested functions in or otherwise related
to any officer, department, or establishment, shall be deemed to have
vested such function in or relate to the officer or department, executive
or military, succeeding the officer, department, or establishment in which
such function was vestedc For purposes of this subsection the Department
of Defense shall be deemed the department succeeding the National Military
Establishment, and the military departments of Army, Navy, and Air Force
shall be deemed the departments succeeding the Executive Departments of
Army, Navy, and Air Force
(h) Section 208(e) of the National Security Act of 19^7 is
amended by substituting the word "three" for the word "two" appearing
therein,
(i) Reorganization Plan No, 8 of 19^9, which was transmitted to
the Congress by the President on July 18, 19^9 > pursuant to the provisions
of the Reorganization Act of 19^+9; shall not take effect, notwithstanding
the provisions of section 6 of such Reorganization Act of 19^9*
Approved: August 10, 19^9
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current copy of the Charter of the Comptroller of the Navy, as
approved by the Secretary of the Navy.
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Enclosure (1) NAVCOMPTINST 5430. 1A
6 July 1956
CHARTER OF
THE COMPTROLLER OF THE NAVY
I
AUTHORITY FOR COMPTROLLER
Public Law 216, approved 10 August 1949, amended the National
Security Act of 1947 and, among other things, established in the De-
partment of Defense and in each military department a comptroller,
and vested in the said comptrollers authority and responsibility for
certain functions, subject to the authority of their respective
secretaries. The pertinent provisions of the statute are quoted below:
"COMPTROLLER OF DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
"SEC. 401. (a) There is hereby established in the Department of
Defense the Comptroller of the Department of Defense, who shall
be one of the Assistant Secretaries of Defense.
"(b) The Comptroller shall advise and assist the Secretary of
Defense in performing such budgetary and fiscal functions as may be
required to carry out the powers conferred upon the Secretary of
Defense by this Act, including but not limited to those specified
in this subsection. Subject to the authority, direction, and control of
the Secretary of Defense, the Comptroller shall--
"(1) supervise and direct the preparation of the budget esti-
mates of the Department of Defense; and
"(2) establish, and supervise the execution of--
"(A) principles, policies, and procedures to be followed
in connection with organizational and administrative matters
relating to--
"(i) the preparation and execution of the budgets,
"(ii) fiscal, cost, operating, and capital property
accounting,
"(Hi) progress and statistical reporting,
"(iv) internal audit, and
"(B) Policies and procedures relating to the expenditure





"(3) established uniform terminologies, classifications, and
procedures in all such matters.
"MILITARY DEPARTMENT BUDGET AND FISCAL
ORGANIZATION- -DEPARTMENTAL COMPTROLLERS
"SEC. 402. (a) The Secretary of each military department, sub-
ject to the authority, direction, and control of the Secretary of De-
fense, shall cause budgeting, accounting, progress and statistical
reporting, internal audit and administrative organization structure,
and managerial procedures relating thereto in the department of which
he is the head to be organized and conducted in a manner consistent
with operations of the Office of the Comptroller of the Department of
Defense.
"(b) There is hereby established in each of the three military
departments a Comptroller of the Army, a Comptroller of the Navy,
or a Comptroller of the Air Force, as appropriate in the department
concerned. There shall, in each military department, also be a
Deputy Comptroller. Subject to the authority of the respective
departmental Secretaries, the comptroller of the military depart-
ments shall be responsible for all budgeting, accounting, progress
and statistical reporting, and internal audit in their respective de-
partments and for the administrative organization structure and
managerial procedures relating thereto ..."
II
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMPTROLLER
OF THE NAVY
The mission of the Comptroller, under the authority of the Secre-
tary of the Navy, is to formulate principles and policies and to pre-
scribe procedures in the areas of budget, fiscal, accounting, audit,
progress and statistical reporting throughout the Department of the
Navy to the end that their use will result in meeting the operating and
planning requirements of management with efficiency and economy.
In general, the Comptroller will function in a staff capacity, except
in specific cases when operations are required in the discharge of his
statutory responsibilities, or by specific directive of higher authority
.
Examples of these exceptions are: The conduct of audits, the pro-
vision of financial assistance to defense contractors, and the per-
formance of central accounting operations.
The Comptroller is directly responsible for budgeting, accounting,




assistance to defense contractors, and for the administrative organ-
ization structure and managerial piocedures relating to such re-
sponsibilities within the Department of the Navy. In discharging these
duties, he will be responsible for:
(a) Development and establishment of basic fiscal policy and
supervision of the execution thereof.
(b) Budget Preparation: This responsibility extends to the tech-
nique and authority essential to the translation of policies, plans, and
programs of the Secretary of the Navy and the Chief of Naval Oper-
ations into a formal budget for presentation to the Secretary of
Defense, the Bureau of the Budget, and the Congress. The duties and
responsibilities of the Comptroller in no way diminish the military
authority of the Chief of Naval Operations through the military chain
of command over operating forces and their essential support, includ-
ing personnel distribution, military organization methods, and general
military procedure. The Comptroller's organization shall assist the
Chief of Naval Operations in the performance of such duties and the
satisfaction of such responsibilities as the latter may have in con-
nection with preparation and presentation of the budget.
(c) Budget administration, including a continuing review of the
execution of approved budget plans and programs, and the allocation
and apportionment of appropriations.
(d) Provide budget information to the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy (Personnel and Reserve Forces) for use in the allocation and
control of civilian personnel ceilings.
(e) Determinations with respect to, and the administration of, the
guaranteed loan program, advance and progress payments, and other
credits relative to procurement contracts.
(f) Development and supervision of the execution of principles,
policies, and procedures to be followed in fiscal, cost, capital and
operating property, and working capital and management fund ac-
counting throughout the Department of the Navy. Nothing herein shall
be construed as divesting the Chief of Naval Operations and the
bureaus and offices of the Navy Department* of their authority and
responsibility with respect to inventory control, the determination of
stock levels and distribution, and the physical items of property em-
braced therein.
(g) Prescription of the type and content of basic fiscal, cost,
capital and operating property accounting records to be maintained
by the bureaus and offices of the Department of the Navy.





(h) Development of audit principles, policies, programs, and pro-
cedures. Advising procurement authorities on auditing aspects of
procurement contracts and accounting aspects of pricing policies and
procedures.
(i) The development of policy and general systems of statistical
and progress reporting, primarily with respect to fiscal and budget-
ary matters. The receipt and review of requests from the Depart-
ment of Defense and other Government agencies for statistical data
and the monitoring of completion and consolidation of these reports,
when necessary.
(j) Reports control policy and the general implementation thereof
with respect to matters under the cognizance of the Comptroller.
(k) Administrative organization structure and managerial proce-
dures relating to budgeting, accounting, progress and statistical re-
porting, and auditing within the Department of the Navy.
(1) Making available to management information collaterally gen-
erated through normal functioning of the Comptroller organization.
(m) Technical control over accounting and disbursing for military
pay and allowances and travel allowances and over bonding of
accountable officers.
(n) Coordination and correlation of matters under his cognizance
with the Comptrollers of the Departments of Defense, Army, and Air
Force and other departments and agencies of the Government.
Orders and instructions issued by the Comptroller of the Navy in
execution of the duties assigned to him by law, by this charter, or
by other directive from higher authority shall be considered as
emanating from the Secretary of the Navy, and shall have full force
and effect as such.
Ill
DEPUTY COMPTROLLER
The Deputy Comptroller will assist the Comptroller in all matters
and respects as directed by the Comptroller. He will act for the
Comptroller in the latter's absence. Subject to the authority of the
Comptroller, he will be responsible for the internal administration
within the Office of the Comptroller.
IV
POLICY AND PLANNING COUNCIL
Under the direction of the Comptroller, the Policy and Planning






(a) Coordinate and correlate action involving two or more
organizational units of the office as may be required.
(b) Recommend policies and procedures to be followed by the
Comptroller in his relations with the Department of Defense and
other Government agencies.
(c) Recommend policies and procedures for the internal adminis-
tration of the Comptrollers Office.
(d) Coordinate and correlate policy directives and procedural
instructions promulgated by the Comptroller for publication in a
permanent handbook or manual.
V
ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER, DIRECTOR OF BUDGET
AND REPORTS
The Assistant Comptroller, Director of Budget and Reports, will:
(a) Be responsible for the organization and administration of
matters relating to budget, reports, and statistics.
(b) Coordinate with, and obtain the concurrence of, the Chief of
Naval Operations in the development of budget plans and programs,
and their presentation to higher authority.
(c) Establish, develop, and supervise the execution of general
principles, policies, and procedures governing the preparation and
administration of the Navy budget.
* (d) Supervise and direct the preparation, analysis, and coordina-
tion and review of the budget estimates of the Department of the
Navy and the presentation of the budget to the Secretary of Defense,
the Bureau of the Budget, and the Congress.
(e) With counsel assigned to duty with the Comptroller, develop
appropriation language and review legislation having budgetary
significance.
(f) Establish uniform terminologies, classifications, and proce-
dures in budget matters.
(g) Supervise the preparation and submission of reports to the
Secretary of Defense, Bureau of the Budget, and the Treasury De-





* (h) Allocate funds to bureaus and offices of the Department of the
Navy and administer apportionments requested by the Comptroller
and approved by the Secretary of Defense and the Bureau of the
Budget.
* (i) Develop budget information for use in the allocation of overall
civilian personnel ceilings to management bureaus and offices by
the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Personnel and Reserve Forces).
(j) Continuously review rates of obligation and expenditure of
appropriated funds and develop budget control as an effective instru-
ment of management.
(k) Plan and prepare statistical analyses to provide budgetary
and fiscal information required for management control and deter-
mination of broad administrative policy.
(1) Receive and review requests from outside agencies for
statistical data. Answer requests from published data when avail-
able, or channel requests to the proper bureau, board, or office,
monitor the completion of these assignments, and consolidate
reports when necessary.
(m) Maintain liaison with statistical offices of the Department of
Defense and other Government agencies and represent the Navy on
committees and in conferences dealing with statistical policies and
methodology.
(n) Apply standards of budgetary control based upon cost account-
ing, fiscal accounting, work measurement, and other management
reporting systems as appropriate.
(o) Determine the budget and fiscal reports and forms control
policy for the Department of the Navy. Review reporting methods,
procedures, and requirements for budgetary and fiscal statistical
reports, and insure that full coordination precedes the establishment
of new reports.
(p) Coordinate the development of standards of presentation,
classification, and definition of data contained in progress and
statistical reports in the budgetary field.
VI
ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER, ACCOUNTING, AND FINANCE
The Assistant Comptroller, Accounting and Finance, will:
(a) Be responsible for the organization and administration of




(b) Develop and supervise the execution of principles, policies,
and procedures to be followed in fiscal, cost, capital and operating
property accounting and working capital and management fund oper-
ations throughout the Department of the Navy.
(c) Prescribe the type and content of basic fiscal, cost, capital
and operating property accounting records to be maintained by the
bureaus and offices of the Department of the Navy.
(d) Develop uniform terminologies, classifications, and proce-
dures in the areas covered in paragraphs (b) and (c) above.
(e) Develop and supervise the execution of policies and proce-
dures relating to the obligation, expenditure, and collection of funds
administered by the Department of the Navy.
(f) Develop and prepare for publication recurring summary
reports of a fiscal, cost, capital and operating property accounting
nature and compile special reports on these matters as required.
(g) Be responsible for the administration of advance payments,
guaranteed loans, and progress payments; coordinate and arrange for
financing interdepartmental and intradepartmental programs.
(h) Coordinate and correlate all of the foregoing responsibilities
with the Comptroller of the Department of Defense and with other
Government agencies.
(i) Coordinate the fiscal aspects of the dependents' school pro-
gram.
(j) Subject to the approval of the Treasury Department, authorize
the establishment of limited banking services at naval installations.
(k) Effect collection of debts arising from Navy contractual
relationships, except amounts due under renegotiation.
* (1) Exercise technical control over accounting and disbursing for
military pay and allowances and travel allowances and over bonding
of accountable officers.
* (m) Within a policy framework established by law, the Secretary,
and other naval authorities to whom secretarial delegations have
been made, promulgate and interpret regulations, instructions, and
procedures concerning accounting and disbursing of military pay and
allowances and travel allowances; review the effectiveness of proce-






(n) Propose new or modifying legislation concerning military pay
and allowances and travel allowances and comment on such proposals
initiated elsewhere.
(o) Prepare or review requests for opinions of the Judge Advocate
General or decisions of the Comptroller General concerning military
pay and allowances and travel allowances.
* (p) Provide Navy representation on the Department of Defense
committees on Military Pay and Allowances and on Military Pay
Procedures and alternate Navy representation on the Joint Com-
mittee for Operation of the Uniform Services Contingency Option
Act; maintain liaison with other governmental activities concerned
with military pay, allowances, and travel.
* (q) Administer surety bonding of accountable personnel and pro-
vide support services and Treasury liaison for disbursing officers.
VII
ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER, AUDIT
The Assistant Comptroller, Audit, will:
* (a) Be responsible for the organization and administration of all
Navy auditing activities; exercise management control over all field
offices necessary to the efficient and effective performance of the
audit function.
* (b) Develop audit principles and policies, and prescribe audit
programs and procedures.
* (c) Perform audits, as required, of current, completed, and
terminated procurement contracts, including those of the fixed price,
time and material, cost, cost-plus-a-fixed-fee, and incentive types.
Make other audits and accounting reviews under procurement con-
tracts, as required, including those relating to unit costs, total
costs, price redeterminations, fraud and investigations, system
surveys, partial payments, and of Government furnished property
placed in the custody of private industry under all types of procure-
ment contracts or other forms of agreement.
* (d) Perform audits, as required, of all matters having financial
significance at all activities within the Naval establishment, and






(e) Render cost analysis and procurement liaison assistance, as
required, in connection with the negotiation of contracts and changes
thereto; and be responsible for the determination of the accounting
accuracy of contractors* cost representations when such costs are
the basis for contract price negotiation and/or reimbursement,
including Army and Air Force contracts when assigned.
%
(f) Provide advice to procurement authorities on auditing aspects
of procurement contracts and accounting aspects of pricing policies
and procedures.
* (g) Represent the Comptroller of the Navy on Department of
Defense and interservice committees engaged in dealing with con-
tract audit directives in manual and circular letter form, contract
cost principles, cost interpretations, and other matters relating to
procurement contract costing.
* (h) Coordinate with the Naval Inspector General schedules of
audits and examinations of field activities.
* (i) Coordinate all audit matters, as required, with the Comptroller
of the Department of Defense, and other Military Departments and
Agencies.
Approved, effective 6 July 1956
C. S. THOMAS




Public Law 639 - 84th Congress
Chapter 488 - 2d Session
H. R. 10986
AN ACT AU 70 s 455<
Milking appropriations for the Department of Defense for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 10.57, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following Department of
(sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other- !. ens ? t^io!^
1 "
wise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1957, for military a




OFFICE OF THE SECKETARY OF DEFENSE
Salaries and Expenses
For expenses necessary for the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
including purchase (not to exceed five for replacement only) and hire
of passenger motor vehicles: and not to exceed $60,000 for emergency
and extraordinary expenses, to be expended under the direction of the
Secretaiy of Defense for such purposes as he deems proper, and his
determination thereon shall be final and conclusive; $14,500,000.
Office of Ptblic Affairs





For payment of claims by the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
the Army (except as provided in appropriations for civil functions
administered by the Department of the Army), Navy, Marine Corps,
and Air Force, as authorized by law ; claims (not to exceed $1,000 in any
one case) for damages to or loss of private property incident to the
operation of Army and Air National Guard camps of instruction,
either during the stay of units of said organizations at such camps or
while en route thereto or therefrom ; claims for damages arising under
training contracts with carriers; and repayment of amounts deter-
mined by the Secretary of the Army, the Secretary of the Navy, or
the Secretary of the Air Force, or officers designated by them, to
have been erroneously collected from military and civilian personnel
of the Departments of the Army, Navy, and Air Force or from States,
Territories, or the District of Columbia, or members of National Guard
units thereof; $11,000,000.
Contingencies
For emergencies and extraordinary expenses arising in the Depart-
ment of Defense, to be expended on the approval or authority of the
Secretary of Defense and such expenses may be accounted for solely
on his certificate that the expenditures were necessary for confidential
military purposes, $32,500,000 : Provided, That a report of disburse- Report to
ments under this item of appropriation shall be made quarterly to Congressional
the Appropriations Committees of the Congress. Committees.
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Emergency Fund
For transfer by the Secretary of Defense, with the approval of the
Bureau of the Budget, to any appropriation for military functions
under the Department of Defense available for research and develop-
ment, to be merged with and to be available for the same purposes,
and for the same time period, as the appropriation to which transferred,
$85,000,000 and in addition not to exceed $50,000,000 to be used upon
determination by the Secretary of Defense that such funds can be
wisely, profitably, and practically used in the interest of national
defense and to be derived by transfer from such appropriations avail-
able to the Department of Defense for obligation during the current
fiscal year as the Secretary of Defense may designate.
Retired Pay
For retired pay and retirement pay, as authorized by law, of mili-
tary personnel on the retired lists of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
and the Air Force, including the reserve components thereof; retainer
pay for personnel of the inactive Fleet Reserve, and payments under
67 Stat. 501. the Uniformed Services Contingency Option Act of 1953 ; $515,000,00(1
37 USC 371
note
- Court of Military Appeals
For salaries and expenses necessary for the Court of Military
Appeals, $375,000.
TITLE III
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
Military Personnel
For pay, allowances, individual clothing, interest on deposits, and
permanent change of station travel, for members of the Army on
active duty (except those undergoing reserve training) ; expenses in-
cident to movement of troop detachments, including rental of camp
sites and procurement of utility and other services; expenses of appre-
hension and delivery of deserters, prisoners, and soldiers absent with-
out leave, including payment of rewards (not to exceed $25 in any one
case), and costs of confinement of military prisoners in nonmilitary
facilities; donations of not to exceed $25 to each prisoner upon each
release from confinement in an Army or contract prison (other than a
disciplinary barracks) and to each person discharged for fraudulent
enlistment; authorized issues of articles to prisoners, other than those
in disciplinary barracks; subsistence of enlisted personnel, selective
service registrants called for induction and applicants for enlistment
while held under observation, and prisoners (except those at dis-
ciplinary barracks), or reimbursement, therefor while such personnel
are sick in hospitals; and subsistence of supernumeraries necessitated
by emergent military circumstances; $3,5f>f>,704,000 : Provided, Tivat
47 stat. 406. section 212 of the Act of June 30, 1932 (5 U. S. C. 59a), shall not apply
to retired military personnel on duty at the United States Soldiers'
Home: Provided further, That the duties of the librarian at the
United States Military Academy may be performed by a retired «
officer detailed on active duty.
Maintenance and Operations
For expenses, not otherwise provided for, necessary for the main-
tenance and operation of the Army, including administration; medical
-3- Pub. Law 639
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and dental care of personnel entitled thereto by law or regulation
(including charges of private facilities for care of military personnel
on duty or leave, except elective private treatment), and other meas-
ures necessary to protect the health of the Army; care of the dead;
chaplains' activities; awards and medals; welfare and recreation;
information and educational services for the Armed Forces; recruit-
ing expenses; subsistence of prisoners at disciplinary barracks, and
of civilian employees as authorized by law; expenses of apprehension
and delivery of prisoners escaped from disciplinary barracks, includ-
ing payment of rewards not exceeding $25 in any one case, and ex-
penses of confinement of such prisoners in nonmilitary facilities;
donations of not to exceed $25 to each prisoner upon each release from
confinement in a disciplinary barracks; military courts, boards, and
commissions; authorized issues of articles for use of applicants for
enlistment and persons in military custody; civilian clothing, not to
exceed $30 in cost, to he issued each person upon each release from
confinement in an Army or contract prison and to each soldier dis-
charged for unsuitability, inaptitude, or otherwise than honorably,
or sentenced by a civil court to confinement in a civil prison, or in-
terned or discharged as an alien enemy; transportation services;
communications services, including construction of communication
systems; maps and similar data for military purposes; military sur-
veys and engineering planning: contracts for maintenance of reserve
tools and facilities for twelve months beginning at any time during
the current fiscal year; alteration, extension, and repair of structures
and property; acquisition of lands (not exceeding $5,000 for any one
parcel), easements, rights-of-way, and similar interests in land:
utility services for buildings erected at private cost, as authorized
by law (10 IT. S. C. 1346), and buildings on military reservations 3? Stat. 282.
authorized by Army regulations to be used for a similar purpose;
purchase of ambulances; hire of passenger motor vehicles; tuition and
fees incident to training of military personnel at civilian institutions;
field exercises and maneuvers, including payments in advance for
rentals or options to rent land; expenses for the Reserve Officers'
Training Corps and other units at educational institutions, as author-
ized by law; exchange fees, and losses in the accounts of disbursing
officers or agents in accordance with law; expenses of inter-American
cooperation, as authorized for the Navy by law (5 U. S. 0. 421 f ) for 50 ?tat > 65 8.
Latin-American cooperation; not to exceed $4,f>81,000 for emergencies
and extraordinary expenses, to be expended on the approval or author
ity of the Secretary of the Army, and payments may be made on his
certificate of necessity for confidential military purposes, and his
determination shall be final and conclusive upon the accounting officers
of the Government ; $2,967,057,000: Provided, That during the fiscal
\car 1957 the maintenance, operation, and availability of the Army-
Navy Hospital at Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas, and the
Murphy General Hospital in Boston, Massachusetts, to meet require-
ments of the military and naval forces shall be continued.
Military Constriction. Army Reserve Forces
For construction, acquisition, expansion, rehabilitation and conver-
sion of facilities for the training and administration of the reserve
components, including contributions therefor, as authorized by the
Act of September 11, 1950 (64 Stat. 829), as amended, without regard 50 US C 881 note.
to sections 11:50 and 37.'?4, Revised Statutes, as amended, and land and 1° USC 1339;
interests therein may be acquired and construction prosecuted thereon 43 JSC 25g > 267 «
prior to the approval of title by the Attorney General as required by
section 355 of the Revised Statutes, as amended: and hire of passen- 33 usc 733 «
ger motor vehicles: $55,000,000, to remain available until expended.
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Reskrve Personnel
For pay, allowances, clothing, subsistence, transportation, travel
and related expenses, as authorized by law, for personnel of the Army
Reserve while on active duty under section 252 of the Armed Forces
66 Stat. 496. Reserve Act of 1952, or undergoing Reserve training or while per-
50 use 1003. forming drills or equivalent duty, and for members of the Reserve Offi-
cers' Training Corps; subsistence for members of the Army Reserve
for drills of eight or more hours" duration in any one calendar day;
$215,000,000.
Army National Guard
For pay, allowances, clothing, subsistence, transportation, and
travel, as authorized by law, for personnel of the Army National
Guard while on duty under section 252 of the Armed Forces Reserve
66 Stat. 496. Act of 1952, or while undergoing training or while performing drills
50 use 1003. or equivalent duties; expenses of training, organizing and administer-
ing the Army National Guard, including maintenance, operation, and
alterations to structures and facilities: hire of passenger motor
vehicles; personal services in the National Guard Bureau and services
of personnel of the National Guard employed as civilians without
regard to their military rank, and the number of caretakers author-
54 Stat. 1134. jzed to be employed under provisions of law (32 U. S. C. 42) may be
such as is deemed necessary by the Secretary of the Army; subsistence
for officers attending drills of eijrht or more hours duration in any
one calendar day: travel expenses (other than mileage), as authorized
by law for Army personnel on active duty, for Army National Guard
division, regimental, and battalion commanders while inspecting units
in compliance with National Guard regulations when specifically
authorized by the Chief, National Guard Bureau; supplying and
equipping the Army National Guard of the several States, Terri-
tories, and the District of Columbia, as authorized by law; and
expenses of repair, modification, maintenance, and issue of supplies and
equipment (including aircraft) : $320,162,000: Provided, That obliga-
tions may be incurred under this appropriation for training of units
designated for early deployment under mobilization plans and for
installation, maintenance, and operation of facilities for antiaircraft
39 stat. 199. defense without regard to section 67 of the National Defense Act.
32 USC 21, 22,
49 » Research and Development
For expenses necessary for basic and applied scientific research and !
development, including maintenance, rehabilitation, lease and opera-
tion of facilities and equipment, as authorized by law, $410,000,000,
to remain available until expended.
National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice, Army
For necessary expenses of construction, equipment and maintenance
of ride ranges, the instruction of citizens in marksmanship, and pro-
motion of rifle practice, in accordance with law, including travel of
rifle teams, military personnel, and individuals attending regional,
national, and international competitions, and not to exceed $18,000 for
incidental expenses of the National Board, $357,000: Provided, That
travel expenses of civilian members of the National Board shall be
paid in accordance with the Standarized Government Travel Regula-
tions, as amended.
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Alaska Communication System
For expenses necessary for the operation, maintenance, and improve-
ment of the Alaska Communication System, including purchase (not
to exceed four for replacement only) and hire of passenger motor
vehicles, $5,000,000, to remain available until the close of the fiscal
year 1958, and, in addition, not to exceed 15 per centum of the current
fiscal year receipts of the Alaska Communication System may be
merged with and used for the purposes of this appropriation.
Reduction in Appropriation
army industrial fund
The amount available in the Army Industrial Fund is hereby re-
duced by $110,000,000, such sum to be covered into the Treasury
immediately upon approval of this Act.
TITLE IV
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
Military Personnel, Navy
For pay, allowances, subsistence, interest on deposits, gratuities,
clothing, permanent change of station travel (including expenses of
temporary duty between permanent duty stations), training duty
travel of midshipmen paid hereunder, and transportation of depend-
ents, household effects (including storage thereof), and privately
owned automobiles, as authorized by law, for regular and reserve
personnel on active duty (except those on active duty while under-
going reserve training), midshipmen at the Naval Academy, and
aviation cadets, $2,478,316,000.
Reserve Personnel, Navy
For pay, allowances, clothing, subsistence, gratuities, and travel, as
authorized by law, for personnel of the Naval Reserve on active duty
while undergoing reserve training, or while performing drills or
equivalent duty, regular and contract enrollees in the Naval Reserve
Officers' Training Corps, and retainer pay authorized by the Act of
August 13, 1946 (34 U. S. C. 1020h)
,
$95,000,000. 60 stat. 1060.
Navy Personnel, General Expenses
For expenses necessary for general training, education and admin-
istration of regular and reserve personnel, including tuition, cash book
allowances of not to exceed $50 for each Naval Aviation College pro-
gram student, and other costs incurred at civilian schools, general
training aids and devices, procurement of military personnel, and
authorized annuity premiums and retirement benefits for civilian mem-
bers of teaching staffs; maintenance and operation of Navy training
and personnel facilities, including the Naval Academy, Naval Post-
graduate School, Naval War College, Naval Home, Navy training
schools and facilities, disciplinary barracks, and retraining commands
;
hire of motor vehicles; not to exceed $30 per person for civilian cloth-
ing, including an overcoat when necessary, for enlisted personnel dis-
charged for inaptitude or unsuitability or otherwise than honorably;
welfare and recreation; medals and other awards; and departmental
salaries; $83,980,000.
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Military Personnel, Marine Corps
For pay. allowances, subsistence, interest on deposits, gratuities,
clothing, permanent change of station travel (including expenses of
temporary duty between permanent duty stations), and transportation
of dependents, household effects (including storage thereof), and
privately owned automobiles, as authorized by law, for regular and
reserve personnel on active duty (except those on active duty while
undergoing reserve training), $647,100,000.
Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps
For pay. allowances, clothing, subsistence, gratuities, and travel, as
authorized by law. for personnel of the Marine Corps Reserve and the
Marine Corps platoon leaders class on active duty while undergoing
reserve training, or while performing drills or equivalent duty,
$26,800,000.
Marine Corps Procurement
For expenses necessary for the procurement, manufacture, and mod-
ification of armament, ammunition, military equipment and vehicles
for the Marine Corps, including purchase of passenger motor vehicles;
$164,000,000, to remain available until expended.
Marine Corps Troops and Facilities
For necessary expenses of troops and facilities of the Marine Corps
not otherwise provided for, including maintenance and operation of
equipment and facilities, and procurement of military personnel;
training and education of regular and reserve personnel, including
tuition and other costs incurred at civilian schools; welfare and recrea-
tion; not to exceed $30 per person for civilian clothing, including an
overcoat when necessary, for enlisted personnel discharged for inapti-
tude or unsuitability or otherwise than honorably: procurement and
manufacture of military supplies, equipment and clothing; hire of
passenger motor vehicles: transportation of things; industrial mobili-
zation : medals, awards, emblems and other insignia : and departmental
salaries; $171,820,000.
Aircraft and Related Procurement
For construction, procurement, and modernization of aircraft and
equipment, including ordnance, spare parts, and accessories therefor;
specialized equipment : expansion of public and not to exceed $10,000,-
000 for expansion of private plants, including the land necessary there-
: 259,267. for, without regard to section 3734. Revised Statutes, as amended, and
such land, and interests therein, may be acquired and construction
prosecuted thereon prior to approval of title by the Attorney General
33 use 733 and as required by section 3f>5, Revised Statutes, as amended ; procurement
note « and installation of equipment in public or private plants; and depart-
mental salaries necessary for the purposes of this appropriation;
$1,732,900,000, to remain available until expended.
Aircraft and Facilities
For expenses necessary for maintenance, operation, and modifica-
tion of aircraft: maintenance, operation, and lease of air stations and
facilities, testing laboratories, fi >et and other aviation activities: pro-
curement of services, supplies, special clothing, tools, materials, and
equipment, including re-cue boats; industrial mobilization; aero-
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logical services, supplies, and equipment for the Navy and Marine
Corps; and departmental salaries; $810,772,000: Provided, That
$725,000 of the foregoing amount shall be transferred to the appro-
priation "Salaries and expenses, Weather Bureau, Department of
Commerce", fiscal year 1957.
Shipbuilding ami Conversion
For expenses necessary for the construction, acquisition or conver-
sion of vessels as authorized by law, including armor and armament
therefor, plant equipment, appliances, and machine tools, and installa-
tion thereof in public or private plants; procurement, production, and
modernization of electronic equipment and material for ships; pro-
curement of critical long lead time components and designs for vessels
to be constructed or converted in the future; expansion of public and
private plants, including land necessary therefor, without regard to
section 3734, Revised Statutes, as amended, and such land, and interests 40 use 259,
therein, may be acquired and construction prosecuted thereon prior 267 *
to approval of title by the Attorney General as required by section
355, Revised Statutes, as amended: and departmental salaries neces- 33 usc 733 and
sary for the purposes of this appropriation; $1,479,700,000, to remain note -
available until expended.
Ships and Facilities
For expenses necessary for design, maintenance, operation, and
alteration of vessels; maintenance and operation of facilities; pro-
curement of plant equipment, appliances, and machine tools, and
installation thereof in public or private plants; procurement of equip-
ment, supplies, special clothing and services; installation, mainte-
nance, and removal of ships 1 ordnance; lease of facilities and docks;
charter and hire of vessels; relief of vessels in distress; maritime sal-
vage services; industrial mobilization; and departmental salaries;
$760,040,000; of which $16,240,000 shall be transferred to the appro-
priation "Coast Guard Operating Expenses, 1957" for the operation
of ocean stations: Provided, That notwithstanding the availability of
the trust fund ''Naval Reservation, Olongapo Civic Fund," this appro-
priation shall be available for such support of the town of Olongapo
as may be authorized by law.
Construction or Ships
The limit on the total of obligations which may be incurred under
this head for construction, conversion, or replacement, approved after
July 17, 1947, is reduced from "$1,243,289,000"' to "$1,224,861,000", and
the authority to enter into contracts heretofore granted under this
head is reduced by the sum of $18,428,000. Appropriations under this
head shall not be available for obligation after June 30, 1957, or for
expenditure after June 30, 1958, and any unexpended balance remain-
ing therein on June 30, 1958, shall be disposed of pursuant to the
provisions of the Surplus Fund-Certified Claims Act of 1949 (31
T\ S. C. 712b). 63 Stat. 407.
Procurement of Ordnance and Ammunition
For expenses necessary for the production and procurement of Navy
ordnance and ammunition (except ordnance for new aircraft, new
>hips, and ships authorized for conversion) ; expansion of public and
private plants, including land necessary therefor, without regard to
section 3734, Revised Statutes, as amended, and such land, and inter- 40 use 259,367.
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ests therein, may be acquired and construction prosecuted thereon
prior to approval of title by the Attorney General as required by
33 use 733 and section 355, Revised Statutes, as amended; and procurement of plant
note. equipment, appliances, and machine tools, and installation thereof in
public or private plants; $294,000,000, to remain available until
expended.
Ordnance and Facilities
For expenses necessary for inspection, testing, modification, alter-
ation, preservation, and handling of ordnance and ammunition; main-
tenance of ordnance (except installation, maintenance, and removal of
ships' ordnance, and line maintenance of ordnance installed in air-
craft)
;
maintenance and operation of ordnance facilities; procure-
ment of equipment, supplies, special clothing and services; procure-
ment of plant equipment, appliances, and machine tools, and instal-
lation thereof in naval plants; lease of facilities; industrial mobiliza-
tion; and departmental salaries; $163,680,000.
Ordnance for New Construction
The limit on the total of obligations which may be incurred under
this head for armor, armament, and ammunition for construction, con-
version, or replacement approved between July 17, 1947, and June 30,
1951, is reduced from "$356,123,000" to "$335,123,000", and the author-
ity to enter into contracts heretofore granted under this head is re-
duced by the sum of "$21,000,000". Appropriations under this head
shall not be available for obligation after June 30, 1957, or for ex-
penditure after June 30, 1958, and any unexpended balance remaining
therein on June 30, 1958, shall be disposed of pursuant to the pro-





For expenses necessary for maintenance and operation of naval
hospitals, medical centers, clinics, schools, and other medical activi-
ties; technical medical support of the supply system and other naval
activities; procurement of ambulances, medical and dental supplies,
equipment and services; instruction of medical personnel in naval
hospitals, naval schools, and civilian schools; industrial mobilization;
care of the dead: and departmental salaries: $61,323,000.
Civil Engineering
For expenses necessary for maintenance and operation of district
public works offices, public works centers, construction battalion cen-
ters, defense housing projects, other civil engineering facilities, and
shore activities not otherwise provided for; procurement of services,
supplies, and equipment for the foregoing activities; purchase and
hire of passenger motor vehicles; engineering services; industrial
mobilization; and departmental salaries; $129,(>00,000.
Military Construction, Naval Reserve Forces
For construction, acquisition, expansion, rehabilitation, and con-
version of facilities for the training and administration of the reserve
components of the Navy and Marine Corps, including contributions
therefor, as authorized by the Act of September 11, 1950 (64 Stat.
50 use 881 note. 829), as amended, without regard to section 3734, Revised Statutes,
40 use 259, 267. as amended, and land and interests therein may be acquired and con-
struction prosecuted thereon prior to the approval of title by the
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Attorney General as required by section 355, Revised Statutes, as 33 use 733
amended
; $9,704,000, to remain available until expended. and note '
Research and Development
For expenses necessary for basic and applied scientific research
and development, including maintenance, rehabilitation, lease, and
operation of facilities and equipment, as authorized by law, $492,-
000,000, to remain available until expended.
Service-Wide Supply and Finance
For expenses necessary for maintenance and operation of service-
wide supply and finance activities, including supply depots and cen-
ters, area provision supply and purchasing offices, supply demand
control points, fleet fueling facilities, overseas air cargo terminals,
regional accounting and disbursing offices, the material catalog office,
and other service-wide supply and finance facilities, as designated by
the Secretary ; procurement of supplies, services, special clothing,
and equipment; transportation of household effects of civilian em-
ployees ; industrial mobilization ; losses in exchange and in the accounts




For expenses necessary for maintenance and operation of the
Naval Observatory, the Hydrographic Office, service-wide communi-
cations, naval records centers, naval district headquarters (except
training officers), river commands, the cost inspection service, and
other service-wide operations and functions not otherwise provided
for; procurement of supplies, services and equipment for activities
financed hereunder; cryptographic equipment: Latin-American co-
operation; not to exceed $9,690,000 for emergencies and extraordinary
expenses as authorized by section 6 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5
U. S. 0. 419c), to be expended on the approval and authority of the 50 stat. 853.
Secretary, and his determination shall be final and conclusive upon
the accounting officers of the Government; and departmental salaries;
$102,435,000.
Naval Petroleum Reserves
For expenses necessary for exploration, prospecting, conservation,
development, use, and operation of the naval petroleum reserves, as
authorized by law, $683,000.
Naval Emergency Fund
The appropriation "Naval emergency fund"' shall not be available
for obligation or expenditure after June 30, 1956, and any unexpended
balance remaining therein on that date shall be covered into the
Treasury.
Reductions in Appropriations
The amounts available in the several funds named below are hereby
reduced by the respective sums indicated, such sums to be covered into
the Treasury immediately upon approval of this Act
:
Navy Stock Fund, $100,000,000;
Marine Corps Stock Fund, $3,000,000;
Navy Industrial Fund, $52,000,000;
Construction of Ships, $3,800,000;
Ordnance for New Construction, $1,000,000.
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TITLE V
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Aircraft and Related Procurement
For construction, procurement, and modification of aircraft and
equipment, armor and armament, spare parts and accessories there-
for; specialized equipment; expansion of public and private plants,
Government-owned equipment and installation thereof in such plants,
erection of structures, and acquisition of land without regard to sec-
10 use 1339. tion 1136, Revised Statutes, as amended, for the foregoing and other
purposes, and such land, and interests therein, may be acquired and
construction prosecuted thereon prior to the approval of title by the
33 use 733 and Attorney General as required by section 355, Revised Statutes, as
note « amended: reserve plant and equipment layaway: and other expenses
necessary for the foregoing purposes, including rents and transpor-
tation of things; $6,848,500,000. to remain available until expended.
Procurement Other Than Aircraft
For procurement and modification of equipment, supplies, and
materials, and spare parts therefor, not otherwise provided for;
ground electronic and communication equipment; and the purchase
of passenger motor vehicles; $1,140,000,000, to remain available until
expended.
Research and Development
For expenses necessary for basic and applied scientific research
and development, including maintenance, rehabilitation, lease and
operation of facilities and equipment, as authorized by law, $710,000,-
000, to remain available until expended.
Operation and Maintenance
For expenses, not otherwise provided for, necessary for the opera-
tion, maintenance, and administration of the activities of the Air
Force, including the Air Force Reserve and the Air Reserve Officers'
Training Corps ; maintenance, operation, and modification of aircraft
;
transportation of things; repair of facilities; field printing plants;
hire of passenger motor vehicles; recruiting advertising expenses;
training and instruction of military personnel of the Air Force, in-
cluding tuition and related expenses; pay, allowances, and travel ex-
penses of contract surgeons; utility services for buildings erected at
32 stat. 282. private cost as authorized by law (10 U. S. C. 1346), and buildings on
military reservations authorized by Air Force regulations to be used
for welfare and recreational purposes; rental of land or purchase of
31 use 529. options to rent land without reference to section 3648, Revised Statutes,
as amended, use or repair of private property, and other necessary
expenses of combat maneuvers; civilian clothing not to exceed $30 in
cost for each person upon each release from a military prison, each
enlisted man discharged for unsuitability, inaptitude, or otherwise
than honorably, each enlisted man sentenced by a civil court to con-
finement in a civil prison, and each enlisted man interned, or dis-
charged without internment as an alien enemy; authorized issues of
articles for use of applicants for enlistment and persons in military
custody ; payment of exchange fees and exchange losses incurred by
Air Force disbursing officers or their agents; losses in the accounts of
Air Force disbursing officers as authorized by law (31 U. S. C. 95a;
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66 Stat. 496.
50 U. S. C. 1705-1707) ; care of the dead; chaplain and other welfare 58 stat - 800 »
and morale supplies and equipment; conduct of schoolrooms, service
;?
21,
clubs, chapels, and other instructional, entertainment, and welfare 1705^i 7o7
P *
expenses for enlisted men and patients not otherwise provided for;
awards and decorations; expenses of courts, boards and commissions;
expenses for inter-American cooperation as authorized for the Navy
by the Act of August 2, 1946 (5 U. S. C. 421f) for Latin-American 60 stat. 858.
cooperation ; industrial mobilization, including maintenance of reserve
plants and equipment and procurement planning; and special services
by contract or otherwise; not to exceed $7,000,000 for emergencies and
extraordinary expenses, to be expended on the approval or authority
of the Secretary of the Air Force, and payments may be made on his
(fit ilicateof necessity for confidential military purposes, and his deter-
mination shall be final and conclusive upon the accounting officers of
the Government; $3,724,185,000.
Military Personnel
For pay, allowances, clothing, subsistence, transportation, interest
on deposits of enlisted personnel, and travel in kind for cadets and
permanent change of station travel for all other personnel of the Air
Force of the X'nited States on active duty including duty under section
5, National Defense Act, as amended, or section 252 of the Armed 39 stat « 157 «
Forces Reserve Act of 1952 (50 U. S. C. 1003) (other than person- }° ^V 8 ;
nel of the reserve components, including the Air National Guard, on
active duty while undergoing Reserve training), including commuta-
tion of quarters, subsistence supplies for issue as rations to enlisted
personnel, and clothing allowances, as authorized by law; and, in
connection with personnel paid from this appropriation, for rental
of camp sites and local procurement of utility services and other neces-
sary expenses incident to individual or troop movements (including
packing and unpacking and transportation of organizational equip-
ment) ; ice, meals for recruiting parties, monetary allowances for liquid
coffee for troops when supplied cooked or travel rations, and commu-
tation of rations, as authorized by law, to enlisted personnel, includ-
ing those sick in hospitals; transportation, as authorized by law, of
dependents, baggage, and household effects (including storage
thereof) of personnel paid from this appropriation ; rations for appli-
cants for enlistment, prisoners of war, and general prisoners; sub-
sistence supplies for resale, as authorized by law; commutation of
rations, as authorized by regulations, to applicants for enlistment and
general prisoners while sick in hospitals; subsistence of supernumer-
aries necessitated by emergent military circumstances; expenses of
apprehension and delivery of deserters, prisoners, and members of
the Air Force absent without leave, including payment of rewards
(not to exceed $25 in any one case) ; confinement of military prisoners
in nonmilitary facilities; and donations of not to exceed $25 to each
civilian prisoner upon each release from a military prison, to each
enlisted man discharged otherwise than honorably upon each release
from confinement under court-martial sentence, and to each person
discharged for fraudulent enlistment; $3,718,440,000, of which not
to exceed $57,853,000 may be transferred to the appropriation, "Mili-
tary personnel, 1956".
Reserve Personnel
For pay, allowances, clothing, subsistence, and travel for personnel
of the Air Force Reserve and the Air Reserve Officers' Training Corps,
while on active duty undergoing Reserve training or while performing
Pub. Law 639 -12-
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drills or equivalent duty, as authorized by law; and the procurement
and issue of uniforms to institutions necessary for the training
of the Air Reserve Officers' Training Corps, as authorized by law;
$59,300,000.
Air National Guard
For pay, allowances, clothing, subsistence, transportation (includ-
ing mileage, actual and necessary expenses, or per diem in lieu
thereof), medical and hospital treatment and related expenses, for
members of the Air National Guard while undergoing Reserve train-
ing or while performing drills or equivalent duty, including officers
on duty under sections 5 and 81, National Defense Act, as amended,
and section 252 of the Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952 (50 IT. S. C.
39 Stat. 167,203. 1003), as authorized by law; travel expenses (other than mileage) on
10 use 38; 32 nsc f]ie Siinie basis as authorized by law for Air National Guard personnel
66, 171-176. on active Federal duty, of Air National Guard commanders while
inspecting units in compliance with National Guard regulations when
specifically authorized by the Chief, National Guard Bureau; estab-
lishment, maintenance, operation, repair, and other necessary expenses
of facilities for the training and administration of the Air National
Guard, including construction of facilities, and additions, extensions,
alterations, improvements, and rehabilitation of existing facilities, as
64 stat. 829. authorized by the Act of September 11, 1950 (Public Law 783), as
50 use 881 note, amended ; maintenance, operation, and modification of aircraft ; trans-
portation of things; purchase and hire of passenger motor vehicles;
procurement and issue to the Air National Guard of the several States,
Territories, and the District of Columbia of supplies, materials, and
equipment, as authorized by law; and expenses incident to the main-
tenance and use of supplies, materials, and equipment, including such
as may be furnished from stocks under the control of agencies of the
Department of Defense; $258,700,000: Provided, That the number of
caretakers authorized to be employed under the provisions of law
39 stat. 205; (32 IT. S. C. 42) may be such as is deemed necessary by the Secretary
54 stat. 1134. Qf the Air Force.
Reduction in Appropri ation
air force stock fund
The amount available in the Air Force Stock Fund is hereby
reduced by $50,000,000, such sum to be covered into the Treasury
immediately upon approval of this Act.
TITLE VI
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Experts or Sec. 601. During the current fiscal year, the Secretary of Defense
consultants. an(J t] ie Secretaries of the Air Force, Army, and Navy, respectively,
if they should deem it advantageous to the national defense, and if in
their opinions, the existing facilities of the Department of Defense
are inadequate, are authorized to procure services in accordance with
60 stat. 810. section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5 IT. S. C. 55a), but at rates
for individuals not in excess of $50 per day under regulations pre-
scribed by the. Secretary of Defense, and to pay in connection there-
with travel expenses of individuals, including actual transportation
and per diem in lieu of subsistence while traveling from their homes
or places of business to official duty station and return as may be
authorized by law : Provided^ That such contracts may be renewed
annually.
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Sec. 602. During the current fiscal year, provisions of law prohibit- Nonoitizens.
ing the payment of compensation to. or employment of, any person
not a citizen of the United States shall not apply to personnel of the
Department of Defense.
Sec. 603. Appropriations contained in this Act shall be available
aroriations*"
for insurance of official motor vehicles in foreign countries, when PP
o P rj
required by laws of such countries: payments in advance of expenses
determined by the investigating officer to be necessary and in accord
with local custom for conducting investigations in foreign countries
incident to matters relating to the activities of the department con-
cerned; reimbursement of General Services Administration for secur-
ity guard services for protection of confidential files; and all necessary
expenses, at the seat of government of the United States of America
or elsewhere, in connection with (1) instruction and training, includ-
ing tuition, specifically approved by the Secretary of the department
concerned and not otherwise provided for, of civilian employees, and
(2) communication and other services and supplies as may be neees-
sary to carry out the purposes of this Act : Provided* That no appro-
priation contained in this Act, and no funds available from prior
appropriations to component departments and agencies of the Depart-
ment of Defense, shall be used to pay tuition or to make other pay-
ments to educational institutions in connection with the instruction
or training of file clerks, stenographers, and typists receiving, or
prospective file clerks, stenographers, and typists who will receive
compensation at a rate below the minimum rate of pay for positions
allocated to grade GS-5 under the Classification Act of 1949, as 63 stat. 954.
amended. 5 USG lon note -
Sep. 604. Any appropriation available to the Air Force, Army, or Prisoners of
the Navy may, under such regulations as the Secretary concerned may war, etc.
prescribe, lie used for expenses incident to the maintenance, pay. and
allowances of prisoners of war. other persons in Air Force, Army, or
Navy custody whose status is determined by the Secretary concerned
to be similar to prisoners of war, and persons detained in such custody
pursuant to Presidential proclamation.
Sec. 605. Appropriations available to the Department of Defense Minor construc-
tor the current fiscal year for construction or maintenance shall be tion.
available for minor construction (except family quarters), conversion
of and extensions to existing structures, and improvements, at facilities
of the Department concerned, but the cost of any project authorized
under this section which is not otherwise authorized shall not exceed
the following cost limitations, but only one allotment shall be made for
any one project or unit: (a) any such project determined by the
Secretary of Defense to be urgently required in the interests of national
defense, $200,000 ; (b) any such project determined by the Secretary of
the Department concerned to be urgently required in the interests of
national defense. $50,000; and (c) any other such project, $25,000:
Provided, That the cost limitations of this section shall not apply to
amounts authorized to be expended for emergency expenses on the
approval of the Secretary concerned : Provided further. That the cost
of converting existing structures to family quarters pursuant to the
authority contained in this section shall not exceeu $50,000 during the
current fiscal year at any single facility of the Department concerned.
Sec. 606. During the current fiscal year, appropriations otherwise Family quarters.
available for construction of family quarters for personnel shall not be
obligated for such construction at a cost per family unit in excess of
$20,000 on housing units for generals or equivalent ; $18,000 on housing
units for colonels or equivalents; $16,000 on housing units for majors
and lieutenant colonels, or equivalent; $14,000 on housing units for

































alent : in- $12,000 on housing units for enlisted personnel, except that
when such units are constructed outside the continental United States
or in Alaska, the average cost per unit of all such units shall not exceed
$25,850 and in no event shall t lie individual cosl exceed $35,000, except
units for the Alaska ( 'oiumunication System the individual cost of
which shall not exceed $40,000.
Sec. 607. Appropriations for the Department of Defense for the
current fiscal year shall he available, (a) except as authorized by the
Act of September 30, 1950 (20 U. S. ('. 236 244), for primary and
secondary schooling for dependents of military and civilian person-
nel of the Department of Defense residing on military or naval in-
stallations or stationed in foreign countries, as authorized for the Navy
by section 13 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5U. S. C421d) in amounts
not exceeding an average of $245 per student, when the Secretary of
the Department concerned finds that schools, if any, available in the
locality, are unable to provide adequately for the education of such
dependents; (b) for expenses in connection with administration of
occupied areas: (c) for payment of rewards as authorized for the
Xaw by the Act of August 2, l ,.)4t'>. for information leading to the
discovery of missing naval property or the recovery thereof; (d) for
payment of deficiency judgments and interest thereon arising out of
condemnation proceedings; (e) for payment of rentals at the seat of
government or elsewhere, and, in administering the provisions of 4:;
l". S. C. 315q, rentals may be paid in advance.
Sec. 608. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be used directly or indirectly except for temporary employment in
case of emergency, for the payment of any civilian for services ren-
dered by him on the ('anal Zone while occupying a skilled, technical.
clerical, administrative, executive, or supervisory position unless such
person is a citizen of the United States of America or the Republic
of Panama: Provided, however, (1) That, notwithstanding the pro-
vision in the Act approved August 11, 1939 (53 Stat. 1409). limiting
employment in the above-mentioned positions to citizens of the United
States from and after the date of approval of said Act. citizens of
Panama may he employed in such positions; (2) that at no time shall
the number of Panamanian citizens employed in the above-mentioned
positions exceed the number of citizens of the United States so em-
ployed, if United States citizens are available in continental United
States or on the Canal Zone; (3) that nothing in this Act shall pro-
hibit the continued employment of any person who shall have rendered
fifteen or more years of faithful and honorable service on the Canal
Zone; (4) that in the selection of personnel for skilled, technical,
administrative, clerical, supervisory, or executive positions the con-
trolling factors in tilling these positions shall he efficiency, experience,
training, and education; (5) that all citizens of Panama and the
United States rendering skilled, technical, clerical, administrative.
executive, or supervisory service on the Canal Zone under the terms of
this Act (a) shall normally be employed not more than forty hours
pel' week, (b) may receive as compensation equal rates of pay based
upon rates paid for similar employment in continental United States
pins 25 per centum ; (6) this entire section shall apply only to persons
employed in skilled, technical, clerical, administrative, executive, or
supervisory positions on the Canal Zone directly or indirectly by any
branch of the United States Government or by any corporation or
company whose stock is owned wholly or in part by the United States
Government : Provided further, That the President may suspend from
time to time in whole or in part compliance with this section if he
should deem such course to be in the public interest.
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Sec. 609. Insofar as practicable, the Secretary of Defense shall Assistance to
assist American small business to participate equitably in the furnish- American small
ing of commodities and services financed with funds appropriated b Slness -
under tins Act by making available or causing to be made available
to suppliers in the United States, and particularly to small independ-
ent enterprises, information, as far in advance as possible, with respect
to purchases proposed to be financed with funds appropriated under
this Act, and by making available or causing to be made available to
purchasing and contracting agencies of the Department of Defense
information as to commodities and services produced and furnished
by small independent enterprises in the United States, and by other-
wi-e helping to give small business an opportunity to participate in
the furnishing of commodities and services financed with funds appro-
priated by this Act.
Sec. tilt). No appropriation contained in this Act shall be available Mess operations.
for expenses of operation of messes (other than organized messes the
operating expenses of winch are financed principally from nonappro-
priated funds) at which meals are sold to officers or civilians except
under regulations approved by the Secretary of Defense, which shall
(except under unusual or extraordinary circumstances) establish
rates for such meals sufficient to provide reimbursement of operating
expenses and food costs to the appropriations concerned: Provided,
That officers and civilians in a travel status receiving a per diem allow- Travel-status
ance in lieu of subsistence shall lie charged at the rate of not less than ri
^'2.2.'» per day : Provided further, That for the purposes of this section
payments for meals at the rates established hereunder may be made
in cash or by deductions from the pay of civilian employees.
Sec. till. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall Availability
be available until expended unless expressly so provided elsewhere in of appropriations,
this or some other appropriation Act.
Sec. 612. Not more than $4 1,(X)< ),<)()<> of the amounts received during Proceeds from
the current fiscal year by the Department of Defense as proceeds from sale of scrap.
the sale of scrap, salvage or surplus materials, shall be available dur-
ing the current fiscal year for expenses of transportation, demilitari-
zation, and other preparation for sale or salvage of military supplies,
equipment, and materiel : Provided, That a report of receipts and dis-
bursements under this limitation shall be made quarterly to the
Committees on Appropriations of the Congress: Provided further,
That no funds available to agencies of the Department of Defense
shall be used for the operation, acquisition or construction of new
facilities or equipment for new facilities in the continental Hunts of
the United States for metal scrap baling or shearing or for melting or
sweating aluminum scrap unless the. Secretary of Defense or an
Assistant Secretary of Defense designated by him determines, with
respect to each facility involved, that the operation of such facility is
in the national interest.
Sic. 613. During the, current fiscal year, the President may exempt Exemption from
appropriations, funds, and contract authorizations, available for niil- aPP°r
"tionmervt '
itary functions under the Department of Defense, from the provi-
sions of subsection (c) of section 3679 of the Revised Statutes, as 31 use 665.
amended, whenever he deems such action to be necessary in the interest
of national defense.
Sec. ()14. No appropriation contained in this Act shall be available Commissary
in connection with the operation of commissary stores of the agencies st0Pes «
of the Department of Defense for the cost of purchase (including
commercial transportation in the Tinted States to the place of sale
but excluding all transportation outside the United States) and main-
tenance of operating equipment and supplies, and for the actual or
estimated cost of utilities as may be furnished by the Government and
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of shrinkage, spoilage, and pilferage of merchandise under the control
of such commissary stores, except as authorized under regulations
promulgated by the Secretaries of the military departments concerned,
with the approval of the Secretary of Defense, which regulations shall
provide for reimbursement therefor to the appropriations concerned
and, notwithstanding any other provision of law, shall provide for the
adjustment of the sales prices in such commissary stores to the extent
necessary to furnish sufficient gross revenue from sales of commissary
stores to make such reimbursement : Provided, That under such regu-
lations as may be issued pursuant to this section all utilities may be
furnished without cost to the commissary stores outside the conti-
Restrictions. nental United States and in Alaska : Provided further, That no appro-
priation contained in this Act shall be available in connection with
the operation of commissary stores within the continental United
States unless the Secretary of Defense has certified that items nor-
mally procured from commissary stores are not otherwise available
at a reasonable distance and a reasonable price in satisfactory quality
and quantity to the military and civilian employees of the Department
of Defense.
Civilian employee Skc. 615. No funds appropriated in title I, III, IV, and V of this
ceiling. Act shall be used for the payment in excess of 475,000 full-time graded
civilian employees (including (a) the full-time equivalent of part-
time employment, (b) persons who are described as "consultants'7 or
who are compensated on a ''when actually employed" basis if such
persons are employed on a contract basis or are paid on a per diem
basis, and (c) persons employed without compensation if they are
reimbursed for expenses) at any one time during the current fiscal
Exception. year : Provided, That whenever, in the opinion of the Secretary of the
Military Department concerned, the direct substitution of civilian
personnel for an equivalent or greater number of military personnel
will result in economy without adverse effect upon national defense,
such substitution may be accomplished without regard to the foregoing
limitation, and such funds as may be required to accomplish the
substitution may be transferred from the appropriate military per-
sonnel appropriation to, and merged with, the appropriation charged
with compensation of such civilian personnel.
Proficiency Skc. 616. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, executive
f lying . order, or regulation, no part of the appropriations in this Act shall be
available for any expenses of operating aircraft under the jurisdiction
of the Armed Forces for the purpose of proficiency flying except in
accordance with the regulations issued by the Secretaries of the
Departments concerned and approved by the Secretary of Defense
which shall establish proficiency standards and maximum and mini-
Flight pay for mum flying hours for this purpose : Provided, That without regard to
certain officers. any provision of law or executive order prescribing minimum flight
requirements, such regulations may provide for the payment of flight
pay at the rates prescribed in section 204 (b) of the ( areer Compensa-
63 Stat. 810. Hon Act of 1949 (63 Stat. 802) tocertain members of the Armed Forces
37 use 235. otherwise entitled to receive flight pay during the fiscal years 1956 and
1957 (1) who have held aeronautical ratings or designations for not
less than twenty years, or (2) whose particular assignment outside the
United States makes it impractical to participate in regular aerial
flights.
Household goods. Sec. 617. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be available for expense of transportation, packing, crating, tempo-
rary storage, drayage, and unpacking of household goods and per-
sonal effects in excess of eleven thousand pounds net in any one ship-
Nonapplicability.ment : Provided, That the limitations imposed herein shall not be
applicable in the case of members transferred to or serving in stations
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outside the continental United States or in Alaska under orders reliev-
ing them from a duty station within the United States prior to July
10, 1952, and who are returned to the United States under orders re-
lieving them from a duty station beyond the United States or in Alaska
on or after July 1, 1953.
Sec. 618. Vessels under the jurisdiction of the Department of Com- Transfer of
merce, the Department of the Army, the Department of the Air Force, vessels.
or the Department of the Navy may be transferred or otherwise made
available without reimbursement to any such agencies upon the request
of the head of one agency and the approval of the agency having
jurisdiction of the vessels concerned.
Sec. till). None of the funds provided in this Act shall be available Legal training.
for training in any legal profession nor for the payment of tuition
for training in such profession : Provided, That nothing contained in
this Act shall prohibit persons now attending law courses from com-
pleting same: Provided further, That this limitation shall not apply
to the off-duty training of military personnel as prescribed by section
624 of this Act.
Sec. 620. Funds provided in this Act for public information and publi° infor-
public relations shall not exceed $3,270,000. mation, etc.
Sec. 621. Not more than 20 per centum of the appropriations in this Obligated funds,
Act which are limited for obligation during fiscal year 1957 shall be l'557 -
obligated during the last two months of the fiscal year: Provided,
That this section shall not apply to obligations for support of active
duty training of civilian components or summer camp training of the
Reserve Officers' Training Corps.
Sec. 622. During the fiscal year 11)57, the agencies of the Depart- Acceptance of
ment of Defense may accept the use of real property from foreign property from
countries for the United States in accordance with mutual defense foreign coun-
a<>reenients or occupational arrangements and may accept services tries *
furnished by foreign countries as reciprocal international courtesies
or as services customarily made available without charge; and such
agencies may use the same for the support of the I Tnited States forces
in such areas without specific appropriation therefor.
In addition to the foregoing, agencies of the Department of Defense
may accept real property, services, and commodities from foreign
countries for the use of t lie United States in accordance with mutual
defense agreements or occupational arrangements and such agencies
may use the same for the support of the United States forces in such
areas without specific appropriation therefor: Provided, That within Reports to con-
thirty days after the end of each quarter the Secretary of Defense^
ss ajld Bud^et
shall render to the Committees on Appropriations of the Senate and u
-'eau *
the House of Representatives and to the Bureau of the Budget a full
report of such, property, supplies, and commodities received during
such quarter.
Sec. 023. During the current fiscal year, appropriations available to Researoh and
the Department of Defense for research and development may be used development.
for the purposes of section 4 of the Act of duly 16, 1952 ( 60 Stat. 725), 5 use 235e, 475 j,
and for purposes related to research and development for which 628e.
expenditures are specifically authorized in other appropriations of the
service concerned.
Sec. 624. No appropriation contained in this Act shall be available Tuition pay-
for the payment of more than 75 per centum of charges of educational ments, etc.
institutions for tuition or expenses for off-duty training of military
personnel, nor for the payment of any part of tuition or expenses for
such training for commissioned personnel who do not agree to remain
on active duty for two years after completion of such training.
Sec. 625. No part of the funds appropriated herein shall be expended R0TC *
for the support of any formally enrolled student in basic courses of quirement!"
!
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5 USC 2131 note
Promotion of
rifle practice.
the senior division, Reserve Officers' Training Corps, who has not
executed a certificate of loyalty or loyalty oath in such form as shall
he prescribed by the Secretary of Defense.
Sec. 626. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
he available for the procurement of any article of food, clothing,
cotton, spun silk yarn for cartridge cloth, or wool (whether in the form
of fiber or yarn or contained in fabrics, materials, or manufactured
articles) not grown, reprocessed, reused, or produced in the United
States or its possessions, except to the extent that the Secretary
of the Department concerned shall determine that a satisfactory
quality and sufficient quantity of any articles of food or clothing or
any form of cotton, spun silk yarn for cartridge cloth, or wool grown,
reprocessed, reused, or produced in the United States or its possessions
cannot be procured as and when needed at United States market prices
and except procurements outside the United States in support of com-
bat operations, procurements by vessels in foreign waters and emer-
gency procurements or procurements of perishable foods by estab-
lishments located outside the continental United States, except the
Territories of Hawaii and Alaska, for the personnel attached thereto:
Provided, That nothing herein shall preclude the procurement of foods
manufactured or processed in the United States or its possessions:
Provided further. That no funds herein appropriated shall be used
for the payment of a price differential oil contracts hereafter made
for the purpose of relieving economic dislocations.
Sec. 627. None of the funds appropriated in this Act shall be used
for the purchase of passenger automobiles except for replacement
:
Provided, That the foregoing limitation shall not apply to the Navy
and Marine Corps for one hundred and sixty-five vehicles, and to
the Air Force for one thousand and sixty-nine vehicles.
Sec. 628. None of the funds appropriated in this Act shall be used
for the construction, replacement, or reactivation of any bakery, laun-
dry, or dry-cleaning facility in the United States, its Territories or
possessions, as to which the Secretary of Defense does not certify in
writing, giving Ids reasons therefor, that the services to be furnished
by such facilities are not obtainable from commercial sources at
reasonable rates.
Sec. 62!*. During the current fiscal year, appropriations of the De-
partment of Defense shall be available for reimbursement to the Post
Office Department for payment of costs of commercial air transporta-
tion of military mail between the United States and foreign countries.
Sec. 630. Appropriations of the Department of Defense available
for the payment of rental allowances shall be available for the leas-
ing of quarters in foreign countries constructed under the authority
of section 302 of Public Law 534, approved July 14, l!>.r>2, for assign-
ment as public quarters to military personnel of the Department of
Defense.
Sec. B31. Appropriations contained in this Act shall be available
for providing furnishings, without charge, in other than public quar-
ters occupied by military or civilian personnel of the Department of
Defense on duty outside the continental United States or in Alaska,
upon a determination, under regulations approved by the Secretary
of Defense, that such action is advantageous to the Government.
Sec. 632. During the current fiscal year appropriations available to
the Department of Defense for pay of civilian employees shall be
available for uniforms, or allowances therefor, as authorized by the
Act of September 1, 1954 (68 Stat. 1114).
Sec. 633. During the current fiscal year, the Secretary of Defense
shall, upon requisition of the National Hoard for the Promotion of
Rifle Practice, and without reimbursement, transfer from agencies
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of tin' Department of Defense to the Board ammunition in such
amounts as lie may determine.
(I)) Such appropriations of the Department of Defense available
for obligation during (he current fiscal year as may he designated hy
the Secretary of Defense shall he available for the travel expenses of
military and naval personnel, including the reserve components, and
members of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps attending regional,
national or international rifle matches.
Sec. (134. This Act may he cited as the "Department of Defense Short title.
Appropriation Act, 1!*.">7".
Approved July 2, 1956.
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